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Distinguished Heads of State,

Government Leaders,

Political Leaders and Statesmen in general, and especially of

the Third World:

The report we put before you is not the fruit of my personal effort alone.

It stems from concerns, thoughts and ideas I have expressed over the last few
years at various international meetings, the United Nations included. How-
ever, they have now been developed and elaborated in greater depth with the

necessary and decisive cooperation of a group ofyoung economists from the

World Economic Research Center, set up in our country afew years ago, and
the International Economic Research Center of the School of Economics of

the University of Havana.

It was necessary to gather, arrange and analyze thousands of dispersed data

in publications put out by the most prestigious international agencies and spe-

cialized journals on each of the subjects taken up. This may well be the first

time core questions of crucial importance to our countries have been compiled

in a single document, from the world economic perspective outlined by the

Movement ofNon-Aligned Countries at successive Summit Conferences.

Hard work has been done for its preparation, but circumstances have been

pressing and time short for such an ambitious endeavor. There has been some

inevitable reiteration on certain questions in order to examine each problem

carefully. This is because of the inseparable relationship between certain

phenomena and the various topics taken up in each chapter.

We thought it would be of interest to provide the Heads of State or Gov-

ernment and political leaders in general - especially those of the Third

World - with official data that are beyond suspicion of bias and demonstrate

the tragedy of our peoples. We have sought to do so with an economy of data

and explanation, since we know that those of us with public responsibilities

have little time in the midst of weighty problems. It is written, moreover, in

simple, straightforward language. While we derive great experience from the

exercise of our functions as Heads of State or Government, we do not have

the privilege of being - nor could we be - specialists in all economic and social

spheres. We are basically politicians - in itself one of the most difficult tasks

in today's world - and above all we must be responsible ones.
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We know, moreover, and have borne this in mind, that as public figures we

are as a rule reluctant to use very abstract language and highly technical

terms. I, at least, feel this way, and I never try to explain - 1 could not - that

which is not perfectly clear to me.

I am convinced that it is utterly impossible to situate ourselves in the reality

of today's world if the panorama presented by the facts and problems set forth

here is not made readily available to statesmen for their daily use and pro-

found meditation.

This is why we attempted to compile the data leading to a diagnosis that is

familiar to us all, but which we have not always been able to back with the

hard statistics as such.

Many will find in this book an exact portrait of the distressing difficulties

they each face today.

I am aware that our world - I refer especially to the Third World - takes

in an enormous variety of widely differing concepts, ideologies, beliefs and

perceptions. We have, however, one thing in common, even with those who

are part of the developed world: our responsibility to mankind. But, in the un-

derdeveloped countries, we particularly have in common our national econ-

omic interests; the overwhelming problems of accumulated poverty and back-

wardness; an immense external debt that the vast majority cannot pay; an in-

creasingly brutal inequality that hangs over peoples and is combined with the

squandering of enormous sums on an absurd arms race in the midst of the

dreadful exploitation that weighs on our nations in the most diverse forms;

and the horrendous historical heritage of centuries of colonialist and neo- co-

lonialist plunder in each of our countries, right up until the present situation,

in which the exploitation is that much more refined, that much more merci-

less, that much crueler than ever before in history. We also share the bitter

feeling of impotence that many governments have in theface ofsuch problems

and the concern of all statesmen for the political instability to which these

problems give rise.

So gloomy are the realities and prospects for the future viewed as a whole

that they could generate pessimism and discouragement if we were not sure

of our aims. They are inevitably a bitter pill to swallow, but if we are to face

up to the realities we have first to become aware of them.

We do not have, nor do we think anyone has, magic remedies for such dif-

ficult, complex and apparently insoluble problems. History shows, however,

that no problem has ever been solved until it has become a tangible reality of
which everyone is aware. Today, we are faced with the most universally se-

rious and anguishing situations ever known to mankind. In short, for the first

time we are faced with the question of whether or not we are to survive. But,

no matter how enormous the difficulties, no matter how complex the task,

there can be no room for pessimism. This would be to renounce all hope and
resign ourselves to the final defeat. We have no alternative but to struggle,

trusting in the great moral and intellectual capacity of the human race and in

its instinct for self-preservation, if we wish to harbor any hope for survival.
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Only with a tremendous effort and the moral and intellectual support of all

can weface afuture that objectively appears desperate and somber, especially

for the peoples of the Third World.

We hope that our modest effort may help create this necessary awareness,

which is why we will be deeply grateful to colleagues who are kind and patient

enough to look through this report, especially if they excuse its shortcomings

and deficiencies.

v
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1
Introduction

The world is undergoing one of the worst economic crises in it's history.

It is a crisis that has its origins in the major capitalist powers but has

most brutally affected the underdeveloped countries, which are now ex-

periencing the sharpest economic deterioration in the whole post-war pe-

riod.

The initial symptoms of depression became evident by the end of 1979,

at the time of the Sixth Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countries.

The situation has swiftly continued to worsen, however, and now, at the

time of the Seventh Summit Conference, it is at a calamitous juncture.

Even so, it would not seem to have reached rock bottom, casting a somber
shadow of uncertainty over short - and even medium -term international

economic prospects.

Although this Report covers a period of just over three years (1979-

82/83) between the two Summit Conferences, the complexity of the situ-

ation is such that there will be occasion to examine some of the antece-

dents. It is hoped that this will be of help to Heads of State or Government
in deciding, on the basis of solid data, the strategic lines of action such

dramatic circumstances demand.

Overall assessment of the present situation

The growth in world Gross Domestic Product, which - despite obvious

fluctuations - had averaged about 4 per cent in the '70s, fell to 3.8 per cent

in 1979 and to just over 2 per cent in 1980, only to drop to 1.2 per cent

in 1981 and, in the best of cases, to a similar level in 1982.

This decline in economic activities consequently extended to world

trade, whose average annual growth fell from about 7 per cent in 1976-78

to 6 per cent in 1979, 1.5 per cent in 1980, 0 per cent in 1981; and the gen-

eral estimate for 1982 is that the situation of virtual stagnation continued.

Monetary and financial events complicated the crisis. The US dollar's

strong appreciation at the end of 1980 resulted in the depreciation of al-
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most all currencies of the leading market-economy countries. The un-

precedented rise In US Interest rates, beginning In late 1979, produced

great fluctuations In exchange rates, pushed up Interest rates In other

countries and spread to capital markets. All this heightened economic un-

certainty and further hampered the chances of cyclical recovery.

Moreover, between 1979 and 1982, there were continued serious disrup-

tions in the current account balance of payments from the previous period

but with great recent changes in the positions of groups of countries: the

largest capitalist powers tended to equilibrium; the small but developed

market-economy countries maintained significant deficits; big oil-export-

ing countries experienced a sharp reduction in their surpluses; and the

non-oil underdeveloped countries' deficits increased to such unbearable

levels that many were forced to reschedule their external debt.

In the context of the foregoing analysis, it should also be noted that this

crisis is taking place at a time when the world population is over 4 billion.

It occurs at a time when the internationalization of economic life has

reached a point whereby changes in one or a few highly developed coun-

tries can, through the closely-knit and sensitive network of dependence

links existing today, transmit their own boom or depression to dozens and

dozens of countries - indeed, practically to the whole world. And it is tak-

ing place against the backdrop of a widening and deepening of the notor-

ious gap that today separates the large group of underdeveloped countries

from the smaller group of industrialized powers. The impact of a depres-

sive course originating in those market economies plunges hundreds of

millions of people and entire regions into greater backwardness, abject

poverty and want.

Under such circumstances, it would probably not be an overstatement

to say that this crisis may have far more devastating effects than mankind
has ever experienced before.

The crisis in the developed capitalist countries

During 1979-82, the adverse economic situation extended to practically

all countries of the world.

Even the developed socialist countries - which with their centralized

economic planning had not experienced for decades the cyclical fluctu-

ations typical of the market economies - experienced a marked decelera-

tion in their growth rates during that period due to a complex set of do-

mestic and external factors.

The origins of the crisis and its effects on the rest of the world can be

clearly found in the developed capitalist countries, especially in the group

formed by the seven major powers and more specifically in the United

States (35 per cent of this area's GNP). Moreover, it is also evident who
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has been most seriously hit. In this connection, the UN has pointed out

that:

The recession in Western industrialized countries has been the main
reason for the poor results in the world economy. The reduction in

economic activity produced both a great increase in unemployment -

which in turn depressed salaries - and a weakening of commodities. 1

The outbreak of the crisis in 1979-80 was reflected In a sharp drop in the

growth rates of the Gross National Product of OECD countries. In the

seven major countries - the United States, Japan, West Germany,
France, the United Kingdom, Italy and Canada - there was a drop to 3.7

per cent in 1979, slightly over 1 per cent in 1980 and 1981, and -0.5 per

cent in 1982. Similar trends can be observed for the remaining seventeen

countries of the organization.
2

Contraction in investments persists due to the poor outlook for a deeply

depressed market, which is also affected by inflation and unemployment,

high interest rates and the failure of restrictionist government policies. The
underutilization of installed industrial capacity continues at an unprece-

dented level, while the wave of bankruptcy occasionally rises, spectacular-

ly, as in the case of the United States. Unemployment - particularly

among the young and, in certain countries, among ethnic minorities - has

reached figures that, in absolute terms, can only be compared to those

during the Great Depression of the 1930's. In fact, initial forecasts in this

respect for the OECD area - 8 per cent of the labor force, i.e. 28 million

unemployed - were surpassed by far. By the end of 1982, in the United

States alone, where up to 9 per cent unemployment was expected, the

figure was nearly 11 per cent - over 12 million unemployed - according

to what is usually considered an official underestimate.

The crisis in the underdeveloped countries

The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries is particularly interested in

the effects of the crisis in the underdeveloped countries under the present

conditions of dependence and through the well-known commercial and
monetary-financial mechanisms. The impact is indeed felt in a tragically

magnified way. This is due to the fact that it occurs in a socio-economic

environment where it is estimated that, chronically, the number of the

unemployed and underemployed totals 400 to 500 million people (one

third to half of the labor force), per caput income is 7 to 40 times lower

than in the developed capitalist countries, and dire poverty - physical

hunger, deplorable housing, and almost non-existent medical care and ed-

ucation - affects over one billion human beings.

The underdeveloped countries had attained growth rates of about 5-6

per cent in the ^Os and '70s. According to the goals set for the UN Third

Decade of the International Development Strategy, they had hoped to
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reach a 7 per cent rate during the '80s. But, if present trends persist, there

is not the slightest possibility of attaining that goal.

The real evolution, until now, has been as follows:

The growth rates of the underdeveloped countries as a whole dropped - av-

eraging data from various sources to reach an approximate estimate - from
4.8 per cent in 1979 to 2.8 per cent in 1980 and to about 1 per cent in 1981.

When this Report was in preparation, 1982 figures were not available, yet

it may be foreseen that performance during that year, far from improving,

was probably worse.

The crisis affected different groups of countries to varying degrees.

It seems that during the period under examination, only a dozen net oil-

exporting countries were able to maintain positive growth rates, some even

relatively high (6 per cent). The large oil-exporting countries experienced

negative growth rates since 1980 and the net Importers experienced a vertical

drop in their growth rates: from 4 per cent in 1980 to 1.5 per cent In

1981 - the lowest in the post-war era - and it will probably drop further In

1982.

This sudden economic deterioration - undoubtedly worsened by the ac-

knowledged inadequacy of the internal structures, typical In most under-

developed countries - clearly originated in the crisis unleashed in the

most important capitalist centers. Even when there is direct government

action by those countries - restrictive fiscal, credit and monetary poli-

cies - it is frequently due to the need to counter pressures resulting from

serious imbalances from outside.

The decline in the volume of exports and in the prices of the main com-
modities exported by underdeveloped countries has been the worst in re-

cent decades. It is estimated that when compared with 1980 values, the

1981-82 accumulated losses amount to some $29 billion. The drop in

prices has been particularly dramatic. According to the UNCTAD Month-
ly Price Bulletin published last November, the combined index of com-
modity prices - excluding oil, in terms of current dollars and on a basis

of 1980 = 100 - dropped to 84 in 1981 and to 71 during the first ten

months of 1982. In real terms, it declined steeply from almost 100 by the

enJ of 1980, to less than 70 by late 1982. But actually, as stated in a work-

ing paper of the Group of 77 recently examined in UNCTAD:

The terms of trade for commodities from non-oil-exporting developing

countries has notably deteriorated since 1978 and present data indicate

a further deterioration on the terms of trade for commodities In 1982.

On the other hand, in its 1982 Annual Report, the IMF acknowledged:

that in the case of the net oil-importing underdeveloped countries, the cu-

mulative deterioration of the terms of trade from 1977 to 1981 was over

15 per cent - that is, the equivalent of some $45 to 50 billion.

The corresponding impact of these developments, on the balance of

trade and, therefore, on the current accounts balance of payments, caused
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the impressive acceleration of the increased external debt of oil -importing

underdeveloped countries. On the other hand, this evolution has led to a

situation wherein the appearance of a new trait in the traditional monopolist

exaction procedures in the underdeveloped world has also become prominent:

now, it is not only performed through unequal trade and foreign private in-

vestments, but also through typically financial means, that is, through exter-

nal debt.

The problem of the underdeveloped countries' external imbalances has

thus sharpened recently. The flows of official development assistance in

concessionary terms have been decreasing, both in nominal and in real

terms, and do not even reach half the required minimum 0.7 per cent of

the developed countries' GDP. The IMF lacks sufficient resources; Its

quota system - and, therefore, voting system - besides its asymmetric dis-

tribution, restrains the amount of the credits that, on the other hand, are

granted under a set of conditions which disregards the underdeveloped

countries' economic and social needs, the structural and long-term nature

of their external imbalances and the present features of the world

economic juncture. The attempts made as of 1978 at lending greater flex-

ibility to the practices of that institution proved unsuccessful. And the

new financial facilities introduced in the '70s have far from solved the se-

rious payment imbalances that, due to external reasons beyond their con-

trol, the underdeveloped countries are experiencing.

On the other hand, the role played by private sources of capital - name-
ly transnational banks - has also failed to solve the problem. The fact is

- as has been pointed out by the Group of 24 in the IMF and the Group
of 77 in UNCTAD - that "privatization" of international monetary and fi-

nancial relations has increased even more in recent times. Transnational

banks - particularly active in the Euromarket - are decisive in the growth

and decline of international liquidity; their huge speculative capital move-
ments are also decisive in the variations of exchange rates and have re-

flected - and sharpened - the increase in interest rates. These sources of

private funding are only available to a number of underdeveloped coun-

tries at high costs and have furthermore showed a restrictive trend. As a

matter of fact - as both the Group of 24 and the Group of 77 have stat-

ed - they are equally incapable of solving the problems of supporting bal-

ance of payments deficits and meeting funding requirements for develop-

ment in the underdeveloped countries.

Capitalist economic developments in the post-war period:

background factors to the present crisis

It would be of little help in understanding the present economic prob-

lems to confine their examination to the framework of a cyclical process,

even if due note is taken of its aggravated complication owing to concom-
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itant phenomena of chronic stagnation, inflation and unemploy-

ment - feature of the so-called stagflation - in addition to policies, life dal-

ly proves inadequate. The present capitalist juncture forms part of a more

protracted historical evolution - covering at least several decades - In

which complex processes have taken place, thus hindering Its medium-

and long-term growth possibilities, creating deep and seemingly

unsolvable Imbalances and provoking the emergence of critical situations

in decisive areas of economic activity.

A series of new and, occasionally, far-reaching phenomena occurred In

the developed capitalist world during the past post-war period.

Some of these important events were associated with an upsurge in the con-

centration of power, capital and production and, after a given moment, with

the extraterritorialization of those processes by the emergence of transnational

corporations. Today, these conglomerates control 40 to 50 per cent of

world trade, and market 80 to 90 per cent of the main commodities export-

ed by underdeveloped countries. The effects of this phenomenon in inter-

national economic life have been sufficiently examined so as to currently

constitute one of the most extensive bibliographies of our times. It has be-

come tradition among the Non-Aligned Countries, particularly since the

Fourth Summit Conference in Algiers, to examine, diagnose and de-

nounce this phenomenon.
This increasingly concentrated monopolization process - or ollgopoliza-

tion, to use a more technical term - was undoubtedly one of the decisive

factors in the changes in the balance of forces among capitalist powers

during the post-war period. The almost unquestionable US hegemony in

that part of the developed world at the end of the war began changing in

the '50s with the recovery and growth provided by big industrial consortia

to the economies of Western Europe (particularly West Germany) and

Japan. In the '60s, the process continued to sharpen, and in the 70s it led

to the virtual establishment of three large centers of capitalist power in the

world: the United States - preeminent -, the European Economic Com-
munity and Japan; they were allies in the struggle against socialism and
united against the vindicatory movements of the underdeveloped nations,

yet rivals in the fight for energy sources, the use of cheap labor and raw

materials and the sale of their products in international markets.

The upsurge of monopolization, on the other hand, took place under cir-

cumstances concomitant with the role of the State in the economies. This

evolution, that in the past would only become evident in times of war,

could be quantitatively confirmed and illustrated by the fact that govern-

ment spending, as a percentage of the Domestic- Product in the OECD
area, went from about 28 per cent in 1960 to some 40 per cent by the late

'70s. However, official action in developed market economies goes beyond
the role played by government spending. In many countries the State is

the owner or co-owner of big corporations and even of total branches of

economy. In others, it attempts telling macro-economic planning. And in
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all, by manipulating the monetary and fiscal levers, it influences - at times

decisively but not always successfully - the course of the cycle.

Today, the ever closer ties between the interests of the big economic

power groups and the policies of the top echelons of State power - another

important development of the post-war period - is unchallenged by any

authority on this subject, or even by a mere observer of these phenomena.

But in this connection, underdeveloped countries can offer convincing

evidence whenever they have sought to negotiate a just, vindicatory de-

mand in international fora. The secret of the "lack of political will" on the

part of developed capitalist powers in such cases lies precisely in this very

fact.

This interrelationship is evidenced in the development of one of the

most genuinely far-reaching events of our times: the scientific and techno-

logical revolution, a process that would have been rendered completely im-

possible without an active, joint monopoly -State participation.

Indeed, the scientific and technological revolution could never have

taken place without State backing - financial and otherwise - to research

and development activities (R&D). This revolution is an integral fusion of

extraordinary scientific accomplishments and formidable achievements in

the ability to apply those accomplishments to technology and production.

In other words, the resulting science -production system is such that ideas

generating in the former are spread to and may be applied in the latter,

thus becoming, in an incredibly short period, material realities (goods and

services).

From the theory of relativity to that of the quantum theory - passing

through nuclear physics, polymer chemistry, cybernetics and molecular

biology - many of the findings that under other circumstances would not

have gone beyond the scientific abstractions of a researcher or the color

in the test tubes in some small laboratory, today become inspiring sources

of projects which swiftly move from drawing board to production plant

and then to market. Thus, a decisive change has occurred in the historical

development of the productive forces of society that, in terms of invest-

ment processes or net capital formation at unprecedented scales and di-

versity, today appear in the form of new products, lines and even branches

of production which only two or three decades ago would have been fig-

ments beyond the scope of the richest imagination.

But the tragically paradoxical essence of these events cannot but move
the most insensitive soul.

The unquestionable links between this scientific and technological

revolution and the developments in the destructive capabilities of the

modern military arms build-up machinery - which keeps the world on the

brink of a thermonuclear holocaust - stand in contrast with the possi-

bilities that same revolution would offer if devoted to efforts aimed at im-

proving mankind's well-being. The enormous production of goods - at

times both superfluous and sophisticated - facilitated by this very scien-
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tific and technological revolution In consumer societies, stands in contrast

with the lack of the essential goods that plagues hundreds of millions of

people living on the various continents. And the prodigious leap of the

productive forces resulting from this very same revolution stands in con-

trast with the similarly phenomenal scientific, technological and material

backwardness of entire peoples for whom the concept of civilization is, at

best, but a rather remote hope. In short, paradoxes of a society like that

of our times which has mastered the techniques for surrounding us with

artificial satellites, for placing men on the Moon and investigating the

rings around Saturn; but which seems equally incapable of mitigating the

hunger that day after day strikes down one fourth of the inhabitants of Its

own planet and of agreeing upon an efficient system to prevent disaster

in the prices of the underdeveloped countries' commodities.

During the last post-war period and somewhat linked to the aforemen-

tioned events, various important changes took place in the Internal struc-

tures of the economies of the industrialized countries, to which reference

should be made due to their influence - mainly negative - in underdevel-

oped countries.

The role of agriculture in those advanced economies, for instance, con-

tinued diminishing to the extent that by the end of the '70s it only con-

tributed 3-4 per cent to the Gross Domestic Product and absorbed as a

source of employment only about 3 per cent (in the United States) and 12

per cent (in Japan) of the labor force. On the other hand, about that time,

industry accounted for one fourth (United States) and one third (Japan) of

that GDP and, in general, about 30 per cent of employment. Actually, the

sector that grew faster was services which also by late '70s, contributed 52

per cent (Japan and Western Europe) and 63 per cent (United States) to

the GDP, with similar employment ratios.

Significant changes also occurred in the industrial sector: the so-called

traditional branches lagged behind in relative terms, and others showed a

dynamic upsurge, mainly electromechanics and chemistry. In addition,

processes evolved in the industrial sector - some related to the scientific

and technological revolution - that very directly affected the underdevel-

oped countries, such as raw material -saving technological innovations and

the replacement of natural raw materials by synthetic products.

But more important from the point of view of the underdeveloped

world's interests were the world-wide scale changes, partly related to the

aforementioned.

The post-war period indeed witnessed an important upsurge in the

phenomena related to the internationalization of economic life. There was
a significant increase - even in real terms - in the capital flow between
countries and trade grew at unprecedented and sustained rates. Deep
changes occurred in the distribution of trade in different geographical

areas and sectors and new international division of labor schemes began
emerging. In the framework of the latter, some underdeveloped countries
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became - within certain limits - exporters of manufactured goods thus in-

creasing their share in the total exports of the non -oil -exporting under-

developed countries from 30 per cent in 1950 to 40 percent in 1979-80.

But the changes that had the greatest and, to a certain extent, demol-

ishing impact on underdeveloped countries were those in the distribution

of world investments and trade in different geographical regions and sec-

tors.

As known, the main investment trends of the developed capitalist

countries before World War II was directed to the then colonial,

semi-colonial and dependent world. Since the end of that war, a new
phenomenon started to develop: international capital/lows showed a tend-

ency to move mainly within the developed capitalist countries. In 1946, for in-

stance, Latin America absorbed 43 per cent of all direct US investments

abroad and Western Europe barely 19 per cent. By the mid-'70s, Latin

America received only 17 per cent of these investments while Western
Europe was already receiving over 37 per cent.

In addition, by the early '70s another process began: private capital, re-

presenting then only a little over 40 per cent of totalfinancial flows to under-

developed countries, some ten years later absorbed over 65 per cent. On the

other hand, another unprecedented process occurred in the '70s: of all pri-

vate capital flows to underdeveloped countries, direct Investments de-

creased (from 56 per cent in 1970 to only 28 per cent - exactly half - in

1979), while the financialflows of the transnational commercial banks (loans

and credits), practically non-existent in statistical terms in 1970, increased to

the point of absorbing 44 per cent of total private flows in 1979. That is why
in 1979, according to UNCTAD, underdeveloped countries were paying,

on account of the interest on their fabulous external debt, an amount
three times the earnings from direct foreign private investments.

The other decisive evolution took place in the sphere of world trade.

Before the war, most of world trade was between the developed capital-

ist countries (the metropolises) and the underdeveloped world (colonies,

semi-colonies and dependent countries at the time). But that structure

started changing totally in the post-war period, to the extent that the ac-

celerated growth world trade experienced in the past decades took place

mainly among developed nations, clearly displacing underdeveloped coun-

tries (excluding the large oil exporters since 1974).

This phenomenon is closely related both to the structural changes and
expansion experienced by developed market economies during the first

quarter of the century after the war, and the effects of these develop-

ments in the volume and branch and geographic composition of world

trade. Thus, the volume of food, beverages and raw materials, constituting

the main export items of the underdeveloped countries in world trade de-

creased from some 40 per cent in 1955 to only 25 per cent by the end of

the '60s; this process sharpened further in subsequent years.
3 The result

is quite obvious: the non-oil underdeveloped countries' share in total
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world exports dropped from almost 25 per cent In 1955 to an average of

slightly over 11 per cent In 1970-1980. 4 That Is to say, those underdevel-

oped countries, representing most of the population and of the world ter-

ritory, only participate in - and are forced to live with - just over one-

tenth of the world trade.

Other aspects of the situation

The study of the problems faced by the underdeveloped countries to-

day, notoriously worsened in the past three or four years, is not limited to

the impact that the negative cyclical evolution of the world economy has

had on them. There are other aspects that affect them severely and to

which we must at least make reference to in this introduction, subject to

a more detailed and separate analysis. The arms race is one such problem.

In 1979-1982, the amount spent on the arms build-up has continued in-

creasing, especially by the great powers. Between 1979 and 1981 military ex-

penditures averaged $505 billion a year. It was higher in 1982. The United

States and other developed capitalist countries, and the Soviet Union and

the European socialist countries, accounted for over 70 per cent of all

military expenditures.

Recently, the contrast between the underdeveloped countries' financial

requirements and the potentially suicidal squandering of world resources

on the arms build-up has been even more paradoxically highlighted by the

fact that such squandering has yearly equalled, and even surpassed, the

total external debt of the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, a

debt that has forced them to cut back - if not cancel - their development

programs and introduce restrictions that have severely affected their peo-

ple's income, employment and living standards.

At various Summit Conferences, the Non-Allgned Countries have

repeatedly stressed the potential danger the absurdity of the arms race im-

plies for the survival of mankind, and they have called, again and again,

for peaceful and constructive alternatives particularly that of a possible

linkage between disarmament and development financing.

The worldfood problem is another matter that requires close examination.

It is estimated that more than a billion people in the underdeveloped

world suffer from malnutrition, of whom over 500 million are starving.

Although this situation affects all the underdeveloped countries to a

greater or lesser degree, the most severely affected areas are sub-Saharan

Africa and Southern Asia, where serious food shortages coincide more
explicitly with insufficient agricultural production as compared to popula-

tion growth. These regions also account for an Important part of the pro-

jected cereal shortfall estimated at $24 billion (at 1975 prices) by the year

2000.

The worsening world food problem is a post-war phenomenon that

coincides with the upsurge of neo-colonialism. On an overall world scale,
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this problem tends to appear, not as a discrepancy between production and

consumption but rather as a sum of inequalities in the structure of distri-

bution. The aforementioned $24 billion cereal deficit, for example, stands

in contrast with a $32 billion surplus in the developed countries.
5 At re-

gional, sub-regional and national levels, food deficits are generally due to

inadequate agrarian structures (latifundia, mlnifundia, etc.); and technical

backwardness - sometimes at a primitive level - in land usage. In any

case, these situations also influence other environmental problems such

as degradation of soils, exhaustion of forestry resources, and de-

sertification, the most extreme expression of generalized deterioration of

the ecosystem.

Another matter to be considered is the so-called energy crisis. The 1973-74

oil price rise by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) was generally supported by Third World countries as a fair de-

mand, in principle, in the hopes that the oil countries' newly-acquired

power and the abundant resources consequently available to them could

be used to defend fair prices for commodities and for Third World eco-

nomic development aid.

But that step severely affected the economies of the underdeveloped

countries and in some years - particularly 1974, 1976 and from 1980 on -

it became a heavy burden on their balance of payments. Those countries

were thus confronted with a new unequal exchange, this time related to

oil, which affects them not only in terms of the oil they import but also

in terms of the products they buy from the developed capitalist countries,

where price increases surpassed oil cost. This enormous expense is com-
pounded by the investments aimed at solving their future energy needs

according to their possibilities.

The capitalist crises, the crisis of neo-colonialism and the

Movement of Non-Aligned Countries

From the economic point of view, the 25 years immediately following

World War II were the richest in developments, structural changes and in

the emergence of new trends in all the history of capitalism. This evolu-

tion, however, unleashed contradictions, imbalances and tensions there-

tofore unknown by the system.
Capitalist powers and, in general, all the developed market economies

are now facing problems whose depth and gravity were inconceivable just

10 or 15 years ago. One such problem is the alterations in the cycle's per-

formance now featuring ever shorter, weaker and hesitant recovery phases

alongside the persistent and seemingly concomitant phenomena of high

inflation and unemployment rates. But still, other problems - all

inter-related, equally serious and allegedly without a solution - could be

added, namely, the low medium-and long-term trend growth rates, chronic
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processes of monetary and financial instability, the energy crisis, the ecolog-

ical crisis, and the already evident crisis of the entire neo-colonial system.

This last phenomenon is of particular interest to the Non-Aligned

Countries.

It is a well-known fact that the imperialist colonial system collapsed

after World War II. This process, however, dovetailed with the develop-

ment of neo-colonialism, a new and more subtle form of the metropolitan

policies of the past. Neo-colonialism, while representing an unavoidable

tolerance for the formal political independence of the former colonies and

semi-colonies, sought to consolidate their economic dependence based

both on direct imperialist exploitation in every country and on an Inequi-

table system of international economic relations. But now the history-mak-

ing news is that, according to massive and uncontestable data, neo-colonial-

ism, as was the case of colonialism in the past, has also gone into crisis.

It has come into crisis, first of all, because of the contradictions with the

underdeveloped world that the aforementioned capitalist developments

have provoked.

For example, in diverting a substantial share of the trade and invest-

ment flow from the underdeveloped to the developed countries, the for-

mer's structural problems particularly sharpened and development

possibilities were checked inasmuch as these countries were forced into a

fully marginal position in the midst of the accelerated growth in the flows

of capital and goods that have characterized world trade in recent decades.

The very flow of capital to the underdeveloped countries in the form of

private direct investments - for ages an expression of exploitation, malfor-

mation and economic dependence - has tended to ebb in recent times,

but, as noted previously, merely to be supplanted by onerous flows of

bank loans which have led to gigantic debts, whose servicing has created

a crisis not only for Third World economies but for imperialism's own fi-

nancial, system. The mechanism of unequal exchange, aggravated to the

utmost by inflation, oil prices, and, on top of it all, by the present crisis,

has decisively contributed not only to an increased debt, but also led to a

chronic deficit in the balance of trade with the consequent impact on the

balance of payments which, due to structural reasons as well as to

economic prospects, simply cannot be solved within the framework of the

neo- colonialist regime characteristic of current trade relations between the

developed capitalist countries and the underdeveloped world.

The crisis of neo-colonialism is also evidenced through developments

such as the oil price demands by OPEC in 1973-1974 and the launching

then of the program for the New International Economic Order at the in-

itiative of the Non-Aligned Countries. Now, on the 10th anniversary of

this historical initiative at the Fourth Summit Conference in Algiers, its

results might seem disheartening at first glance. Little progress has been

made in achieving its most essential and just economic demands. On the

contrary, the capitalist powers succeeded in stifling, one by one, the most
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constructive and important projects set forth in that inspiring program,

projects such as the Integrated Commodities Program, the Global Nego-

tiations and the implementation of the set of principles materialized - only

to vanish afterwards - during the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations. Nevertheless, these disappointments should not lead to

defeatism. They are part - episodes - of the process of a system in crisis

and of the failure of a regime of international economic relations, both

doomed by history, to whose gradual development the vigorous Move-
ment of Non-Aligned Countries has greatly contributed, precisely by in-

creasing its capacity to defy the most adverse circumstances.

Assessment of the efforts made in establishing a New
International Economic Order

During 1979-1982. the Non-Aligned Countries and the developing

countries as a whole steadfastly upheld their banners in defense of a New
International Economic Order. Unfortunately, the assessment of their ef-

forts was as negative as the one dating back to May 1974, when Resolu-

tions 3201 and 3202, containing both its Declaration and Action Program

were adopted by the Sixth Special Session of the UN General Assembly.

Consequently, during the Seventh Summit Conference, the Heads of State

or Government may reaffirm the views expressed at the Havana Summit
Conference - were the situation not to require a more forceful lan-

guage - as it truly seems to require at present:

The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed their deep conviction

that a lasting solution to the problems of the developing countries can

only be achieved by a constant and fundamental restructuring of inter-

national economic relations through the establishment of the New In-

ternational Economic Order. However, five years after the adoption of

Resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly [ ... ] the economic situation faced by the developing

countries continues its pervasive deterioration, aggravated and

accelerated by the effects of the world economic crisis [ ... ] The Heads
of State or Government deeply deplore the intransigency of most of

the developed countries and their refusal to engage in serious negotia-

tion to implement the above-mentioned resolutions [ ... ] The Heads of

State or Government stressed the necessity for taking urgent measures

for achieving progress towards establishing the New International

Economic Order.

The poor and almost completely fruitless results of the efforts made to

establish the New International Economic Order - a program that is ever

more urgent in view of the greater, deeper and more drastic deterioration

that the world economic situation has undergone in the last three years -
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contrast sharply with the vigorous and sustained efforts of the Non-
Aligned and all underdeveloped countries during that period.

In fact, immediately after the closing of the Sixth Summit Conference,

and bearing witness to the stands of the Non-Aligned Countries as regards

the pressing need for adopting measures to establish the New
International Economic Order, Cuba, as representative of the Movement,
proposed in the United Nations formulas in response to the desperate

economic and social situation of the Third World. Cuba first of all pro-

posed the establishment of an additional Inflow of resources of no less

than $300 billion in 1977 real values, to be distributed from the outset in

annual amounts of no less than $25 billion and used in the underdevel-

oped countries. This aid was to adopt the form of grants and long-term

soft credits at minimal interest rates.

On that occasion, Cuba made a 10-point summary of the additional

steps indispensable in reversing the crisis, and that, owing to their current

validity, are worth reaffirming:

Unequal exchange is impoverishing our peoples; and it should cease!

Inflation, which is being exported to us, is impoverishing our peoples;

and it should cease!

Protectionism is impoverishing our peoples; and it should cease!

The disequilibrium that exists concerning the exploitation of sea re-

sources is abusive; and it should be abolished!

The financial resources received by the developing countries are insuf-

ficient; and should be increased!

Arms expenditures are irrational. They should cease, and the funds

thus released should be used to finance development.

The international monetary system that prevails today is bankrupt;

and should be replaced!

The debts of the least developed countries and those in a disadvanta-

geous position are impossible to bear and have no solution. They
should be cancelled!

Indebtedness oppresses the rest of the developing countries economi-

cally; and it should be relieved!

The wide economic gap between the developed countries and the

countries that seek development is growing rather than diminishing;

and it should be closed!

Furthermore, the Sixth Non-Aligned Summit Conference had suggest-

ed that the Committee of the Whole of the UN General Assembly begin

preparations for a Special Session of that body in order to launch a Global

Negotiation in the areas of commodities, energy, trade, development, and
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monetary and financial problems. Indeed, in the fall of 1979, the General

Assembly unanimously agreed that "global and sustained negotiations"

should be prompted during the Eleventh Special Session in 1980, wherein

the New General Strategy for Development should also be adopted. It is

common knowledge that the Special Session was held in the summer of

1980 and ended in total failure. Some capitalist powers - and notoriously

the United States - practically sabotaged the draft, which remained

stranded by procedural matters.

The period that bridges over these two Summit Conferences must be

analyzed without defeatism, but its balance of accrued economic frustra-

tions must be approached objectively and constructively. Throughout

these years the attempts to launch the Global Negotiations not only failed

- though the underdeveloped countries have not given them up yet - but,

furthermore, important proposals, principles and even achievements of

the underdeveloped world were seriously jeopardized due to the aggravat-

ing circumstance of a world economic crisis of unprecedented depth and

scope in the entire post-war era.

Thus, the Integrated Commodities Program ran aground and agree-

ments on market stabilization were seriously affected by the policies of

some capitalist powers, as was the case of the International Sugar Agree-

ment, whose full implementation was prevented by the selfish attitude of

the European Economic Community. Moreover, some given principles

and even demands won by the underdeveloped countries after long years

of struggle were simply overlooked in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

These negotiations registered a negative balance in fundamental issues,

among them, the Generalized System of Preferences, whose benefits were

eroded by several billions of dollars.

On the other hand, during these years, the protectionist tide in the mar-

ket economy countries, instead of slackening, gained momentum thus af-

fecting a number of underdeveloped countries. Instead of growing as re-

quested, Official Development Assistance declined, particularly in real

terms. Institutions such as the International Monetary Fund - more than

ever in the hands of the United States and a group of capitalist powers -

continued to pursue policies contrary to the demands of the underdevel-

oped countries.

It must be pointed out that the history of frustration of the underdevel-

oped countries in their efforts to establish a more equitable system of in-

ternational economic relations antedates the 10-year period that has prac-

tically elapsed since the adoption of the program for the New International

Economic Order. Actually, it covers a much broader period which starts

in the early post-war years, when national liberation movements gained

the momentum which resulted in the collapse of colonial empires, UN
membership for dozens of new States, and the beginning of the struggle

against neo-colonialism, spearheaded by the Movement of Non-Aligned

Countries. Throughout those years, the work performed by individual ex-
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perts, research and study centers and by various UN agencies shed light

on the problems of underdevelopment and especially on those which,

stemming from inadequate and unfair international economic structures,

hampered the attainment of genuine independence, development and

progress by the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. During that

time, several initiatives were put forth - i.e., the First and Second UN De-

velopment Decades - which to a certain extent encouraged international

cooperation to tackle the problems of underdevelopment, and organiza-

tions - such as the Regional Economic Committees and UNCTAD - that

carried out research and served as fora for debating and promoting favor-

able agreements for the underdeveloped countries.

The Non-Aligned Countries and the Group of 77 never hesitated In

supporting these initiatives and organizations, not even when the

proposals of a dialogue between developed and underdeveloped countries

- opposed by some - implied holding negotiations outside the UN frame-

work as was the case of the Paris Conference (1976), and of the Cancun
Meeting (1981). The latter was mainly Inspired in the Brandt Commission
proposals. Though experts and personalities of the underdeveloped world

participated in this Commission, its report clearly showed the views of the

most enlightened circles in the developed capitalist countries and con-

tained observations and suggestions in favor of the demands raised by the

underdeveloped countries, albeit as part of a philosophy reflecting the

long-term interests of the capitalist system.

In spite of the fact that Cuba was the Chairman of the Non-Aligned

Movement, the United States vetoed Cuba's participation at the Cancun
Meeting. In a gesture acknowledged as exemplary, and as evidence of the

underdeveloped countries' positive attitude vis-a-vis all fora that could

provide possible solutions to their serious problems, Cuba relinquished its

right to attend that meeting. But the Cancun Meeting, as is known to all,

also ended in total failure mainly on account of the stand taken by the

United States.

Indeed, the climax of a process lasting several decades was the adop-

tion, in May 1974, of an initiative by the Non-Aligned Countries, which

was later taken up by the Group of 77, supported by the socialist countries

and accepted - though reluctantly - by the developed capitalist countries:

the program for the establishment of the New International Economic
Order. This program - enriched subsequently with agreements adopted by

UNIDO, UNCTAD and other conferences - had the historic merit of be-

ing the first to be launched at the United Nations through the original ac-

tion of the underdeveloped countries and with their unanimous support.

The program contained sound political stands (anti-colonialism,

anti-racism, defense of the right to self-determination and sovereignty

over natural resources) and equally fair economic demands (in favor of

commodities, official development assistance, an international monetary

system reform, etc.).
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The sustained action for the implementation of the principles of the

New International Economic Order gave strength, coherence and unity to

the underdeveloped countries in their untiring pursuit of a world based,

not on exploitation, but on international cooperation, a less unfair and

more equitable world, a world that would favor, instead of hindering, any

effort to break the vicious circle of backwardness and dependence for

more than 100 countries where three-quarters of the world population is

concentrated together with almost all of the hunger, poverty and even the

hopelessness that today overwhelm mankind.

It is thus permissible to anticipate that the difficulties and frustrations

met by the Non-Aligned Countries and all underdeveloped countries in

their struggle for the materialization of that program, far from discourag-

ing, will spur on the quest for avenues leading to final success.
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2
The economic crisis and its impact

on the underdeveloped countries

The present cyclical crisis and its complications

The present crisis is part of the typical cyclical course of the developed

capitalist economies. Now, however, it has acquired new complications

and aggravating dimensions. This is not the place for a theoretical analysis

of the issue, yet it is obvious that certain basic observations must be made
in this regard if the Non-Aligned Countries are to draw up a realistic and

effective strategy in line with the circumstances.

These crises - the most severe phase in the cyclical evolution typical of

capitalist development - date back to at least the second quarter of the

19th century. In the course of time, they have tended to produce sharper,

deeper and more generalized interruptions of the economic upsurge with

world-wide effects. The most notorious crisis was the catastrophic world-

wide depression of 1929-1933.

During the period following World War II, and even in the midst of rel-

atively prolonged and generalized expansion, the cyclical evolution was
present - although with significant changes in its so-called classical be-

havior. Thus, the upsurge tended to be longer, while the crises lost their

previous international synchronism and sometimes appeared as relatively

brief and mild recessive processes.

This pattern changed toward the end of 1973, when, in the midst of an

unprecedented upsurge, economic activity was suddenly weakened, turn-

ing into a significantly deep crisis throughout the developed capitalist

world in 1974 and early 1975.

Despite its severity, this crisis ended in the second half of 1975 with a

speedy recovery, which led to an upsurge during the first half of 1976. In

the following two years (1977 and 1978) there was a relatively modest, un-

stable growth rate (between 3.5 and nearly 5 per cent). But this situation

barely continued until the first half of 1979. In the second half of 1979,

the symptoms heralding the present crisis began to appear. The decline

has continued since 1980, thus reaching the depressed levels of today, un-
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precedented since World War II. It should also be mentioned that the cap-

italist pattern since 1974-75 - closely resembling that of the '30s In some
respects - is considered by some economic circles to have been the begin-

ning of a crisis that continued despite the relative 1976-78 revival and

then plunged to Its present level.

This description, although short, suggests the characteristics of an un-

precedented cyclical course. There is, first of all, the fluctuating brevity of

the recovery and boom phases that used to last from eight to ten years but

that now could barely be sustained for three or four years. Two other fea-

tures also give the situation new characteristics.

One is the coexistence of an apparent recovery and upsurge process (1976-

79) coupled with high unemployment rates. The average unemployment rate

in OECD countries reached 5 per cent during the 1974-75 crisis, but never

dropped below that level in the following years; and, indeed, increased in

1979 (over 5.5 per cent), 1980 (over 6 per cent) and 1981-82 (over 8 per

cent).

The other is the coexistence of a crisis phase coupled with high inflation

rates. In recent years, inflation (as measured by the consumer price index)

has never dropped below 8 per cent per year for OECD countries and has

in fact gone over 12 per cent.

The slight drop in inflation levels in recent months is, for example - ac-

cording to general opinion - inseparably linked to the increased unem-
ployment of over 30 million people in the OECD area.

Another very important aspect is the now internationally acknowledged

failure of State policies for the regulation of the cyclical processes in de-

veloped market economies. The Keynesian formulas applied during the

three decades following World War II proved to be inadequate in coping

with the complex events of the '70s. The monetarist formulas - so much
in fashion recently and applied with various modifications by most of the

capitalist powers - has led to the most spectacular economic disaster of

modern times.

It is not just a question of these policies - the alchemy of the "mone-
tary-fiscal mix" - having served merely to maintain and even aggravate

the crisis, in addition to taking a tragic social toll. The problem is that

these policies have disastrous economic effects on the underdeveloped

countries. What is worse, certain governments are trying - either directly

or through a number of International agencies - to impose these regressive

concepts on the underdeveloped countries, thereby sharpening the impact

of the crisis and subjecting them to truly intolerable political, economic

and social domestic tensions.

Thus, in the underdeveloped countries, the effects of the crisis have

been transmitted in a very dramatic way, worsening the already precarious

situation characterized by poor development of their productive forces and

the deformation of their socio-economic structures.
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For the Third World peoples, the present crisis has meant the almost

complete ruin of their economies; the dashing of their hopes for improve-

ment, because of the worsening conditions in trade; and bankruptcy

staved off by mortgaging both the future and even the present, expressed

in unbearable, unpayable indebtedness - in short, a prospect of hunger,

poverty and disease for a painfully growing proportion of impoverished

mankind.

In recent years, it has been possible to note, first of all, Third World
subordination to the general trends in the developed capitalist world,

which passes on the effects of the crisis to the weakest countries.

The crisis is expressed in all its severity in the indicators related to the

Third World's foreign economic relations. They clearly show how the

negative effects of the cycle are passed on to the underdeveloped coun-

tries.

This is particularly evident in the inflation rates, which grew 15 per cent

more in the non-oil-exporting underdeveloped countries than in the mar-

ket-economy developed countries in the 1974-75 period. Inflation import-

ed by means of the international monetary and trade system has become
an erosive factor in the deteriorated Third World economies which, except

in the case of the oil-exporting countries, do not have any defense me-
chanisms to counter even partially these negative trends.

Similar conclusions may be drawn from the deterioration in the terms of

trade, which dropped by 15 per cent in the non -oil -exporting countries in

the 1974-75 period.

The deterioration of the Third World's foreign economic relations is

summed up in the growing deficits In the current accounts of their bal-

ances of payments which totaled $83.3 billion in 1974-75. Such negative

balances could not be met under these conditions except through more
loans - which began the spiral of indebtedness from which the underde-

veloped world suffers today.

Thus, the external debt grew at an average annual rate of 25.1 per cent

between 1973 and 1975, while debt servicing grew at an annual rate of 61.1

per cent in the same period. Starting with the 1974-75 crisis, the external

debt began operating as a short-term factor for cushioning the conse-

quences of crises, at the cost of mortgaging the underdeveloped countries'

future and generating a growing - and today unbearable - process of

economic strangling in those countries.

Later, in 1976, the economies of developed capitalist countries showed
high growth rates which, nevertheless, did not surpass levels prior to the

crisis. In fact, the available data show that the GDP grew at an average

rate of 6.3 per cent in 1973 but only 5.2 per cent in 1976.
1

Most Third World countries were faced with the same situation, since

their growth rates in 1976 were higher than those in 1973 only in the case

of the oil-exporting countries.
2
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A process of initially fast recovery began In 1976 but it immediately

weakened and became sluggish until about 1979 without culminating in

a stable economic upsurge; thus, the system clearly stagnated.

The economies of the underdeveloped countries also suffered from vis-

ible stagnation between 1976 and 1979, while their indicators of Interna-

tional economic activity clearly deteriorated. Indeed, during those years,

their inflationary differential with the developed capitalist countries in-

creased, reaching 19 per cent in the non-oll-exportlng countries in 1976.

Similarly, another deterioration in the terms of trade was noted starting in

1978, and, after a short decrease, the trend of increasingly negative bal-

ances In the current accounts reappeared. The most significant deterior-

ation, however, was seen in the level of the external debt, which grew at

an average annual rate of 22.4 per cent, while its servicing was 31.7 per

cent between 1976 and 1979.

Thus, economic recovery did not reach the Third World since increas-

ingly negative trends gathered momentum in its economy during the

years following the 1974-75 crisis.

The world economy between 1979 and 1982

From 1979 to 1982, the capitalist economy not only failed to overcome

the serious difficulties It had faced since 1974 but also evolved negatively.

Monetarist-style economic policies that have focused attention on fight-

ing inflation - which the ruling circles in the capitalist governments have

increasingly come to consider the main cause of all the ills afflicting the

capitalist system - have come to the fore in those governments.

Thus, restrictive policies that were applied, especially from 1980 onward,

have mainly involved reductions in fiscal expenditures. This has meant
budgetary cuts for social programs and the reduction of public service jobs

- with negative social and political consequences. Trie monetary manip-

ulations have been even more injurious, however, among them the in-

crease in interest rates, since 1979. Thus, the policies applied in recent

years have worsened economic recession in all capitalist countries and

have not stably reversed the phenomenon of inflation; as a result, the

worker's standard of living has deteriorated.

The effects of these measures have been particularly acute in the field

of finance, especially in the underdeveloped countries.

Moreover, the disarray and instability of the capitalist economy in this

period has also affected the socialist countries, which have also been sub-

jected to growing political hostility by the US Government.
In this contexi of gloomy prospects, the unfolding of the world econ-

omy in 1981 and 1982 brought out the negative trends of preceding years.

For the third consecutive year, the Gross Domestic Product of all devel-

oped capitalist countries performed poorly in 1982. This reflected the

critical situation of the capitalist economy, which has unquestionably

been exacerbated in recent years.
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The GDP of the OECD member countries in 1981 as compared to 1980

showed a growth rate of only 1.2 per cent, similar to that obtained in 1980,

but it declined to -0.5 per cent in 1982 as compared to 1981.

The seven major OECD countries, which account for approximately 84

per cent of the total GDP, did not perform better. After a meager 1.3 per

cent growth in 1981, this indicator dropped to 0.5 per cent in 1982. In

1982, only France and Japan achieved growth rates of more than 1 per

cent. The remaining countries either practically stagnated (Italy and the

United Kingdom) or registered decreases.

The year 1981 was particularly adverse for European capitalist coun-

tries, especially for the members of the European Economic Community.
The former's GDP decreased by -0.3 per cent, while that of the latter

decreased by -0.6 per cent. In both cases, the GDP grew by only 0.25 per

cent in 1982.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT OF DEVELOPED
CAPITALIST COUNTRIES

(GDP)

Annual changes

(percentage)

1980-79 1981-80 1982-81

The 7 major OECD countries

Canada -0.1 2.9 -5.0

United States -0.1 1.9 -1.75

Japan 4.4 3.0 2.5

Federal Republic of Germany 1.9 -0.2 -1.25

Italy 3.9 -0.2 0.75

France 1.2 0.3 1.5

United Kingdom -1.4 -2.2 0.5

TOTAL 1.1 1.3 -0.5

Remaining OECD countries . 1.9 0.7 0.5

TOTAL OECD 1.2 1.2 -0.5

OECD-EUROPE 1.6 -0.3 0.25

OECD-EEC 1.4 -0.6 0.25

Source: Based on OECD. Main Economic Indicators, April 1982, p. 180; Economic

Outlook, no. 32, December 1982, pp. 15-16.

The growth rate of industrial production for the group of OECD coun-

tries during 1981 was slightly higher than that registered in 1980. How-
ever, the decline in industrial production in the OECD area - dropping to

-3.5 per cent in 1982 - confirms the existence of a crisis in those countries'

industry.
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This situation, observed in 1982, is the continuation of a process of

stagnation in industrial growth that was becoming a trend In the capitalist

countries ever since the 1974-75 crisis. From 1976 to 1979, these countries

experienced a slight industrial recovery, but, at the end of 1979, and main-

ly In 1980, the capitalist economic crisis once again had negative effects

on industry in OECD member countries.

OECD INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
CHANGES FROM THE PRECEDING YEAR

(Percentage)

1980 1981 1982

United States -3.6 2.6 -8.25

Japan 7.0 3.1 1.5

Federal Republic of Germany 0.2 -1.5 -2.5

France -0.4 -0.9 -1.5

United Kingdom -9.4 -6.3 0

Italy 5.6 -2.3 -0.25

Canada -1.8 1.0 -9.25

The major OECD countries -1.2 0.8 -4.25

TOTAL OECD -0.8 0.7 -3.5

Source: Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 30, December 1981, pp. 12, 61, 67,

72, 78, 84, 89 and 94; Economic Outlook, no. 32, December 1982, pp. 15, 67,

74, 79, 85, 91, 96 and 101.

The slight recovery in the growth of industrial production during 1981

mainly occurred in the first half of the year due largely to the United

States' growth in industrial production in the first quarter of the year. This

occurred at a time when most of the major European capitalist nations' in-

dustry was stagnating. However, industrial production in the United

States dropped sharply in the second half of 1981, and especially In the last

quarter of the year, while continuing to stagnate in the major developed

capitalist countries.

Unemployment, which along with Industrial production, is one of the in-

dicators which better shows the severity of the cycle's crisis phase, has

reached unprecedented levels in recent years. Since the 1974-75 crisis,

when 15 million people in the developed capitalist countries were out of

work, unemployment has risen without Interruption. There were 21.4 mil-

lion unemployed in 1980 and more than 25 million in 1981; the figure is

now estimated to be over 30 million.

It is not just a quantitative problem, although its magnitude makes for

a very serious situation. Present unemployment affects almost every

branch of the capitalist economy, from public services to branches which
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
(Per cent of the labor force)

1980 1981 1982

United States 7.2 7.6 9.5

fananJ C\J<Xii 2.0 2.2 2.25

Federal Republic of Germany 3.4 4.8 7.0

France 6.3 7.3 8.5

United Kingdom 7.0 10.6 12.25

Italy 7.6 8.5 9.25

Canada 7.5 7.6 11.0

Total of the 7 major OECD
countries 5.7 6.5 8.0

Other OECD countries 8.3 8.9 10.5

TOTAL OECD 6.2 7.1 8.5

Source: Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 30, December 1981, p. 19; Economic

Outlook, no. 32, December 1982, p. 35.

historically have been little affected by this problem or have been recently

established. In addition, in line with the above, it may be said that there

is no p„art of the capitalist economy that has not been affected. Chronic

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(Changes from the preceding year in per cent)

Annual rates
12 months

Average ending in

1961-70 1971-77 1978 1979 1980 1981 Sept. 1

United States 2.8 6.6 7.7 11.3 13.5 10.4 5.0

Japan 5.8 10.7 3.8 3.6 8.0 4.9 3.2

Federal Republic

of Germany 2.7 5.6 2.7 4.1 5.5 5.9 4.9

France 4.0 9.0 9.1 10.8 13.6 13.4 10.1

United Kingdom 4.1 13.9 8.3 13.4 18.0 11.9 7.3

Italy 3.9 13.1 12.1 14.8 21.2 19.5 17.1

Canada 2.7 7.5 9.0 9.1 10.1 12.5 10.4

Total for these 7

countries 3.2 8.1 7.0 9.3 12.2 10.0 6.5

OECD-Europe 3.8 10.0 9.3 10.6 14.2 12.3 9.8

OECD-EEC 3.6 9.6 7.1 9.1 12.3 11.5 9.2

TOTAL OECD 3.3 8.5 8.0 9.8 12.9 10.6 7.3

Source: Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 30, December 1981, p.47; no. 32,

December 1982, pp. 46 and 163.
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unemployment has hit not only workers but even the more privileged so-

cial groups.

The pattern of prices in 1981 indicates a slight improvement in the

levels of inflation in most of the OECD countries.

A relatively marked trend toward a reduction in price increases may be

noted, due to several junctural factors which, in the view of many experts,

may not operate in the near future.

Price developments in 1982 showed that, even though a restrictive

monetary policy was implemented within the framework of an economic

recession, the price rise was not eliminated but only restrained. This Is

due to the fact that inflation in capitalist countries stems not only from

strictly monetary processes but also more complex phenomena derived

from deep socio-economic contradictions.

SHORT-TERM INTEREST RATES8

1979 1980 1981 1982
b

United States 12.10 13.60 12.97 8.03

Japan 8.13 9.90 6.75 6.97

France 12.59 11.56 15.26 13.45

Federal Republic of Germany 9.58 10.27 10.82 7.58

Great Britain 15.84 13.02 14.78 8.83

a
Interest rates on three-month Treasury notes.

b Until October 1982.

Source: Based on OECD. Main Economic Indicators, April 1982, p. 24.

LONG-TERM INTEREST RATES3

1979 1980 1981 198?

United States 9.64 11.49 13.72 10.91

Japan 8.64 9.41 7.93 8.45

France 12.14 14.71 17.00 16.44

Federal Republic of Germany 7.90 8.90 9.70 8.30

Great Britain 11.75 12.14 13.89 9.73

a
Interest rates on long-term (five years or more) government bonds.

b Until October 1982.

Source: Based on OECD. Main Economic Indicators, April 1982, p. 25; and Decem-
ber 1982, p. 25.
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The indiscriminate rise in interest rates promoted by the United States

Government is, without a doubt, one of the most arbitrary economic mea-

sures in recent years. This measure implies serious consequences not only

for the US economy itself - it has indeed contributed to deepening the cri-

sis - but has also brought about a serious deterioration of the international

financial market, increased Third World external debt servicing, and con-

tributed to stagnation in international trade. Although other factors could

be added that also contributed to the existence of high interest rates. They
include governments' great need for loans in a context of restrictive

monetary policy as a consequence of large budget deficits, the process of

eliminating regulations in credit markets, the use of new financial

mechanisms in a group of countries as a result of readjustment in the fi-

nancial credit system (mainly in the United States) and the need of some
capitalist countries (Japan and Western Europe) to protect their currencies

and prevent decapitalization of their financial markets.

The effects of these factors, together with specific domestic situations

and speculative phenomena, resulted in increased interest rates in most

OECD countries - which, in turn, had a negative influence on economic

developments in those nations.

During these years, the United States' main trade partners criticized the

US Government many times, charging it with being largely responsible for

the adverse situation in the capitalist economies. Such criticism had also

been frequent during the last decade as a result of worsening intercapital-

ist contradictions, but they were repeated in stronger terms in 1981-1982

since the new Republican Administration forced the rest of the United

States' partners to act in the interest of Washington and against those of

Japan and Western Europe.

The use of this anti-inflationary policy, together with other factors,

favored fast changes in and a tendency for interest rates to rise to very

high levels. Moreover, the policy of high interest rates in the United States

favored the strengthening of the US dollar, which had suffered a notable

deterioration in previous years. Other factors, such as a favorable initial

reaction by the international financial community to the new US Govern-

ment's economic policy, also contributed to the dollar's over-appreciation.

Even though interest rates tended to fall in late 1982, they remained

higher than their historic average.

The uncertainty of the financial markets - as a result of an anticipated

rise in inflation rates - coupled with the pressures caused by high levels

of state indebtedness on the credit markets, brought out a tendency to ris-

ing long-term real interest rates.

Changes in the rate of exchange were related to a complex group of fac-

tors, including differences in the inflation rates of various countries, in-

terrelationships among interest rates, and the different situations of the

current accounts of the balances of payments in the various countries.
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During 1981, the OECD countries' foreign trade recovered slightly from

the depressed levels of 1980, a trend that did not remain in 1982.

One of the factors restraining greater recovery in OECD international

trade was the economic crisis in these countries. This was caused by a fall

in demand and in the level of exports in Intra-OECD trade which began

in the second half of 1980. The sustained trade deficit experienced by the

major market-economy developed countries as a group has also been

significant.

VOLUME OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
OF THE OECD COUNTRIES

(Percentage)

1979 1980 1981 1982

Exports 6.7 5.0 2.3 -1.5

Imports 8.4 -1.5 -1.9 0

Source: Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 32, December 1982. Tables 36 and

37, p. 117.

TRADE BALANCE
(Billions of dollars)

1979 1980 1981 1982

United States -27.3 -25.3 -27.9 -37.5

Canada 4.0 7.8 6.6 14.0

Japan 1.8 2.1 20.0 18.75

France -1.4 -13.0 -10.1 -15.5

Federal Republic of Germany 17.5 10.5 17.9 26.0

Italy -1.0 -16.3 -10.6 -8.0

Great Britain -7.4 2.8 6.1 0.75

The 7 major OECD countries -13.9 -31.6 1.9 -1.5

Other OECD countries -25.5 -42.7 -30.7 -25.25

TOTAL OECD -39.4 -74.3 -28.8 -26.75

TOTAL EEC -6.3 -31.1 -5.3 -0.5

Source: Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 30, December 1981, table 30, p. 57

and tables 47 and 49, p. 114; Economic Outlook, no. 32, December 1982,

table 48, p. 121.

As may be noted, the particular situation of the various sub-groupings

of OECD countries differs greatly.

This phenomenon can be traced to the unequal economic development
of the OECD member countries. It is reflected in their uneven levels in
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product competitiveness and their different production and foreign trade

structures. These differences are also due to their varying degrees of rel-

iance on foreign supplies of raw materials and inequalities in regional con-

centration of their foreign trade.

Significant changes also took place in the developed capitalist countries'

balances ofpayments in 1981 and 1982. The OECD estimated that the def-

icit in the current accounts of its member countries amounted to $39 bil-

lion in 1982 - $30 billion less than the 1980 deficit, that reached the figure

of $69 billion.

The most recent effects of the economic crisis in the

underdeveloped countries

For the underdeveloped countries as a whole, 1981 and 1982 were years

of general economic catastrophe - which added to the permanent econom-
ic ruin which characterizes them as a group. Dragged along by the crisis

generated in the developed capitalist economies, they - as always - paid

the highest price for a situation they had not created, since they were used

to soften the crisis' worst effects.

A simultaneous drop in their export prices and the brutally adverse per-

formance of the financial sector in these years resulted in actual strangu-

lation for our countries, starting with plummeting export prices and very

high interest rates which sent debt servicing soaring, made new loans ex-

tremely expensive or impossible to obtain and reduced investments in pro-

duction. The deterioration in the terms of trade, the reduction in the

volume of exports, the rise in interest rates, and trade and financial bar-

riers - hampering access to foreign loans and imposing harsh loan condi-

tions - were the salient features of the underdeveloped world's economic

reality.

Indeed, 1974 and 1975 were bitter years for our countries, but as of

1980, the situation has become even more oppresive in 1981 and 1982,

though figures for the latter are still incomplete. In 1974 and 1975 the

conditions in which the crisis was faced - especially in the terms of

trade - were not so negative as they are now, whereby the financial sector

has been most affected. Though a flow of commercial loans and some de-

clining concessionary financing which barely sustained imports was still

maintained in those years, the only way to face the prevailing internation-

al situation now is by reducing imports and reaching minimum or even

negative growth.

The performance of economic growth indicators in 1981 shows the

magnitude of the disaster.

Growth of the Gross Domestic Product dropped from close to 3 per cent

in 1980 to just 0.6 per cent in 1981. This poor growth is in sharp contrast

with the 5.6 per cent annual average reached in the '70s, even more so

when compared with the 7 per cent minimum target set by the Interna-
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tional Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development
Decade. Per caput GDP in the underdeveloped countries as a whole fell by

more than 1 per cent in 1981. This had not occurred since the late '50s. On
the other hand, this has been the fourth consecutive year In which growth

of the GDP has declined.

UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES: REAL RATES OF GROWTH
IN THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, 1971-81

(Percentage)

1971-80 1976-79 7979 1980 1981

Underdeveloped countries 5.6 4.9 4.4 2.9 0.6

Energy exporters 5.5 4.8 4.7 1.4 -0.5

(excluding Iran and Iraq) 6.3 (6.5) (6.8) (5.5) (3.4)

Capital surplus oil -exporting

countries
3

4.8 2.2 1.9 -7.4 -10.1

(excluding Iran and Iraq) 7.2 (6.9) (8.0) (1.7) (-2.7)

Capital deficit oil -exporting

countries
15

6.0 6.4 6.4 6.7 5.4

Energy importers
0

5.6 5.0 4-2 4.1 1.4

a According to the classification made by the Department of Economic and Social Af-

fairs of the United Nations, the capital surplus oil-exporting countries are Brunei,

Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.

b The capital deficit energy exporters are Algeria, Angola, Bahrein, Bolivia, Camer-

oon, the Congo, Ecuador, Egypt, Gabon, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Oman,

Peru, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia and Venezuela.

c The rest of the underdeveloped countries are energy Importers.

Note: Figures in parentheses are estimates.

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 22.

The fall in the GDP was markedly severe in the oil-importing countries.

In one year alone, it dropped by about two thirds to 1.4 per cent - one of

the lowest rates in the past 25 years. In this large group of countries,

where 1.8 billion people live, the deterioration of 4 to 5 per cent in their

terms of trade and the crushing debt servicing - mainly caused by the

very high interest rates unleashed by the present US administration - led

to and absolute drop In per caput income for the whole group. For some
countries, this was the second consecutive year in which such a drop had

been experienced.

The United Nations 3
pointed out that 27 of the 49 countries on which

information was available registered this absolute drop. The year 1981 was
not very pleasant for the oil-exporting countries either, for their GDP
dropped by 0.5 per cent. Cutbacks in their oil production contributed to
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this, and the Iran-Iraq war was also an aggravating factor. However, ex-

cluding Iran and Iraq, the growth of the oil -exporting countries only

reached 3.4 per cent, 2 per cent less than in 1980. The capital deficit oil-

exporting countries experienced growth rates of 5.4 per cent, falling short

of the 6 to 7 per cent in preceding years.

GROWTH TRENDS IN UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

(By five-year periods)

Growth rate

(in percentage)

7

6 : *X
5 —

X

4

3

2

1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1970/74 1972/76 1974/78 1976/80 1977/81* 1978/82"

Preliminary estimates.

^Forecasts.

SOURCE: Based on United Nations. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982.
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In Latin America, 1981 brought a sharp drop in growth. Its GDP had

risen by 6.5 per cent in 1979 as compared to 1978 and by 5.8 In 1980

vis-a-vis 1979. In 1981, growth fell to 1.2 per cent, the lowest rate

ever recorded since 1945 (according to ECLA, the first year for which

reliable figures on the developments of the regional GDP were avail-

able), thus being lower than the average demographic growth.
4
This ne-

gative trend worsened in 1982, when, according to preliminary ECLA
estimates, the GDP dropped by nearly 1 per cent. Consequently, the per

caput GDP dropped by slightly over 1 per cent in 1981, something

which had not occurred in Latin America since 1959. Of the 19 Latin

American countries considered, the growth rate dropped in 17, the

GDP decreased in 6 and the per caput GDP fell in 9.

According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa,

1981 was a year of disaster and economic ruin for the African continent.

The average growth of slightly over 3 per cent attained by the African

countries barely keeps ahead of the population growth and shows, at a

glance, no improvement in the African masses critical living conditions.

Moreover, preliminary estimates made by the same Commission show a

decrease of 1.4 per cent in 1982 as compared to 1981.

The situation of the African economy, however, is particularly critical

in the field of agriculture. Throughout the '70s, food production averaged

a feeble growth of 1.4 per cent a year - around half the population growth.

The only term to describe this situation is collective calamity, in a conti-

nent where only 44 per cent of the arable land is under plough and 80 per

cent of the working population is directly or indirectly dependent on ag-

riculture. Against this backdrop, per caput availability of food declines

every year and is lower now than it was in the '60s. The most backward

African countries faced even more hunger and starvation in 1981 than

ever before. Over one third of the African population lives in these coun-

tries, their income being less than half the average in other African na-

tions.

A growth rate of 4 per cent was registered in the non-oil-exporting

Asian countries. Though far from satisfactory, this rate was the least

negative in the Third World. This was due, however, to the influence of

the regional figures of some of the so-called newly "industrialized" coun-

tries, NIC's (Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea and Thai-

land), which maintained relatively high rates in 1981. In these countries,

notwithstanding their controversial growth model - as platforms for trans-

national exports - based on the exploitation of cheap labor, factors can be

noted which raise doubts as to the possibility of maintaining such rates in

coming years. These factors are: the persistence of the crisis in the devel-

oped capitalist countries, which consume these Asian countries
1

exports;

its effects in terms of reduced demand; and increased protectionist pres-

sure. This together with the emergence of new competitors and unfavor-

able trends in the external finance sector challenge the stability of the

Asian NIC's in the near future. -
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Seen as a whole, the Third World's prospects for economic growth are

gloomy due to the fact that its dependence on the West is dragging the

Third World to a persistent crisis. At the end of 1981, 70 per cent of the

underdeveloped countries had double-digit inflation rates, which tended

to grow in some of the most economically important nations.

Adverse conditions prevailing in the international economy in 1981

were directly reflected in the underdeveloped countries' trade relations.

The volume of Third World exports as a whole registered a drop of 4.5

per cent in 1981, thus continuing the negative trend started in 1980, when
it dropped by 5.8 per cent. Naturally, these overall figures are also greatly

influenced by reductions in the volume of oil exports which dropped by

17 per cent (in surplus capital countries) and by 5 per cent (in capital def-

icit oil-exporting countries). The non -oil-exporting underdeveloped coun-

tries (the vast majority) experienced a 4 per cent increase in their volume
of exports - opposed to nearly 8 per cent registered until 1980.

Trade, however, is not so adversely affected by this as by the extremely

negative performance of the terms of trade and its impact on the volume
of imports of the non-oil-exporting underdeveloped countries, on which

growth possibilities and even their peoples' standards of living depend

considerably.

In 1981, these countries drastically reduced the growth of their imports,

which only reached 2 per cent compared to the already low, unsatisfactory

5 per cent in preceding years. This obviously represents a violent contrac-

tion due to non-existent or too costly commercial and other financing.

Primary commodity price fluctuations have been simply disastrous. In

1981, non-oil primary commodity prices taken as a whole dropped by 15.6

per cent. The sub-grouping of food prices was the worse hit with an over-

all drop of 21.3 per cent.

Taking into consideration that prices for manufacturing exports by the

developed capitalist countries dropped by 5 per cent, basically due to the

appreciation of the dollar caused by US Government policies, it may be

concluded that in the year under examination primary commodity
exporters registered a drop of some 1 1 per cent in their prices as compared
to manufactured goods. Between 1978 and 1981 the non -oil-exporting un-

derdeveloped countries suffered a deterioration in their terms of trade of

about 20 per cent.

The drop in prices in 1981 and 1982 - veritable collapses in some cases

- meant losses of at least $8 billion for the Third World.

In this context, the drop in oil prices deserves special attention.

Although annual average oil prices were 10 per cent higher in 1981 than

in 1980, important changes in the oil market took place in 1981 that not-

ably modified the 1974-1980 marketing features of this fuel.

In 1981, the simultaneous Impact of the crisis and the consecuent re-

duction in economic activity, together with energy -saving and conserva-

tion measures, radically changed the situation prevailing since 1974. Av-
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erage consumption, measured In millions of barrels a day, fell to below 60

million (59.8), in constrast to 1979 (64.7) and even 1980 (62.6). In two

years, world consumption dropped by nearly 8 per cent.

OPEC responded to this decline by reducing production to avoid even

sharper price falls. In November 1981, world production fell to 55.5 mil-

lion barrels, 4.6 per cent less than for the same month the preceding year.

This reduction, in turn, reduced OPECs share in world production from

48 per cent in 1979 to 38 per cent in 1981. Oil exporters such as Algeria,

Libya and Nigeria reduced their total production by nearly 30 per cent.

The fall in demand made prices drop for the first time since 1974 and

although there were fluctuations in 1981, in early 1982 the price per barrel

was $34.18, $1.31 less (3.6 per cent) than in the preceding year.

However, the behavior of spot prices during 1981 seems to be even

more expressive of the oil market's actual situation than the official sale

prices. In the second quarter of the year, spot prices fell below official

prices, also reflecting changes in the reserve policy of major consumers.

High interest rates, which render the maintenance of big reserves more

costly, led them to cutbacks in stocks, and contributed to further depress

demand.

Other pressures are being exerted to push down OPEC prices still furth-

er, such as the decision of English and Norwegian national firms to sell

oil at three to four dollars under the OPEC prices in the context of a con-

tracting sellers market. This makes the maintenance of differentials im-

probable, as might occur in years when the market is strong. Early in

1980, price differentials ranged from $1.5 for Indonesian oil to $8.5 for

Libyan oil, higher than the Saudi price.

In 1981, various United Nations sources announced that, by 1985, Ar-

gentina, Brazil and Chile in Latin America, and Cameroon, the Ivory

Coast and the Sudan in Africa will become self-reliant in terms of oil.

Moreover, notwithstanding the continuous disputes in the present trade

crisis, with the United States, the European Economic Community and

Japan constantly accusing one another, the underdeveloped countries face

the attempts to "protect" Western markets against exports from the Third

World. This is another way in which developed capitalist countries try to

mitigate domestic imbalances brought about by their crisis - by raising

trade barriers which pressure and harm the underdeveloped countries.

In this connection the so-called non-tariff barriers have grown In im-

portance, reducing the real value of the liberalizing agreements reached in

the Tokyo Round. Of the wide range of non -tariff barriers, the so-called

voluntary restraints on exports - actually, prices cuts lest even greater res-

traints were Imposed - continued operating in 1981. A recent study

showed that in 1974 about two fifths of all trade by developed capitalist

countries was subject to non-tariff barriers, while in 1980 the proportion

had grown to three fifths.
6
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In the financial sphere, the developments registered in 1981 proved that

the stifling conditions that prevailed - and continue to prevail - together

with the aforementioned deterioration in primary commodity prices ac-

count for the catastrophic situation previously examined.

The crisis generated in the developed capitalist economies and the irra-

tional economic policy implemented by the US Government which exac-

erbates the negative effects of the crisis can be clearly seen in the field of

finances in underdeveloped countries. The irrational and aggressive econ-

omic policy of so-called "adjustment*', which claims to fight inflation and

bring monetary variables to the fore, has had two important effects: the

sharp rise in interest rates and the appreciation of the US dollar during

most of 1981 and on into 1982.

The simultaneous action of high interest rates and the dollar apprecia-

tion increased Third World external-debt servicing to an impressive $131

billion at the end of 1982.

The critical financial situation was immediately reflected in the deficit

of the current accounts balance of payments. The worst hit were the non-

oil-underdeveloped countries, which had a deficit of $77.5 billion. Also

the oil-exporting countries, previously referred to as capital deficit coun-

tries, accumulated an imbalance on current accounts amounting to $15.5

billion.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ON CURRENT ACCOUNTS
OF THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Billions of dollars)

1978 1979 1980 1981

Underdeveloped countries -34.0 10.6 35.9 -11.5

Capital surplus oil -exporting

countries 19.0 65.9 103.7 81.5

Capital deficit oil-exporting

countries -22.8 -7.1 0.9 -15.5

Non-oil countries -30.2 -48.2 -68.7 -77.5

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 63.

The year 1981 was another growing deterioration in the current ac-

counts of non-oil underdeveloped countries. In Latin America, the deficit

grew from a little over $28 billion in 1980 to more than $33.7 billion in

1981. In this area, although net capital inflows rose from around $26.5 bil-

lion in 1979-80 to nearly $31.8 billion in 1981, they failed to totally finance
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the deficit In current accounts, resulting in an overall balance of payments
deficit of nearly $2 billion.

The overwhelming burden of the high interest rates can also be under-

stood in the case of non-oil underdeveloped countries by comparing the

percentage of their total payments to foreign capital between 1976 and
1981. It is truly impressive to observe that the payment of Interests as a

percentage and in comparison with the payment of profit to foreign capital

has almost doubled in this short period, with greater intensity in 1980 and

1981. This shows that in recent years financial mechanisms have been the

key imperialist factors in the resource drain. They have had a stronger impact

than direct investment of foreign capital, highlighting the phenomenon of

growing "bankification" of the international economy mentioned by some
writers.

NON-OIL UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. PAYMENTS OF
INTERESTS

AND FOR CAPITAL INFLOWS AS
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL PAYMENTS TO FOREIGN CAPITAL

(Percentages)

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Payments for direct

investment Inflows 3.4 4.1 4.2 3.5 3.0 3.0

Payments of interests 11.1 10.8 13.1 16.4 19.9 27.5

TOTAL 14.5 14.9 17.3 18.9 22.9 30.5

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 66.

(Information collected from 49 countries).

According to the United Nations, the so-called "non-debt-creating" fi-

nancial flows (official aid and direct investment) financed approximately

40 per cent of the current account deficit of the non-oil countries in 1976,

while in 1981 this figure fell to less than 25 per cent.

The capital surplus oil exporting countries have had in the high interest

rates a financial ally, due to the large amount of external financial assets

they obtained from 1975 to 1981.

The severity of the crisis and the negative burden - particularly of a fi-

nancial nature - it implies has made a large number of countries imple-

ment "adjustment" policies which are not based on their own decisions or

sovereign choice of alternatives as part of a development strategy. These

"adjustment" policies have forced emergency responses to the atmos-

phere of crisis and, above all, to the US and British policies of shifting the

main weight of the so-called adjustment on to the Third World. The Third

World is confronted with a fait accompli and many countries are
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encouraged to adopt restrictive measures In investments, Imports and ob-

viously growth itself, In an attempt to reduce external deficits. Not even

the policies aimed at attracting private transnational capital - allegedly to

reduce these deficits - have been able to succeed, since capital prefers to

remain as financial capital drawing high interest rates, rather than as invest-

ment in production. The results are highly eloquent as shown by a great

number of indicators, many of which have already been mentioned. An-
other indicator is the state of the reserves in non-oil countries.

At the end of 1979, these countries' reserves were enough to cover

nearly four months of imports - a situation by no means favorable - but

by the end of 1981 only 2.5 months could be covered. This average, how-

ever, masks the dramatic situation of a large number of countries well be-

low that amount. In fact, approximately half the non-oil countries (some

fifty) had reserves for less than two months, and some thirty could not

even cover a single month. Taken as a whole, the non-oil countries' re-

serve in late 1981 was approximately $8 billion below late 1980, an impres-

sive drain.

These countries financed their depressed economic activity in 1981 -

among other ways - by taking on onerous debts with the transnational

commercial banks ($30 billion) and loans from the International Monetary

Fund subject to humiliating conditionally clauses ($4.6 billion).

The Third World external debt, considered by many authors to be uncol-

lectable and unpayable in strictly technical terms because of its staggering

size, awesome growth rate and worsening conditions, is probably one of the

clearest expressions of the irrationality and unviability of an obsolete interna-

tional economic order. The very fact that this order has found it absolutely

necessary to include in its operations the accumulation of a debt which

implies the permanent bankruptcy of the vast majority vis-a-vis a tiny mi-

nority clearly indicates its absurd and harmful nature.

The Latin American external debt is a good example of this. In 1981 it

grew by about 15 per cent, reaching nearly $240 billion (disimbursed gross

external debt). At the end of 1980, it amounted to $208 billion. In absolute

terms, the gross external debt doubled in 1978-1981.

Main trends in 1982

During 1982, the international economy showed the following crucial

aspects:
7

• the effects of the monetary -oriented economic policy implemented in

the major developed capitalist countries;

• growing international trade tensions; and

• the growing deterioration of the underdeveloped countries' economic

situation basically stemming from the worsening of their trade and

the international financial situation.
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The economic situation of the developed capitalist countries has conti-

nued to be a decisive factor In the evolution of the world economy In

1982.

The heralded recovery of the developed capitalist countries did not ma-
terialize in 1982. In this regard, more recent estimates show that the av-

erage of the Gross National Product in the seven major market-economy

developed countries declined by 0.5 per cent, while for 1983 OECD antic-

ipates a minimal 1.8 per cent growth. 8

This was evidenced particularly in the case of the United States, which

has continued to endure the longest and deepest crisis since World War
II. In 1982, the US Gross National Product dropped by 1.75 per cent. In

the main capitalist world power, industrial production - a decisive indica-

tor in US economic evolution - has contlnuosly declined since August,

1981; high interest rates have persisted; consumer prices have kept climb-

ing although at lower rates; and unemployment reached 10.8 per cent In

December, 1982.

The gloomy outlook of Interest rates on account of budget deficits

amounting to $111 billion In the 1981- 82 fiscal year should also be added

to this. US official sources assess the deficit for the 1982-83 fiscal year at

over $190 billion. In such conditions it is difficult to assume a short-term,

stable, significant decline in interest rates, a factor which, on the other

hand, is deemed decisive for a substantial revival of the capitalist econo-

my as a whole, including the underdeveloped countries.

International trade prospects are similarly disturbing, especially. In terms

of the rise in protectionism resulting from the trade war Japan, the United

States and the EEC have been engaged in. The violations of most-favored-

nation treatment and the increase in non -tariff barriers are the most sa-

lient developments in this situation, all of which has led to the failure of

the GATT Ministerial Meeting in November, 1982.

MID-YEAR PROJECTIONS FOR THE MAIN
WORLD TRADE VARIABLES IN 1982

(Average annual rate of change In percentage)

Volume Volume

of exports of imports

World economy 1.5 1.5

Developed market economies 2.5 1

Underdeveloped countries -2.5 2

Capital surplus countries -20 5

Other energy -exporting countries 2

Net energy-importing countries 5 2

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 56.
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In the field of trade, the underdeveloped countries' prospects are closely

inter-related with the possible recovery of the developed capitalist coun-

tries whose projections are far from encouraging.

MID-YEAR PROJECTIONS FOR PRICE CHANGES
IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN 1982

(Average change in percentages compared to the preceding year)

Non-oil primary commodities -4

Food -10

Tropical beverages 2

Oils and oil seeds -11

Agricultural raw materials -7

Minerals and metals 2

Crude oil -5

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 59.

Similar projections were made for prices of the main exports from Third

World countries in 1982, as can be seen in the table above.

However, more recent estimates indicate that world trade decreased in

1982 and that, in that same year, there was a 15 per cent fall in prices of

all non-oil primary commodities: 18 per cent in food, 13 per cent in agri-

cultural raw materials, and 12 per cent in minerals and metals.
9

However, the worsening of the underdeveloped countries' economic

situation in 1982 stands out more clearly in the field of finances.

MID-YEAR PROJECTIONS OF THE CURRENT ACCOUNT
BALANCE IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES IN 1982

(Billions of dollars)

Underdeveloped countries -62.5

Capital surplus countries 32.5

Other net energy -exporting countries -20

Net energy-importing countries —75

Source: Based on UN. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 63.

In 1982, external borrowing grew vis-a-vis increasingly severe credit

restraints and the absence of solutions by the IMF and the World Bank.
Thus, in the course of 1982, external debt reschedulings were requested,
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particularly by Latin American countries. In such conditions, it is perfect-

ly understandable that the Third World's external debt amounted to

around $626 billion in 1982.
10

To conclude, in a paragraph from a recent United Nations report It was

said that 1982 could be regarded as a year in which the growth of devel-

oping countries would again be unusually sluggish with little or no In-

creases in investment. This could jeopardize the prospects of growth

throughout the first half of the decade. The report claimed that, if there

was no significant improvement in the international economic situation,

the clear possibility of a regression in many of the weakest developing

countries could not be excluded. 11
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3
Commodities and other trade

problems

Developments of world trade in the 1970's

Although between 1980 and 1982 world trade experienced a sudden

deceleration due to the severe capitalist economic crisis in the 1970's and

even before, trade increased at rates higher than those of world produc-

tion. Numerous authors highly commended this impetus by linking it to

the evolution of the international division of labor and the increasing in-

terrelationship between national economies and markets. Although the

sharp drop of the past three years indicated the intensity of the interna-

tional economic crisis, such impetus in trade has been used to claim an

alleged economic prosperity in the post-war period, that would exemplify

the improvable, but basically correct functioning of the present interna-

tional economic order.

VARIATION OF EXPORTS
AND WORLD PRODUCTION

1963-1981

(Annual average percentage of volume variation)

1963-73 1973-81 1981

World production of goods 6 3

World exports 8.5 3.5

1

0

Source: Based on GATT extracts. El comercio international, 1981-1982, Geneva,

1982, pp. 2-3.

Obviously, the evolution of world trade is a highly significant matter for

the Third World. This stems from the significance of trade expansion for

the underdeveloped countries, their quantitative and qualitative share, the
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articulation of the growth In trade with the development process as a

whole, the ways and means through which International trade may act as

a dynamic driving force for structural change and a factor for overcoming

underdevelopment, backwardness and poverty.

TRENDS IN WORLD TRADE VOLUME 1971-1981

(Annual percentage)

1971 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

SOURCE: Based on The World Bank. World Development Report. 1982.

The expansion of trade recorded since the end of World War II has

reflected a wide range of economic and other processes and developments,

including the comparatively long period of growth without sudden drops

in the developed capitalist countries; the impact of scientific -technological

revolution; the establishment of the so-called consumer society; the rela-

tive trade liberalization established (now undergoing a serious crisis); the

significant upsurge of transnational corporations, and - less significant

than expected - the introduction of Third-World -generated trends in

world trade.

This trade expansion, however, as well as the basic features of present

international trade also emphasize, firstly, the precarious situation of the

Third World, the inability of trade to push forward a development which
it actually hinders, while reflecting the deep inequities of the present sys-
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tern of international economic relations. This trade situation is unable to

promote development in the underdeveloped countries and also represents

one of the exploitation devices to further widen the gap between the af-

fluent West and the underdeveloped periphery.

It is necessary to recall some of the basic features of international trade,

since they are forceful starting points for both understanding reality and

trying to transform it.

The first basic feature is the share of the underdeveloped countries in

world trade. This highly significant indicator clearly shows how the gap

between developed capitalist countries and the Third World has grown;

thus, in 1980, the former had further increased their predominance in

world exports, surpassing the percentage reached in 1950 and keeping an

upward trend only temporarily affected by oil price increases while hold-

ing a decisive qualitative superiority.

In turn, the Third World's share in world exports in 1980 was lower

than that of 1950 - a regression that not even the high 1974-1980 oil prices

have been able to stop. From 1950 to 1973 it plunged - from 30.8 per cent

to 19.2 per cent -, increasing accordingly with the 1974 oil price increases.

The non-oil underdeveloped countries, where 75 per cent of the Third

World population lives, have experienced a true collapse in their trading po-

sition due to this sharp drop. As can be observed in the following table,

these countries accounted for 23.6 per cent of world exports in 1950. In

1980, the figure declined to 11.2 per cent.

The above-mentioned trade collapse shows strong effects in the produc-

tive sphere and the available technology. Thus, in 1950-1977, the per ca-

put Gross Domestic Product in 1970 US dollars increased by $2 576 in the

United States, by $1 771 in the European Economic Community countries

and only by $126 in the Third World countries taken as a whole, another

critical expression of the abyss separating the two.

The gradual displacement of the Third World in trade is coupled with

trends observed in the geographic orientation of world trade. The developed

capitalist countries prefer to channel more than 70 per cent of their overall

trade among themselves, while with the underdeveloped countries they

exchange a little over 20 per cent, over one third of which is with OPEC
member countries. The underdeveloped countries also trade more than 70

per cent with the West, while trading about 25 per cent among themselves
- following a slow upward trend showing a slight 5 per cent growth in a

decade. Approximately 4 per cent of Third World trade goes to the mar-

kets of the socialist countries.

On the other hand, the world trade structure by types of goods adapts to

the well-known trend of the increasing predominance of manufactured

goods, the sustained decrease of agricultural products and the rise in the

value of fuels.

It is obvious that, apart from the occasional rise in oil prices which gen-

erates Increases in their export value and the relative diminishing of the
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share of manufactured goods, the latter represent the most dynamic and

strategic sector of world trade, while the worst lot, befalls agricultural pro-

ducts representing the most vulnerable type of product with the most de-

clining trends. From 1963 to 1980 alone, the share of agricultural products

in world exports was reduced practically by half.

WORLD TRADE STRUCTURE BY TYPES OF GOODS

(Percentage)

1963 1973 1976 1978 1979 1980

Agricultural products 29 21 17 16 16 15

Non-fuel minerals 6 6 4 4 4 5

Fuels 10 11 20 17 20 24

Manufactured goods 52 61 57 60 58 55

Source: Based on GATT. El comercio international, 1980-1981, Geneva, 1981, p. 4.

Therefore, the share in world trade of underdeveloped countries, parti-

cularly the oil-importing ones, has gradually decreased, and most of them

remain tied to exports of primary commodities, which still account for

more than 60 per cent of Third World export revenues and are the weak-

est export sector.

In 1980 - regarded as a relatively good year for Third World trade as

compared with the disaster of 1981 and 1982 - the industrialized countries

imported $135.9 billion CIF from the non-oil underdeveloped countries.
1

Of this figure, 55 per cent were primary commodities and 43 per cent was

recorded as imports of manufactured goods, which seems to be a some-

what balanced structure. However, the real significance of these manufac-

ture imports is evidenced when their composition and origin are known.

The export structure of the non-oil underdeveloped countries in 1980

shows that in that year those countries exported manufactures which only

accounted for 9 per cent of the total world export of manufactured goods.

However, the weakness of these exports of manufactured goods is clearly

seen in their internal composition. It is in garments where this group of

countries has the largest share in the world total (37 per cent), followed

by textiles (20 per cent) and various finished consumer goods (17 per

cent), including footwear, sporting and travel goods, toys, and so on.

In turn, the percentage of strategic chemicals, products of the machine

and electrical industries, and iron and steel, does not surpass 5 per cent,

clearly showing that most of the exported manufactured goods are textiles

and garments. These products are the typical representatives of an indus-
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trial production in which the use of abundant and cheap labor to operate

simple technologies yields high profit rates for the transnational corpora-

tions which control the so-called fibre -textile-garments complex.

The aforesaid is confirmed by the fact that 70 per cent of the manufac-

tured goods imported by the industrialized countries in 1980 came from

the group of four or five South-East Asian countries, where in recent

years a ready-made garments and consumer-goods industry has strongly

established itself, based largely on the action of transnational subsidiaries,

whose main incentive is cheap labor.

All this is summarized in the 1980 trade balances between developed

capitalist and non-oil underdeveloped countries. That year, industrialized

countries experienced a deficit of $48.2 billion in primary commodities,

but this deficit was amply outweighed with a $60.4 billion surplus in ma-
nufactured goods.

TRADE BALANCE BETWEEN MARKET-ECONOMY
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES AND OIL-IMPORTING

UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Billions of dollars)

1973 1980

Manufactured goods 23.7 60.4

Primary commodities -20.7 -48.2

Balance (all goods) 3.0 12.2

Source: Based on GATT. El comercio international en 1980-1981, Geneva 1981, p.

24.

If the trade of manufactured goods is examined by type, it can be read-

ily noted that the strategic productions of the machine, electrical, and iron

and steel industries, and chemicals recorded a considerable surplus of

$77.7 billion, which greatly surpasses deficits in primary commodities,

textiles and garments, thus delivering to the developed countries - in a

year of comparatively high prices for primary commodities - a trade sur-

plus amounting to $12.2 billion from their trade with the group of coun-

tries which, due to their lack of energy sources and the degree of under-

development in most of them, make up the poorest grouping in world

economy.

Between 1973 and 1980 alone, the products from the machine and elec-

trical industries Increased the surplus they contribute to the industrialized

countries from $19.7 billion to $54.6 billion, acting as the fundamental ba-

sis for these countries' trade surplus.
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TRADE BALANCE BETWEEN MARKET-ECONOMY DEVELOPED
AND OIL-IMPORTING UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. TRADE

IN MANUFACTURED GOODS

(Billions of dollars)

1973 1980

Products of the machine

and electrical industries 19.7 54.6

Iron and steel 2.8 6.6

Chemicals 4.9 16.5

Sub-total 27.4 77.7

Various finished consumer goods -0.9 -5.7

Garments -3.0 -12.4

Various semi-manufactured goods -0.2 1.0

Textiles 0.4 -0.2

Total manufactured goods 23.7 60.4

Source: Based on GATT. El comercio international en 1980-1981, Geneva, 1981, p.

24.

What has been said so far, is but a review of well-known facts proven

by statistic figures and empirical evidence. The figures show the gradual

displacement of the Third World's share in world trade, its dependence

upon the most vulnerable and low-priced goods, and a trade growth in

manufactured goods, which could presumably reflect a new form of de-

pendence, while transferring to light manufacturing the technological

backwardness, trade imbalance and economic subordination traditionally

characteristic of commodities.

Commodities and international trade

But these are not all the negative aspects of world trade in the Third

World.

As stated above, over 60 per cent of the underdeveloped countries' ex-

port revenues comes from the marketing of commodities. They have the

worst lot in international trade. In the past two years they have expe-

rienced a true economic disaster with serious consequences for the Third

World.

The fact that there are very few (no more than 10) Third World coun-

tries with significant exports of manufactured goods, and that oil export-

ers are also a very small group, gives a clear economic picture of some 100

underdeveloped countries dependent mostly on commodity exports (food,

agricultural raw materials, mineral raw materials). In Latin America - the

most industrialized region of the Third World - commodity exports con-

stituted almost 50 per cent of total exports. Oil-exporting countries ex-
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eluded, the share of commodities accounts for about 80 per cent of total

regional exports.

The question of commodities continues to be significant for the Third

World. Actually, dependence on commodities is one of the features which

more globally and deeply links and identifies substantial common inter-

ests within the Third World.

Numerous surveys have evidenced the disadvantaged position of com-
modities. It is needless to repeat well-known facts, such as the increasing

substitution of synthetic products for natural commodities, which poses a

constant threat to our economies. Their negative price trends can be ob-

served in both the short and long term, although the trends in real prices

over long periods are especially revealing and definitely challenge certain

optimistic short-term perceptions generally held by economists of the

Western developed world.

WEIGHTED INDEX OF COMMODITY PRICES
1950-1982

(1974-1976 average =100)

0

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

a
Thlrty-ihree commodities, excluding oil.

SOURCE: Based on The World Bank. World Development Report, 1982.

On considering the movement of real prices in the 1960-1981 period, a

significant picture of what has happened with the export revenues of the
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majority of Third World countries is observed, not to mention the catas-

trophic price situation that has so seriously affected our countries in 1981.

A recent FAO survey analyzed the real price trends of 15 agricultural

commodities accounting for exports valued at over $80 billion annually.
2

Following are some paragraphs from this survey. The data alone speak for

themself.

Sugar: In early September 1981, current prices had dropped again below

9 cents per pound and real prices had reverted to the levels of twenty years

before.

After September 1982, the situation of sugar prices worsened, current

prices dropping below 6 cents a pound, which in terms of real purchasing

power is less than 2 cents at 1960 prices.

Coffee: By mid-1981, prices had dropped in real terms to the low aver-

age level of the early '60s.

It should be noted that, due to the poor performance of prices, exporters

were forced to increase the volumes of traded coffee from 2.6 million tons

in 1960-1962 to 3.6 million in 1978-1980 in order to maintain their export

revenues.

Cocoa beans: In real terms, the drop proved excessive and continued

pushing the cocoa prices by mid-1981 back to the levels existing in the

mid-1960's, and below those of the 1940's.

Obviously, since the global trade volume has not increased compared

with the early 1960's, the real value of all export revenues from cocoa

beans has decreased. Ghana in particular has been adversely affected,

since its current export volume is half the level reached in the early

1960's.

Tea: In fact, the real auction prices of tea, on an annual basis, are likely

to be one third of the 1960 level. Therefore, although the volume of world

trade in tea has increased by 60 per cent in the past twenty years, the real

export revenue value has considerably decreased.

Bananas: Although a sharp upward trend in current prices was charac-

teristic in the 1970's, in real terms the banana prices have declined by over

20 per cent in the past twenty years.

Banana exporters have also had to increase their exports by two thirds

during the past twenty years in order to precariously maintain their export

revenues.

Rice: On the contrary, in real terms, the trend in the past twenty years

has been downwards: real rice prices in recent years have been lower that

in any other period during the past two decades.

To maintain their export revenues it has been necessary to increase

marketed volumes from 6-7 million tons in the early '60s to some 12 mil-

lion in 1981.

Jute: As a result of the unfavorable market situation in the recent 1980-

1981 harvest, world market prices for average -quality jute were set about
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$290 per ton at current terms, one third of that existing 20 years ago In

real terms.

Sisal: The resulting incentives to Intensify sisal cutting, together with

a reduction in polypropilene resin prices, weakened the prices of the fibre

and of the sisal packthread for agricultural use, which started in early 1980

and lasted to this date, reducing real price and placing it close to the early

'70s depressed levels and at 40 per cent below those for 1960.

Natural rubber: In 1981, prices were a little higher than In the early

1970's as a result of the serious recession which negatively affected de-

mand in 1980, and 60 per cent below the 1960 level.

Rubber exporters have managed to sustain their export revenues

through considerable efforts, increasing the trade volume by 60 per cent

as compared to 1960.

According to the FAO study, beef, soy beans, palm oil, cotton and other

commodities suffered similar price drops. These examples show the sus-

tained long-term trend toward decreased real prices, coupled with occa-

sionally extreme peaks and troughs, all of which shape the Intense process

that stifles the trade relations between our countries and the developed

capitalist countries.

As can be noted, many of the exporters of these commodities have been

able to keep real export revenues at the 1960 levels only by delivering in-

creasing amounts - as much as 60 per cent or more over the amounts re-

quired in 1960.

In general, FAO holds the view that between 1970 and 1978 alone, real

incomes from exports of all commodities decreased by 7 per cent for the

low -income African countries and 23 per cent for Asia.

Furthermore, long-term trends in real prices have revealed the weak po-

sition of minerals as commodities. Thus, in the world trade of aluminum,

bauxite, copper and iron ore, prices deflated by the manufactured exports

price index in 1979 were lower than the level reached in 1955.
3

The downward trend in real prices is accompanied by occasional ex-

treme peaks and troughs which are well known in our countries and

which prevent even an elementary planning of export revenues. This pro-

duces spasmodic performance in our economies which originate fleeting

moments of less poverty followed by an abrupt fall into bankruptcy and

indebtedness. Traditionally, we have been in this vicious circle, occupying

a more depressed position with every new cycle.

Under such circumstances, it is perfectly understandable that, between

1980 and 1981, twenty countries were forced to request the IMF's so-

called compensatory financing, and that the available funds under the Eu-

ropean Economic Community STABEX plan were insufficient to cope

with the African, Pacific and Caribbean countries' deficits.

Our status as primary producers and exporters places us at the lowest

step on the world economic ladder and deprives us of revenues badly

needed for the life and development of the broad Third World masses.
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The UNCTAD Secretariat has estimated that, had the underdeveloped

countries reached the semi-processing stage for ten of their export com-

modities in 1975, the revenues from unprocessed products, amounting to

$19.7 billion, would have risen by $27.2 billion.
4

No matter how dramatically adverse long-term trends have been, imme-

diate prospects are catastrophic.

The crisis originated in developed capitalist economies has also had a

destructive impact on the underdeveloped countries' foreign trade. In

1981 and 1982, although figures for the latter are still incomplete, the fluc-

tuations in prices were simply disastrous for Third World exports.

As was already mentioned, considering commodities as a whole (except

oil), the decrease in prices in 1981 was 15.6 per cent, whereas for the food

sub-group it reached 21.3 per cent. Between 1978 and 1981, the non-oil

underdeveloped countries witnessed a deterioration of about 20 per cent

in their terms of trade.

CHANGES IN PRICES OF COMMODITIES
(Percentage)

1981 1982

Non-oil primary commodities

Foodstuffs

Tropical beverages

Oils and oleaginous seeds

Minerals and metals

-15.6 -15.0

-21.3 -18.0
- 189 ]-130
-13.0 j

IJU

-12.3 -12.0

Source : Based on UN. World Economic Survey, 1981-1982, New York, 1982, p. 59,

and UNCTAD estimates.

Some drops in commodity prices were truly sharp. Sugar prices, which
were 42 cents a pound in October, 1980, dropped 70 per cent by Decem-
ber, 1981, and almost 85 per cent by November, 1982, hitting a low of 6

cents a pound. These price drops produced losses in 1981 which the UN Ec-

onomic and Social Affairs Secretariat conservatively estimates at some $8 bil-

lion.

As stated, the deterioration in the terms of trade was extremely marked
for the Third World in recent years. This deterioration, a phenomenon
which our countries have suffered as a permanent, long-term trend irre-

spective of occasional fluctuations, has been the subject of many surveys

that have proved its negative performance. The abundant statistical data

used by UNCTAD, ECLA, FAO and other international agencies illus-

trate this reality.
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But even more revealing is the concrete expression of unequal exchange

In our countries and the Increasingly disadvantageous position of com-

modities. The FAO Director-General has referred to the problem as fol-

lows:

The constant deterioration of the terms of trade can be verified

through the following phenomena: at the end of the past decade the

profits from exporting one ton of bananas could purchase only half the

steel it could buy ten years before. The case of wheat Is even worse.

In 1976, 16 tons of wheat could be bought for a ton of cocoa beans.

Current prices only allow for the purchase of 9 tons of wheat for a ton

of cocoa beans.
5

To illustrate this phenomenon of growing and unjust unequal ex-

change between developed and underdeveloped countries, there are

other examples in addition to those presented by the FAO Director-

General, including the incidence of oil prices:

• In 1960, 6.3 tons of oil could be purchased with the sale of a ton

of sugar. In 1982 only 0.7 tons of oil could be bought for a ton of

sugar.

• In 1960, 37.3 tons of fertilizers could be bought for a ton of coffee.

In 1982 only 15.8 tons could be bought for a ton of coffee.

•In 1960, with the sale of a ton of bananas 13 tons of oil could be

bought. In 1982 only 1.6 tons could be bought.

•In 1959, with the income from the sale of 24 tons of sugar, one

60HP tractor could be purchased. By late 1982, 115 tons of sugar

were needed to buy that same tractor.

• In 1959, with the income from the sale of 6 tons of jute fibre, a 7-8

ton truck could be purchased. By late 1982, 26 tons of jute fibre

were needed to buy that same truck.

• In 1959, with the income from the sale of one ton of copper wire,

39 X-ray tubes for medical purposes could be purchased. By late

1982, only 3 X-ray tubes, could be bought with that same ton.

Estimates based on the following sources: US Exports, September-December, 1981, US
Department of Commerce; Comercio Exterior de Cuba 1959, Junta Central de Planlflca-

cl6n, 1961; and data from the Instltuto de Coyuntura of the Ministry of Foreign Trade

of Cuba.

The last two years have meant an economic and, surely, trade disaster

in all Third World regions. In Africa, exports were lower In 1981 than in

the previous year. The region accumulated a trade deficit of some $12 bil-

lion, or a loss of about 5 per cent of its Gross Domestic Product.
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A particularly marked expression of the adverse terms of trade is the

aforementioned deceleration of export growth in non-oil underdeveloped

countries which, in 1981, reached only 4 per cent as compared to near 8

per cent up to 1980. But even more dramatic in significance for potential

growth and living standards in most of the Third World is the drastic re-

duction of imports in 1981. The growth rate of imports dropped to only 2

per cent as compared to levels above 5 per cent in previous years.

This violent contraction has been an involuntary, urgent and painful

measure resulting from the unavailable or extremely costly development

financing, and even trade financing. This reveals the intensity and sever-

ity of the present economic situation in the Third World, where the situ-

ation in commodities implies disaster for 1.8 billion people in more than

100 countries.

ANNUAL FLUCTUATIONS IN EXPORT PRICES
OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES*

( Percentage)

1971 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82

Based on a sample of 33 commodities, excluding oil, weighed by current values

of underdeveloped countries commodity exports, deflated by the manufacturing
unit value index.

SOURCE: Based on The World Bank. World Development Report, 1982.
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Commodities and transnational corporations

An UNCTAD survey published in 1976 estimated that the share of the

final price received by producer countries from the marketing of commod-
ities is extremely low.

6 Shares are under 10 per cent for iron and bauxite;

20-40 per cent for tea, coffee, cocoa beans, citrus fruits, bananas and jute,

and about 50 per cent for sugar.

If to the above it were added that export prices Include transportation

and other local costs, then the producer's share is really negligible.

Another recent UNCTAD survey has thoroughly demonstrated how
small the cotton producers' share is in the fibre and textile production-

marketing complex. The direct producer receives about 6.4 per cent of the

final retail price of a ready-made denim garment. That is, he receives 52

cents for a piece sold at $8.04 retail (1974).
7

In recent years, various studies, some of them carried out by the United

Nations, have penetrated to a certain extent into the intricate manipula-

tions of the transnationals, disclosing their harmful operations and their

sophisticated techniques of exploitation. Though the transnationals will be

dealt with in greater detail further on, it is impossible, in this analysis of

Third World trade problems, to avoid referring to the particularly harmful

role played by these corporations in this field.

These huge transnational conglomerates which seek to establish their

own peculiar international economic order, are by no means innocent of

the erratic fluctuations in commodity prices and the minimum share of

the final price producing countries receive.

It should be recognized firstly that transnationals exert tremendous

control over commodity marketing. Though widely known, this funda-

mental fact does not always receive the attention it deserves. Actually, all

international trade in primary commodities exported by developing coun-

tries continues under the transnationals' control.
8

The decision-making power of these corporations over price setting is

such that any Third World demand for the reassessment of its trade with a

view to coping with unequal exchange must include - in order to be coherent

and get to the root of the problem - the erradication of transnational control

over marketing and the transfer of trade mechanisms to these nations.

It is really important that, apart from hides and skins, transnational con-

trol over the marketing of 18 commodities which make up the vast ma-
jority of Third World exports ranges between 50-60 per cent, and 85-95 per

cent for 11 of these products.

This overwhelming control is exerted by a few corporations which trade

in more than one commodity. The above-mentioned UNCTAD survey on

the scope of the power of the transnationals states:

At present, 15 large trading corporations control 85-90 per cent of

world trade in cotton. They exert similar control over the markets of

many other primary commodities, such as the leaf-tobacco market,
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where 85-90 per cent of international trade is directly controlled by six

transnationals; the banana market, 70-75 per cent controlled by three

corporations; and cocoa beans, where five corporations control more

than 75 per cent of world trade, just to mention four of the major com-

modities.
9

UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES' EXPORTS
BY TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS 1976

Total Percentage

exports marketed

(millions of by transnatio-

dollars) nals

Foodstuffs

Cocoa beans 1 737 85

Bananas 793 70-75

Tobacco 1 U 17 8^ 000 D-y\J

Tea Oiloz / OJ
7 8^1 8^ QO

Sugar A fifi 14 oo 1 ou

Rice i i no
1 lUz

wneat AAQ oc on

Agricultural raw materials

Hides and skins 29 2

Natural rubber 2 202 70-75

Cotton 2 692 85-90

Jute 172 85-90

Forestry products 4 169 90

Minerals and metals

Crude oil 29 14 7

Copper 3 03 85-9

Iron ore 1 25 90-9

Bauxite 518 90-95

Tin 60 75

Phosphates 850 50-60

Note: The oil, copper, iron ore, tin, hides and skins data correspond to 1973.

Source : Based on UNCTAD. Dimensiones del poder de las empresas transnacionales,

p. 61.

More recently, in the international economy there have emerged the so-

called general trading companies, huge marketing corporations handling

thousands of products (estimated at 20-25 thousand products each), rang-

ing from coffee to metals and even diverse manufactured goods.
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For instance, in the case of the cotton market, the following paragraph

based on the aforementioned UNCTAD report is eloquent In itself:

Contrary to the widespread myth of price formation in a free market,

a small group of speculators and big corporations trading In various

commodities exert a powerful and marked influence on short-term

movements of world cotton prices. Long-term movements are also de-

termined by other factors, including prices and business activities of

the major chemical and petrochemical corporations. Therefore, social-

ist and developing countries, producing more than 80 per cent of world

cotton only play a marginal role in short- and long-term movements of

world cotton prices and are confined to accepting price fluctuations

and enduring its potentially harmful effects, particularly for the coun-

tries dependent on cotton exports as the major source of hard currency

and funds for development. 10

Actually, these huge corporations set a price, take over production and

sell it at the established price in any quantity the market may absorb.

These are the so-called "managed prices", fixed by the seller to maximize

monopoly profits and thereby compensate, through large-scale operations,

for eventual drops in profits from one product by increasing profits on

others, and also by shrewdly taking advantage of the interrelationship of

different products.

These monopolies also profit from the inadequacy of the traditional pro-

duct-by-product analyses, which conceal the relationship among numer-

ous products linked into production-marketing complexes, as is the case

of the raw cotton/cotton trade/yarn/textiles/garments/textile machinery

chain, which in turn is linked by mutual effects to the oil/natural gas/pet-

rochemical products /chemical fibres chain.

Considering the fact that transnationals take in 80-90 per cent of the re-

tail price in the marketing of most commodities, an understanding of the

deterioration in the terms of trade acquires new characteristics, as re-

vealed by an UNCTAD survey on bananas."

In this context, the well-known terms of trade indicators, based on

usual trade statistics, can hardly express the real economic benefits for un-

derdeveloped countries, since a price increase under the prevailing condi-

tions without eliminating the intervention of transnationals would only

contribute a marginal share to the national producers, and would instead

widen the gap between such producers and the increasing share appro-

priated by transnationals.

In July 1981, the transnational corporations of the developed capitalist

countries controlled 80 per cent of the world's merchant fleet, including

the so-called unregistered fleet; 12 per cent was in the hands of the un-

derdeveloped countries, and the remainder controlled by other countries.

This means that through the payment of monopolistic freight charges set

by the international conferences on ocean transport, abundant resources
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in hard currency are extracted from our countries, thus increasing the bal-

ance of payments deficit.

Manufacture exports from Third World countries

Underdeveloped countries have rejected the classic notion - originated

in developed capitalist countries, updated with various additions and

transformed into an economic policy - that seeks to divide the world into

an industrialized area with advanced technology and a primary-commod-
ity-producing area. This old and persistent notion is based on a climatic

determinism or on the availability of already acquired resources, and of

late it has been presented with sophisticated econometric subtleties. But

all Its variants have been rejected by our countries, which refuse to admit

as a sole and supposedly favorable status what history has undoubtedly

proven to be the materialization and deepening of backwardness and

poverty.

In the last two decades the underdeveloped countries' share in world

exports of manufactured goods has considerably increased, coinciding

with the correct decision to advance in the Industrialization of the Third

World as the only strategically valid way to overcome underdevelopment

and gain access to modern technology.

Nevertheless, the relationship between part of this industrialization pro-

cess and the transnational corporations arouses serious concern when evi-

denced that a new form of dependence is being imposed upon our countries,

thus turning them into exporters ofsimple manufactured goods, trapped in the

network of transnational production- marketing systems, while continuing to

import capital and capital goods which determine the course of development.

Thus arises an industrialization structure, which some authors have

called "subsidiary", since it is based on production and trading subsidia-

ries of transnational corporations, imposing patterns alien to real national

requirements and benefiting from cheap labor for their highly profitable

and uncontrolled activities.

The textiles and garments industry is not the only, but quantitatively

the most important agent in this process. The way in which the various

stages of its industrial process are distributed offers a clear picture of the

export boom in textile products.

The chain begins with the preparation of yarn - the first processing

stage - which is high-labor and low-capital intensive. Growth in textile

manufacturing has largely concentrated on this stage in recent years. The
Third World share in world yarn production increased from 19 per cent in

1950 to almost 40 per cent in 1979.
12

The following stage - weaving - which is more capital-intensive and re-

quires high automation and concentration, is still controlled by developed

capitalist countries, and based there. The third stage - the garments in-
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dustry -, where mechanization and automation are less viable, is still

based in underdeveloped low-wage countries and often executed by small

manufacturing units.

Finally, the last stage - the manufacture and sale of textile machinery -

requires advanced technology and a complex design, on which the future

of the entire sector largely depends. The share of the underdeveloped

countries in this stage clearly reveals the power relationship in the textile

sector. They hold less than 5 per cent of the textile machinery export mar-
ket with little possibilities of increasing it.

In regard to this process briefly detailed here, UNCTAD has stated.

The oligopoly of conglomerates has brought about two features on In-

dustrialization in the developing countries. First, the transfer of

subsidiaries and industrial capital, mainly to six or seven developing

countries, has strengthened divisions within the so-called Third

World, so that the phrase "industrialization of the Third World"
means above all, in reality, the expansion of manufacturing in that

small group of countries. Second, the oligopolistic corporations approp-

riate a considerable part of the benefits from such industrialization,

even if they share them with a growing, but still subordinated section

of industrial entrepreneurs of the developing countries. As a result, the

distribution of benefits among these industrializing countries Is also li-

mited and unequal. 13

But, leaving aside the textile sector and approaching the problem more
globally, the situation is equally clear.

The following table offers an overall picture of the phenomenon of

transnational "subsidiarization" and the extent of the control exerted by

these corporations in Latin America. According to these figures, 33.1 per

cent of all US imports from Latin America come from the local subsidi-

aries of US transnationals. In the case of manufactured goods, the share

goes up to 51 per cent.

On the other hand, total exports to US-based parent companies from US
transnational subsidiaries in that region increased from 69 to 85 per cent

between 1971 and 1975. These exports were taken as manufactured ex-

ports growth and as convincing proof of ongoing industrial development

in a number of Latin American countries, although, in fact, what they

show is that a high percentage of foreign trade in manufactured goods

and, obviously, of production takes place outside the control and decisions

of the national economic authority.

Thus the so-called "captive trade" system arises turning international

trade into a caricature of itself - many authors consider that no less than

40 per cent of world trade has these characteristics - since trade flows are

established within the subsidiary network of the transnational corporation.

Exports that are not really exports are recorded as such, and prices are set,
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whose goal is not the equitable remuneration of the labor spent by nation-

al producers, but rather the transfer of profits from one subsidiary to an-

other with the purpose of maximizing profits within the conglomerate as

a whole.

These transfer prices notably differ from the so-called normal prices and

their effects are as Important as the financial transfers characteristic of the

transnational corporations. As profits are important after taxes, transna-

tional corporations can reduce tax payments to a minimum by manipulat-

ing prices in order to relocate the profits obtained in countries with heavy

taxation toward those with lower tax rates.

Another procedure is to inflate the costs of goods imported from the

subsidiaries in order to evade government controls aimed at preventing

the retail profit margins from surpassing a certain percentage of imported

goods prices or of production costs. Transfer prices are also manipulated

in order to withdraw profits and treasury funds from weak-currency coun-

tries and evade restrictions on hard currency withdrawals.

The outcome is a distorted international trade; transfer prices that func-

tion as parts of the mechanism of commercial exploitation and unequal

exchange; a diminished national capability to manage the economy and

direct development; a newly fashioned dependence of unalterable essence;

misleading international statistics suggesting a positive course where real

trends point to an intensification of underdevelopment and growing plun-

der.

It is impossible to describe the international trade of the underde-

veloped countries - be it in commodities or in manufactured goods -

without finding in the transnationals and in the economic policies of the

countries where the parent companies are based, the main obstacle to the

development of the Third World. To ignore the action of these conglom-

erates would be to follow the philosophy of an ostrich: burying one's head

in the sand. Without a coordinated strategy and concerned actions vis-a-

vis transnational corporations, little progress could be achieved in steering

away from the present catastrophic course in terms of trade expansion and

the use of trade as a development factor.

Old and new protectionism

Since its inception the capitalist system has, for all practical purposes,

been linked to protectionist theories and policies. Fifteenth-, sixteenth and

seventeenth-century mercantilism is perhaps the earliest antecedent of

the present protectionist wave that is currently affecting our countries

with particular intensity.

For the underdeveloped countries, protectionism can be an instrument

to defend incipient industrial production and the employment it genera-

tes against the competition of the developed countries; but it becomes

historically unfair when countries with powerful economies implement
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selfish measures that retard the development of the Immense majority of

peoples whose backwardness Is the result of centuries of colonial and neo-

colonial exploitation on which the opulence of a small group of nations

was built.

The reality our countries have experienced has been cruelly simple. The
major capitalist powers have implemented protectionist measures which

have adversely affected us whenever they have deemed it convenient,

while repeatedly claiming to be devoted supporters of trade liberalization

and deeply concerned over the likelihood of escalating protectionism in-

terfering with the alleged free functioning of international markets.

These protectionist policies block access to markets or make the pro-

ducts exported by underdeveloped countries less competitive.

Before focusing our attention on the effects of protectionism on the

Third World it should be noted that in the field of trade, protectionism in

its various forms - as a policy tool in interimperialist rivalry - is but a cap-

italist reaction to the crisis and a manifestation of the struggle between

transnationalized sectors of the ruling classes interested in a more inter-

nationalized and open economy and domestic monopolistic sectors with a

domestic market base in the developed countries. In this intricate and

complex rivalry what is really at stake is who will produce what in the fu-

ture with all its implications or, in other words, market control in the '80s

and beyond.

Control over markets and Third World sources of supply plays a

significant role in this rivalry. In this context, protectionism is used to

discourage undesirable production, and liberalization is invoked in order

to penetrate the markets of countries or groups of countries.

It is no secret that protectionism has evolved. It has become more so-

phisticated and more effective where trade barriers are concerned. There

has been a shift from tariff-to the so-called non -tariff barriers which char-

acterize neo-protectionism today.

Nowadays, the defenders of neo-protectionism charge some Third

World countries which have increased their manufactures exports with

disrupting the market, while ignoring the advantages of transnational cor-

porations in this process. In the manufacturing sector, however, there was
an insignificant increase of 1.2 to 2 per cent in OECD countries' imports

from the Third World as a percentage of their domestic consumption, over

15 years (1960-1975). This goes to show that these imports continue to be

negligible as compared to the potential consumption of those countries

and that the supposed invasion of Western markets by Third World man-
ufactured goods is far from real.

If they level these charges against the few countries which have in-

creased their manufactures exports, what will happen in the future when
inevitably more countries export more manufactured goods?

It is also timely to recall that in the 1960
,

s and early 1970's a number
of Western authors held that, because of their inflexibility, fixed exchange
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rates were the root cause of protectionist measures. At present, however,

there are floating exchange rates and yet the so-called structural adjust-

ment in developed countries continues to rely on protectionism as a major

component to correct the balance of payments and subsidize non-compet-

itive Industries.

The old tariffs have yielded to non-tariff barriers, but they have not dis-

appeared. They still operate and constitute a factor of pressure, as shown
in the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations within the frame-

work of GATT. During these negotiations a new reduction in the average

weighted rate of the nominal tariff in the United States, the European

Economic Community and Japan was agreed upon. However, this seem-

ing progress in trade liberalization contains very negative elements that

were unavoidable given those countries' adamant opposition during the

protracted and complex process of negotiations.

Indeed, there are still many digressions regarding the average rate,

which imply high levels of effective protection for certain products that

are very important in our economies. The so-called tariff escalation was

established as a principle, imposing heavier duties on products that in-

volve more processing, all of which goes to prove that pressures aimed at

keeping the Third World in its traditional role of primary exporter conti-

nue to be ever-present. Finally, the tariff reduction agreed upon in Tokyo
did away with the preference margins resulting from the Generalized Sys-

tems of Preferences (GSP) of the United States, the EEC and Japan with-

out even establishing compensations for other products not included in

such systems. For years, the underdeveloped countries persistently called

for the implementation of the GSP on the understanding that it contained

significant concessions.

The Tokyo Round revealed the very dubious nature of such conces-

sions and virtually annulled them, thus causing a net potential loss of $1

billion, considering the GSP of the United States, the EEC and Japan.
14

The possibility of overcoming the serious deficiencies in tariff systems

resulting from the Tokyo Round is remote, since a new round of negotia-

tions is not envisaged in coming years and because in every negotiation

within the framework of GATT the same basic principles prevail, i.e., the

principles of most favoured nation, non-discrimination and reciprocity. It

is widely known that the underdeveloped countries get the thin end of the

wedge.

The so-called special treatment for underdeveloped countries adopted in

Tokyo and to be implemented in agreements emanating from there - sub-

sidies and compensatory rights, anti-dumping measures, import licenses,

fair pricing, technical obstacles to trade and purchases by the public

sector - does not modify the essence of such agreements. This is because

the special treatment which boils down to exempting a certain country

from a certain duty or recognizing certain particular situations is not all-

encompassing. Negotiations are required in each case to put its provisions
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into effect. Furthermore, none of the agreements incorporated the principle

of direct and stable access to developed countries' markets; instead, each

of them did incorporate the so-called gradation principle, which leaves to

the other party the application of special treatment according to its assess-

ment of the country's level of development on the basis of a case-by-case

decision. All this is very far from the preferential, stable and direct treat-

ment to which our countries aspire as a legitimate demand in order to

make headway in the field of trade.

In general, the Tokyo Round fell very short of the needs and expecta-

tions of our countries. The institutionalization of principles such as

gradation, the impossibility of reaching agreements on matters such as

safeguard clauses (which leave to the developed countries' discretion the

possibility of applying discriminatory measures whenever they deem it

convenient), the inadequacy and conditionality of the so-called special

treatment, all of these are factors producing strong Third World insatisfac-

tion with the last round of multilateral trade negotiations and with the

present international economic order. It is a fact that the aforementioned

negotiations convened by GATT were above all aimed at settling trade

problems among the US, the EEC and Japan. The needs and aspirations

of the Third World were a marginal issue; thus, it Is not surprising that

the results do not reflect the interests of our countries.

ECLA has expressed the following view, which is applicable not only to

Latin American, but also to all underdeveloped countries:

These countries were unable to have their situation and aspirations

adequately considered, and their demands in the negotiations on pro-

ducts or in the new standards for international trade were not satisfied.

Therefore, their future participation will be hampered by the difficul-

ties in taking part in the system's decision-making process within a

framework that has institutionalized - or seeks to institutionalize in

the near future - concepts which do not meet the trade needs of the

developing countries.
15

The 38th Session of the GATT Contracting Parties held in Geneva, in

November, 1982, did not achieve any significant results for the underde-

veloped countries either. Once again their demands were ignored and the

debates centered mainly on trade contradictions between the United

States and the European Economic Community.
On the other hand, non- tariff barriers are, at present, the most effective

instrument for discrimination and market obstruction. Subtlety, variety

and covertness are the prime features of this type of barrier. They include

an infinite number of protectionist practices - UNCTAD has Identified

some 700 - which range from government subsidies, quantitative restric-

tions, health standards and technical standards to deliberately complex ad-

ministrative procedures. Another alternative is the so-called official or pri-
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vate "agreements on organized free trade", which are but restrictions ac-

cepted under threat of worse reprisals.

This wide range of protectionist measures, Including the obstinate and

rigid agricultural protectionism against the Third World practiced by the

EEC, causes as yet unquantified losses due to the elusive nature of non-

tariff measures.

Nevertheless, according to ECLA, 16
a review of twenty groups of non-

tariff measures shows that they affected sales amounting to $8 billion In

1979, in other words, more than 50 per cent of all Latin American exports

to the US, the EEC and Japan, excluding oil. Some sources estimate that

approximately three fifths of the developed capitalist trade is currently

subject to non -tariff barriers.

Fully in effect is the discriminatory and punitive US Foreign Trade Act
- an elaborate sampling of barriers and exclusions on political and ideolog-

ical grounds, which even include OPEC membership. This act includes

the inevitable provisions on trade retaliation against underdeveloped

countries which, exercising their sovereign right over their natural re-

sources and economic activities, nationalize US property without "prompt

and effective compensation" and even against those which, in order to

protect their exports, participate in producers associations that, in the US
Governments' view, are damaging to US interests. On several ocasslons,

the US authorities have tried to impose trade bans on their transnational

subsidiaries in underdeveloped countries, as in the case of Argentina and

other countries in their trade relations with Cuba.

Recent trends toward the appreciation of the US dollar, fostered by the

current US Administration's policies, aggravate the contradictions among
the major developed capitalist countries and, inter alia, contribute to in-

crease the US balance of trade deficit - over $42 billion in 1982, a new re-

cord in the history of that country. These developments intensify protec-

tionist trends in the US economy, which increasingly affect the Third

World and forecast an important source of protectionist pressures as long

as these policies are in effect.

The European Economic Community's sugar policy consists in strongly

subsidizing inefficient domestic production and exporting increasing ton-

nages to the world market. It has played a significant role in the low ef-

fectiveness of the International Sugar Agreement - to which it has refused

to adhere - and in the sharpest commodity price drop in the last three

years. Also, in 1980 the EEC raised from 59 to 136 the number of so-called

"sensitive" products exported by underdeveloped countries that, in order

to have access to the EEC market, are subject to restrictive quotas.

Eight years after the launching of the program for the New Internation-

al Economic Order, after the two so-called Development Decades and af-

ter numerous authors within and without the United Nations have shown
in detail the unfavorable trade situation of our countries resulting from a

persistent unequal exchange which exhausts some scarce resources, the
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position of the Third World in International trade Is probably worse than

ever before.

The measures proposed as possible solutions or as paliatives - of debat-

able efficiency - remain more or less at a standstill or very far from their

original projections.

The few agreements :r. rrccucts reachec s; :*a: are a'.sc a: a >:ar.as::^

or in open crisis. The prospects of new agreements are uncertain. And the

goals of the Integrated Commodity Program and Its main component, the

Common Fund, are still very far from being achieved.

Indexing has been persistently rejected by market-economy developed

countries, which have even refused to discuss it.

Producers associations have been accused, boycotted and portrayed as

satanlc factors that disrupt markets and unleash crises. They have been

victims of threats and discrimination.

Compensatory financing for drops in export revenues is still restricted

to the context of ominous IMF dictates and its interventionist policy of

conditions, while the STABEX system's attractive mechanisms ha\e a

restricted scope due to the limited resources it channels and the neo-co-

lonial burden it bears.

Al the deepest point of its worst crisis, it is historically imperative for

the Third World - now more than ever before - to break the vicious circle

of its trade inferiority and turn international trade into a true element for

independent national development.
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4
Monetary and financial questions

The international monetary system and the

underdeveloped countries

The international monetary-financial crisis mainly affects the underde-

veloped countries and constitutes one of the most visible manifestations

of the bankruptcy of the present system of economic relations that cap-

italism has imposed on the world.

Throughout the last ten years, the economies of the Third World coun-

tries have been particularly hard hit by the disintegration of the system of

fixed exchange rates, the appearance of enormous deficits in the balance

of payments in their current accounts, galloping inflation and shortages of

financial resources that can be used under acceptable conditions - with

this phenomenon exacerbated by an excessive increase in interest rates

and the resulting unprecedented rise in their external debts.

The origins of this chaotic situation go back to the crisis of the mone-
tary-financial system imposed by the United States following World
War II

That system - agreed to under pressure at the well-known Bretton

Woods Conference, in 1944 - gave the US dollar a privileged position as

the main international reserve asset, comparable, in practice, to gold itself.

In this way, the undisputable hegemony of that country in the monetary-

financial sphere was established, through the well-oiled mechanisms of

domination of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Interna-

tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), better known
as the World Bank.

The monetary -financial system thus created effectively guaranteed the

United States' virtually unchallenged dominance over the international

economy. Its massive exports of capital, reconstruction programs in Eu-
rope and military expenditures were generously financed by means of the

simple expedient of monetary expansion. Logically, this presupposed a he-

gemonic economy and especially gold reserves to appropriately back the

dollars in circulation.
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These conditions no longer held, however, when the international eco-

nomic panorama changed as of the late 1950's.

The US economy began to feel the effects of increasing competition

from Western Europe and Japan starting at that time.

The extreme extent to which the self-financing capacity this system

gave the United States was used, together with the maintenance of the

anachronistic, unjust structure of the IMF, began to undermine its very

existence from the early 1960's on. It was then, following the period of the

"dollar shortage" in the developed capitalist countries, that the United

States began to finance its privileged place in the International economy
by issuing more dollars which had less and less gold cover or backing In

other convertible currencies or real demand derived from the growth of

goods and service exports. The great investment drive of US transnational

corporations in those years, the growth of "aid" programs with political

strings attached and the inordinate increase in the parasitic nature of its

economy, which generated a growing amount of imports of all kinds and

increasing military expenditures, were largely based on the policy known
by all commercial banks as "creating money with a stroke of the pen,"

without any backing other than the credibility and coercive political force

of the country.

The following data give an idea of that policy:

INTERNATIONAL POSITION OF THE DOLLAR
(Billions of dollars)

Gold reserves Liabilities in

foreign hands

1960 17.8
a

40.9
C

1970 11. r 97.7
C

1980 11.

2

b
202.9

d

Source : Based on:

Economic Report of the President, 1969, USGPO, p. 330.
b
Federal Reserve Bulletin, November 1982, p. 455.

c

international Economic Report of the President 1975, USGPO, p. 143.
dOECD. Main Economic Indicators, December 1982, p. 86.

The progressive accumulation of large amounts of dollars abroad deci-

sively contributed to the creation of the speculative market of Eurodollars

and undermined the base of the central reserve currency system, whose
liquidity level became uncontrollable. Thus, this policy was one of the pri-

mary sources of the acceleration of the inflationary process initiated in the

late 1960's, which has reached unprecedented levels in the international

economy.
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SHARE IN WORLD EXPORTS
(Percentage)

I960" 1980b

unitea Mates i f\ n10.

u

10 Q

Japan 3.2 6.4

Federal Republic of Germany 8.8 9.5

Source : Based on:

i nitfrnuiiunui JuLunurriiL fKtfpuri uj int: r» cj/uca// iytj t y. 131.
b
Economic Report of the President 1982, p. 352.

In spite of these circumstances, the dollar remained artificially overva-

lued until 1971. When fixed parity and gold convertibility of the dollar

were abandoned, with the result that the gold price was no longer pegged

to the dollar, and the successive dollar devaluations in 1971 and 1973, the

monetary system created at Bretton Woods came to an end. A new and

as yet inconclusive stage of disorder and even monetary warfare in the in-

ternational economy was ushered in. This was characterized by floating

exchange rates, growing inflation, and the disorderly and asymmetrical

creation of liquidity in the international financial market.

The successive amendments to the system adopted in 1969 and 1976 -

in an unsuccessful process of reform, which in fact institutionalized the

present monetary-financial disorder - failed to achieve the hoped-for sta-

bility of the post-war period. US economic hegemony, which had been the

basis of the system, is now being challenged by Western Europe and Ja-

pan, thanks to their real and growing economic power.

The creation of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) in 1970, an instrument

that was supposed to become the main reserve asset and replace the dol-

lar, was a symptom of the incongruities manifested in the system. These
changes did not meet the real need to transform the present international

monetary system, however, and these expectations never materialized,

though Special Drawing Rights did show the changes in the balance of

forces between the United States and the rest of the developed capitalist

world in recent years.

Nevertheless, the crisis of the international monetary system has hit the

underdeveloped countries harder.

First of all, fluctuations in exchange rates have led to constant uncertain-

ty; in the case of those currencies that have depreciated, this has resulted

in the reduction of the real value of export earnings and of the level of for-

eign exchange reserves and has made it practically impossible to have any
economic programming in the underdeveloped countries that use so-

called hard currencies as their main reserve assets.
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This has been especially hard on countries, such as the ones in Latin

America, whose currencies and international reserves are tied to the

dollar.

TRENDS IN US DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATES IN TERMS OF THE
MAIN CURRENCIES OF THE CAPITALIST WORLD

(1975 = 100)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Effective

exchange

rates 100 105.2 104.7 95.7 93.7 93.9 105.7 114.1

Source : Based on IMF. International Financial Statistics, May 1978 and May 1982.

In this case, it should be emphasized that the overvaluation of the dollar

during 1981 and 1982 responded to the rise in the interest rates in the

United States that took place as part of its restrictive monetary policy.

This measure had negative effects on the external debts of the Latin

American countries - as in the rest of the Third World - for it increased

the cost of foreign financing, especially debt servicing.

Secondly, high inflation rates have also had very negative effects on the

economy of the Third World in recent years.

WORLD INFLATION BY GROUPS OF COUNTRIES
Measured through annual changes In the consumer price index

(Percentage)

1973 7974 7975 7976 7977 797* 7979 1980 1981

Seven major

developed

capitalist

countries 7.5 13.3 11.0 8.0 8.1 7.0 9.3 12.2 10.0

Underdevel-

oped

countries

Oil-exporters 11.3 17.0 18.8 16.8 15.5 10.6 10.5 12.6 13.1

Oil -importers 22.1 28.7 27.0 27.6 27.0 23.6 29.0 36.9 37.2

Source : Based on IMF. Injorme anual 1982; OECD. Economic Outlook, July 1982.
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• Inflation - whose root causes include the monopoly practice of price fix-

ing and the sudden increase in unproductive government expenditures,

especially military expenditures, in the developed capitalist countries dur-

ing the last few years - has unquestionably become one of the clearest ex-

pressions of the irrationality of the system of economic relations prevail-

ing in the market economy countries.

The inflation generated by the internationalization of economic activi-

ties in the 1970's shattered the Keynesian mechanisms of economic con-

trol that had been applied for many years. As a result, the formerly

strengthening effect of inflationary spending by the governments in the

capitalist countries to stimulate economic growth was lost.

At the same time, the inflation generated in the most advanced coun-

tries of that system has been passed on with a vengeance to the underde-

veloped world, ensuring high profit margins for the transnational corpora-

tions through price mechanisms that increasingly impoverish and asphyx-

iate the underdeveloped countries.

Finally, the problem of international liquidity has also had a negative in-

fluence on the economies of Third World countries, as has the inadequate

and distorting role played by the IMF.

As may be seen in the table below, not only is the amount of resources

assigned by the IMF for compensating for the deficits in the current ac-

counts of the underdeveloped countries clearly insufficient, the proportion

of this support is decreasing.

BALANCE OF CURRENT TRANSACTIONS
AND RESOURCES ASSIGNED BY

THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND TO THE NON-OIL
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Billions of dollars)

1976 7977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1976-82

Balance of

current

transactions (1) --32.0 -28.3 -39.2 -58.9 -86.2 -99.0 -97.0 -440.6

Total resources

assigned by

the IMF (2) 2.4 2.2 1.0 2.5 3.5 5.5 5.8 22.9

Percentage

compensation

2:1 7.5 7.8 2.6 4.2 4.0 5.6 5.9 5.2

a Estimated.

Source : Based on data in the IMF 1982 Report.
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This organization's policy has not responded correctly to the crying

needs of the underdeveloped world, since It has completely ignored the

structural nature of the underdeveloped countries' balance of payments
problems; limited all except short-term, compensatory financing; and at-

tached strings that entail a high social, economic and political price and

go against our peoples' interests and sovereignty. Moreover, the IMF has

been shown to be - even recently - a veritable gendarme of the most reac-

tionary interests of international financial capital.

Early last February 1983, when the IMF revised its members' quotas,

the Group of 24 - made up of government representatives of Asia, Africa

and Latin America - repeated its call for a 100 per cent Increase in these

quotas and the issuing of Special Drawing Rights (SDR). The demand for

increased quotas, particularly in favor of the underdeveloped countries,

was legitimately based on the worsening of the world economic crisis and

its impact on these countries. Important circles of world public opinion

supported the Group of 24 in this demand.
However, the IMF, as usual, ignored those proposals. Quotas were In-

creased by less than 50 per cent, i. e., from 61 billion in SDR to 90 billion,

and this increase was distributed in such a way that it benefited a group

of powers - France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan, among
others - at the expense of the underdeveloped countries. The issue of new
Special Drawing Rights, as had been demanded, was not agreed on. And
although the funds of the so-called General Agreement on Loans were In-

creased, this agreement continued subject to the control of the eleven In-

dustrial powers plus, recently, Saudi Arabia - which, as the suppliers of

the funds, decide who are to receive the loans.

This limited quota increase approved by the IMF contrasts with what

the underdeveloped countries need to face the currently pressing state of

their balance of payments (not to mention the large-scale flow of re-

sources that would be necessary to emerge from the crisis and advance de-

velopment). In point offact, only a small share of this quota increase will go

to the underdeveloped countries and that small share, in turn, is but a fraction

of the losses in foreign exchange that these countries have suffered since the

last quota increase in late J 980. Indeed, in 1981-1982 estimates put the

losses in foreign exchange at $85 billion ($40 billion in decreased export

revenues; $37 billion in increased debt servicing; and $5-10 billion In new
loans).

The small share that the underdeveloped countries will receive of the

recently approved IMF quota increase is no more than an insignificant

paliative, albeit extremely costly in political, economic and social terms.

Access to the loan possibilities offered by that quota increase requires go-

ing through the humiliation of that institution's increasingly stringent and

interventionist conditionality clauses. Thus the Fund's traditional inflex-

ibility is revealed today more explicitly than ever in the tremendous gap

between the scant resources It contributes and the immense needs of the
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underdeveloped countries; between the meager, barely, short-term solu-

tions and the serious depth and historic magnitude of the problems; be-

tween what it offers and what it demands in exchange. It is a formula that

does not get to the bottom of the economic tragedy of the Third World.

The need to replace the imperialist "petty cash box", that is, the IMF,
with a new, equitable and universal international monetary and financial

system would seem to be imperative.

The last few years have witnessed an unprecedented expansion in the

activities of transnational banks in the underdeveloped world. The causes

of this expansion are related in one way or another with the development

of the transnational corporations; the internationalization of production;

and, above all, the economic crisis and its effects, in both the developed

capitalist and underdeveloped countries.

It was the private banks, acting above all through such relatively new
mechanisms as the Euromarket, that have exerted pressures, in accord

with the IMF, to force the debtor countries to apply economic policy

measures that harm the most vital interests of Third World peoples. Thus,

the underdeveloped countries have been trapped in the market network of

highly speculative and restrictive capital. This, together with the deficits

in their trade and payments transactions, has led to a critical situation

with regard to paying the cumulative negative balances.

UNITED STATES REAL INTEREST RATE 1970-1981

-5

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

a
Deflated by United States GDP deflator.

SOURCE: Based on The World Bank World Development Report, 1982.
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THREE-MONTH INTERBANK RATE OF
INTEREST OFFERED (LIBOR)

ANNUAL AVERAGE OF RELATED EUROMONEY
(Annual percentage)

FRG deutsche mark
Japanese yen

French franc

Pound sterling

US dollar

7979

11.9

11.2

14.0

6.1

6.1

1980

14.1

12.5

16.7

9.1

11.5

1981

16.9

17.9

13.9

11.7

7.7

1982

13.2

19.6

12.3

8.6

7.0

Source : 1979 - Based on effective rates at the end of the month, compiled In 1979 Eu-

romoney (monthly numbers).

1980-1982 - Based on the average dally rates.

In addition, attempts were made to control inflation with restrictive

monetary policies that have not only exacerbated the economic crisis and
reduced markets but also implied the implementation of measures that

have caused interest rates to rise to the highest levels recorded since the

post-war period - and, therefore, created a tense situation given the cost

of obtaining short-term loans.

The solutions proposed for these difficulties by the ruling circles in the

United States have been domestic economic austerity and the unlimited,

no -strings-attached opening of their economies to the supposedly benefi-

cial action of international private capital - a combination of further re-

ducing the already very low standard of living and allowing the transnational

corporations to operate at low cost and without restrictions.

Efforts are being made even now, in its decline, to use the international

monetary system to back up the hard-line policy that is a basic element

in ensuring the survival of the present system of economic relations. In

this regard, the International Monetary Fund has strengthened the strings

attached to its credits and is firmly imposing its well-known role as super-

visor and auditor of the underdeveloped countries' economies, telling

them they should accept its neo-colonialist prescriptions of devaluation,

austerity and the opening of their economies to merchandise and invest-

ments from the developed capitalist countries - in addition to paying high

Interest rates determined by the capital market and submitting to strictly

regulated short-term payment programs.

It is sad to recall the many cases of progressive governments on which

these measures were imposed, wrapped up in technocratic considerations.

Meanwhile, every time the developed capitalist countries have found

themselves in difficulties, the IMF has served as a guarantor and agent for
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mobilizing capital. A clear example of the conduct of this agency was its

recent loan of more than a billion dollars to South Africa, with utter con-

tempt for the other African countries and the international community.

Development requires enormous efforts and great cost. Only by elimi-

nating the neo-colonial nature of the international monetary system - and

especially that of such instruments as the IMF - will it be possible to un-

dertake the transformations that are absolutely necessary. No internation-

al agency in which a small group of five countries provides the capital,

controls 40 per cent of the votes and thus imposes its will on more than

110 underdeveloped countries can serve the interests of the latter.

Foreign financing for development and the external debt

The deformation of the economic structures that foreign domination

has imposed throughout history on the Third World has meant our peo-

ples have been faced with the impossibility of generating, on their own,
the financial resources that are indispensable for overcoming backward-

ness.

Now, when an overwhelming financial burden is seriously threatening

the economies of the underdeveloped countries and when spiraling

indebtedness appears to be leading to disaster on an unforeseeable scale,

the Third World's problems of foreign financing necessarily come to the

fore.

For some years now, it has been evident to the international commu-
nity that the only way to overcome underdevelopment is by obtaining for-

eign financial resources under fair conditions. That has not, however,

been the main motivation for the flow of financial resources to the under-

developed countries in recent years. The sharp worsening of the Third

World's international economic relations while an appreciable volume of

surplus capital was available in the developed capitalist world created the

conditions for turning flows of financing into a generator of even greater

indebtedness, dependence and domination for the poorest countries.

An objective analysis shows that this foreign financing - which has of-

ten been termed "for development" simply because it is directed to the

Third World - has not contributed at all to overcoming the aftermath of

colonialism and neo-colonialism.

In fact, the uncontrollable growth of the underdeveloped countries' ex-

ternal debts is not a reflection of logical consequences of a development
process which necessarily involves foreign financing Imbalances. It is

rooted in the growing deterioration of economic relations between the

most advanced capitalist countries and the peoples of the Third World.

This becomes manifest, in the first place, in trade relations, especially

in those of the group of non -oil -exporting countries, whose terms of trade

deteriorated by around 13 per cent between 1973 and 1981, giving rise to

a deficit of more than $355 billion in their trade balance in that period.
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The developed capitalist countries' control over world trade, the re-

duced diversity of the Third World's exports and its great dependence on
imports have kept these countries from increasing their export income
and forced them to accept unfavorable terms of trade that have more than

doubled their trade deficits in just three years.

The seriousness of the growing trade imbalances has been accentuated

in recent times through deficits in servicing operations. The balance of

this for the period, also presents a deficit (of $76 billion).

All the above showed an overall deficit in the current accounts of their

balance of payments which, according to the IMF, amounted to more than

$476 billion between 1973 and 1982.

It should also be pointed out that the drain in the form of servicing

operations continues to contribute greatly to the unrestricted, uncon-

trolled activites of the transnationals, through remittances of profits from

the underdeveloped countries where they are located to their parent com-
panies in other parts of the world. Studies of the balances of payments of

the underdeveloped countries show that, during the 1970-78 period, the

direct investments that entered those countries totaled $42.2 billion,

whereas repatriated profits rose to $100,218 million. In other words, $2.37

left those countries in profits for every dollar invested, thus strengthening

the balances of payments of the developed capitalist countries.
1

Foreign investments have therefore been an important factor of deteri-

oration in the underdeveloped world's balance of payments and an ele-

ment contributing to its external debt.

Just as the financial resources transferred to the Third World have

served only to compensate in the short term for the disequilibriums in its

balance of payments and have not had any real weight in the process of

development, a growing process of indebtedness has been generated in

those countries.

EXTERNAL DEBT PAID BY THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
AT THE END OF THE YEAR

(Billions of dollars)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
a 1982"

Total debt 179.1 216.9 264.6 336.6 397.3 456.2 524.0 626.0

Annual
average

change

(percentage) 24 21 22 27 18 15 15 19.5

a Estimates.

Source : Based onOECD. Development Co - Operation Review, 1981, Paris, 1981, p. 218;

OECD. Resumen de la deuda anual de los paises en desarrollo de 1982, AP,

December 16, 1982.
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EXTERNAL DEBT OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
(Billions of dollars)

650
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1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

SOURCE: Based on OECD. Development Co- Operation Review, 1981.

While the economy of the underdeveloped world grew as a whole at a

rate of 3.2 per cent between 1978 and 1982, its exports fell by an average

annual rate of 1.7 per cent and its debt rose by 16.8 per cent in the same
period.

2

This fabulous amount of financial resources has mainly been used to

cover the deficits in the underdeveloped countries' current accounts,
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caused by the unjust nature of their economic relations with the devel-

oped capitalist countries. In the last two years, this process has become
untenable for the underdeveloped countries, due to the drop In the de-

mand for their products, stemming from the acute crisis in the developed

market economies and also to the negative results of the financial policies

in the international capital market. This has meant, as we shall see, short-

er duration and grace periods, higher interest rates and fewer opportunities

for obtaining new credits.

' Obviously, this indebtedness that spiraled particularly in the 1970's has

now outstripped all forecasts to reach a dizzy speed that makes it ever

more difficult for Third World countries to meet their obligations.

The burden of this indebtedness is such that it is crushing not only all pos-

sibilities for economic growth but also the possibilities for guaranteeing the low

levels of consumption that are characteristic of most of the underdeveloped

countries which are very dependent on imports.

Several studies show that every child born in the Third World now has

a debt of $260, but since the debt grows much faster than the population

there is a considerable growth in the annual debt per inhabitant - that is,

every inhabitant in the underdeveloped world will owe around $500 by

1985. Of course, this figure is even higher in some regions than in others.

In Latin America, where around $300 billion is owed, the debt per inhab-

itant is already around $1000.
3

The very dynamics of the process of indebtedness, however, while mak-
ing it possible to cushion the effects of the crisis on the economies of the

Third World countries to some extent, has itself become a source of en-

richment for transnational finance capital. This is clearly expressed in the

evolution of debt servicing.

TOTAL ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE
OF THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Billions of dollars)

1975 1976 7977 1978 1979 1980 198

r

1982°

Debt service total 26.2 32.2 41.0 56.9 73.6 91.2 111.7 131.3

Interest 9.5 11.8 14.3 19.8 26.0 34.9 46.5

Amortization 16.7 20.4 26.7 37.1 47.6 56.3 65.2

Annual average

growth rate of

debt service

total (56) 19 23 27 39 29 24 22 17.5

a Estimates.

Source : Based on OECD. Development Co-Operation Review, 1981, Paris, 1981,

p. 218; OECD. Resumen de la deuda anual de los paises en desarrollo de

1982, AP, December 16, 1982.
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DEBT SERVICING BY UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
(Billions of dollars)
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SOURCE: Based on OECD. Development Co-Operation Review, 1981.

These data show that, between 1978 and 1982, debt service grew at an

annual average rate of 23.3 per cent - at a greater rate than the increase

of the debt itself. In other words, it is increasingly necessary to ask for loans
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in order to be able to pay what is already owed. Thus, according to World
Bank estimates, the real net transfer of financial resources to the Third

World was equal to only 22 per cent of the total amount of loans In 1980.
4

THE PARADOXICAL MECHANISM OF FEEDBACK FROM
THE EXTERNAL DEBT

For the oil-importing developing countries, the large disequilibri-

ums in the balance of payments in current accounts - aggravated by

the impact of the crisis on their exports, the worsening of the terms

of trade and the rise in interest rates - were expressed in an annual

deficit that rose to around $80 billion in 1979 and 1980, greatly sur-

passed $90 billion in 1981 and continued to rise in 1982. The result

of all this was the rapid increase in their external debts, which, de-

pending on the method of calculation that is used, are now ap-

proaching or have surpassed $600 billion. This debt, whose magni-

tude was first determined by the need to obtain resources with which

to pay for the deficits in their current accounts, has, with time, be-

come a factor adding to the deficit - and, in fact, a feedback mech-
anism that takes an increasing toll of the product of peoples' work,

more than a third of which goes to the transnational banks.

This may be proved with data from the World Bank, according to

which debt servicing took $99 billion (85 per cent) of the $117 billion

obtained as loans by the underdeveloped countries in 1981, leaving

a net transfer of resources of only $18 billion ($600 million in the

case of Latin America). Things have come to such an extreme that

the underdeveloped countries are incurring in new debts practically

for the sole purpose of meeting the obligations created by their own
indebtedness. Such an absurd, perverted, irrational phenomenon as

this is unprecedented in the history of international economic rela-

tions.

This spiral was given a new boost between 1979 and 1981, thanks to the

indiscriminate increase in floating interest rates on the international fi-

nancial market. According to OECD estimates, these rose from 12 to an

average of 18 per cent a year. For the underdeveloped countries, this In-

crease represented disbursements calculated at $2 billion more for every 1

per cent increase in the interest rate, which meant an increase in pay-

ments of an additional $13 billion by our exhausted economies in 1981

alone.
5

Interest, which constituted 30.3 per cent of debt servicing in 1971, had

risen to 41.6 per cent of the total ten years later.
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This also shows that the export of loan capital has become the most lu-

crative form of capital investment in the Third World. Interest payments

constituted 90 per cent of foreign capital earnings in the non -oil -exporting

underdeveloped countries in 1981.
6

As a result of all this, the share of the total value of the underdeveloped

world's exports that went to debt servicing rose from 14 to 21.2 per cent

between 1973 and 1982, and to almost 37 per cent in the Third World oil-

importing countries.
7

Capital flows from private banks in the last few years were important in

worsening the Third World's conditions of foreign financing.

PARTICIPATION BY THE DIFFERENT CAPITAL FLOWS IN

UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES FOREIGN FINANCING
(Percentage of the total)

1970 1980 1982

Official credits 32 25 23

Private credits 39 45 51

Direct investments 8 15 14

Source : Based on The World Bank World Development Report 1982, p. 35.

The growing proportion of the flows of financing to the Third World
that is provided by private banks is largely due to the effects of the cap-

italist economic crisis, which has caused a drop in the profit rate in the de-

veloped capitalist countries and, consequently, an increase in the export of

private capital to the Third World in search of greater profits.

CREDIT CONDITIONS IMPOSED ON THE
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Percentage)

1972

Total interest rate 4.6

Floating interest rate 7.9

Concessionary loan factor 28

a 1980 data.

Source: Based on OECD. Development Co-Operation Review, 1981, Paris, 1981, p.

70; World Bank, In/orme Anual, 1980, Washington, 1980, p. 155; The World
Bank. Annual Report, 1982, Washington, 1982, p. 143.

1981

10.2

18.0

ll
a
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The fact that the major flow of resources was granted on non-conces-

sionary conditions - which amounted to $321.1 billion between 1973 and

1981 - has led to a worsening in the general conditions under which the

credits were granted to the underdeveloped countries in the last decade.

To this worsening of credit conditions from private sources is added a

relative reduction in the level of official flows of financing in the form of

development aid.

In fact, the target established in the United Nations International De-

velopment Strategy, which calls for setting aside 0.7 per cent of the Gross

National Product of the developed countries as official development as-

sistance, has repeatedly not been met for several years. According to

World Bank data, between 1975 and 1981 the official assistance for devel-

opment by developed capitalist countries averaged 0.35 per cent of the an-

nual GNP, that is, half of the planned amount.

The worsening of international financial conditions for the underdevel-

oped countries, particulary in the last two years, have forced them to carry

out an increasingly generalized process of rescheduling their external

debts, through which they try to overcome, at least temporarily, their

most immediate financial obstacles.

Thus, according to several estimates, debts to the amount of $10.8 bil-

lion were refinanced in 1981 and $40 billion in 1982, with the resched-

uling involving 21 Third World countries.

TRENDS IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED WORLD'S DEBT AND
PAYMENTS, 1982-90

If present international finance and trade trends are maintained,

the future in store for the Third World could not be more disquiet-

ing.

Estimates made on the basis of the present situation clearly show
that, in just seven years, it will be impossible for the underdeveloped

countries' economies to pay the enormous cost of financial servicing

and survive.

It seems intolerable that these payments could come to absorb near-

ly 40 per cent of this group of countries' total export earnings by

1990. Nevertheless, this situation is dwarfed by the one that may af-

fect the oil -importing underdeveloped countries - that is, the major-

ity - that may be forced to use nearly 80 per cent of their export in-

come to cover interest and amortization. In absolute terms, this

would reduce by half their already short supply of foreign exchange

for acquiring imports of goods and services - the $142 billion avail-

able for this purpose in 1982 would be cut to only $71 billion by 1990.

For countries whose economic structures are very dependent on im-

ports, this would lead to virtual paralysis.
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OIL-IMPORTING UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
TRENDS OF THE EXTERNAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT

AND EXPORTS 1982-1990

(Billions of dollars)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Monetary-financial problems now constitute a revealing symptom of

the contradictions gripping the system of neo-colonial domination. The
present monetary -financial crisis endangers the very existence of the now
bankrupt international financial system, victim to powerful interests, In-

ternal antagonisms and speculative mechanisms. This situation demands
radical changes.
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5
Agriculture and food

Over 20 years have elapsed since the World Indicative Plan for Agricul-

tural Development (WIP) was presented within the framework of FAO in

1962. It reflected the difficult food and agricultural development situation

at the time and established the guidelines for a program that was, by 1985,

to make hunger and undernourishment mere bitter memories of an un-

pleasant past for the peoples of the Third World and turn the agricultural

sector into a dynamic development factor instead of a traditionally stag-

nant and weak sector.

Over eight years have, likewise, elapsed since the World Food Confer-

ence in Rome (1974), urgently convened in view of the massive famines

and alarming decrease of food reserves recorded during those years. On
that occasion, the Conference solemnly declared that hunger and under-

nourishment should be stamped out on the planet in ten years and called

on all nations to cooperate in an enormous effort for international food

security.

The total failure of these endeavors to achieve the basic and essential

objective of supplying all human beings with enough food to develop their

potentialities for enjoying a full life is today more evident than ever. Over
500 million hungry people - a terrifying and skyrocketing figure - are

turning into a tragic irony the good intentions of the aforementioned

World Indicative Plan of reaching a calorie-intake level equal to the pro-

jected demand in the Third World by 1975, and that this intake surpass

by 10 per cent the required levels by 1985. By now it is perfectly obvious

that the eradication of hunger by 1984 - as stated by the World Food Con-
ference - is simply one more well-meant although unsuccessful attempt

of the kind that characterize the path of our countries' negotiating posi-

tion in the world economy.
The so-called food crisis is not a recent phenomenon, although the cur-

rent deep economic crisis contributes to its worsening. Strictly speaking,

the food crisis, understood as widespread hunger and malnutrition among
broad masses of the population - so paradoxically in contrast with food
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overconsumption by some minorities - has always been an unavoidable

component of colonialism, neo-colonialism and underdevelopment. The
food crisis must be considered by the majority of the underdeveloped

world as a secular, permanent condition of their precarious life. For them,

the hypothetical recovery of the developed capitalist economies has al-

most no meaning, since not even the greatest economic booms of the sys-

tem have been able to prevent the presence of hunger and undernourish-

ment in the Third World. For the hundreds of millions of hungry people

living in that world, the food crisis is not a mere conceptual reference, but

rather a tragic daily experience, a disgraceful reality for all mankind.

At a time when man is travelling to outer space and works true wonders

in science and technology, per caput food production decreased in 52

underdeveloped countries from 1971 to 1980. While in many developed

countries greater attention is being paid to the growing incidence of dis-

eases related to overeating and hundreds of millions of dollars are spent

on feeding pets, in India alone, according to FAO, there are 201 million

seriously undernourished human beings; 33 million in Indonesia; 27 mil-

lion in Bangladesh; 14 million in Nigeria; 12 million in Brazil, Ethiopia

and Pakistan; 10 million in the Philippines; 6 million in Afghanistan; 5

million in Burma, Colombia and Thailand. Over 40 per cent of the popul-

ation of Chad, Haiti, Mali and Mauritania go hungry.

The painful truth is that, despite the goals to eradicate it, hunger per-

sists and tends to grow. In the '70s, food production increased by an an-

nual 3 per cent in the Third World, thus falling short by 25 per cent of the

rate established by the UN International Development Strategy, and,

should the present trends continue, the number of hungry people would

rise to no less than 750 million by the 21st century.

And all this is happening in the midst of an unbridled arms race, sense-

less both because of its essence, dangerousness and dimensions, and be-

cause of the contrast between the huge resources spent in developing

means for man's extermination and our peoples' vital and daily needs. In-

deed, US spending budgeted for the development of the MX missile in

1983 alone - $2.5 billion - could have financed the total amount of Afri-

can wheat imports in 1979 or total Asian rice imports that same year, or

the cost of developing 10 million hectares of pastureland in the Third

World, or the cost of flood control in 2 million hectares of land.

Agricultural and food production in the Third World

The underdeveloped countries' agricultural production reached an aver-

age yearly growth rate of approximately 3 per cent in 1969-71 and 1981.

This average, nevertheless, showed important regional variations. Thus,

Africa only reached a 2 per cent average annual growth rate, while Latin

America's was 3.6 per cent.
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION INDEX
(1969-1971 = 100)

1979 1980 1981

Underdeveloped countries 127 131 137

Africa 114 118 122

Far East 129 132

Latin America 133 135 143

Near East 130 133 136

Source : Based on FAO. El estado mundial de la agricultura y la alimentation, 1981.

p. 5.

From 1975 to 1980, however, per caput world food production grew at

the very low rate of 0.3 per cent yearly. During the past 20 years, over 70

countries of the underdeveloped world have witnessed a net decline in per

caput food production and, in some of them, an absolute reduction in the

output volume. Concerning cereal production, the per caput decreased in

at least 66 underdeveloped countries, 31 of which were African.

According to figures of the US Department of Agriculture, the per ca-

put growth of agricultural output in developed nations was 8 per cent in

1980 with respect to average levels in 1969-1971, while no growth was re-

corded in the Third World.

Actually, in the past 20 years, food output in underdeveloped nations

has lagged behind food demand, a tendency that, according to FAO's
studies, will continue at least until the end of the century unless present

conditions concerning the food production, marketing and distribution

change substantially.
1

PER CAPUT FOOD OUPUT INDEX
(1969-1971 = 100)

1972 1974 1976 1978 1980

Developed capita-

list countries 101 105 107 111 111

Undeveloped
countries 97 99 102 105 103

Africa 97 96 94 90 89

Latin America 98 101 105 107 108

Near East 103 103 110 106 104

Far East 95 97 102 108 105

Source : Based on UN. Statistical Yearbook 1979-80. p. 15.
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The situation resulting from the present trends acquires truly disastrous

dimensions for the whole of Africa, where the continent's average indi-

cates that per caput food availability today is lower than that of 1960 and
where food output growth is approximately half of the population's

growth.

In the face of such situations, FAO has estimated that in 1977 the de-

veloped countries' food supplies as a whole met 133 per cent of their needs

on average.

The underdeveloped countries' enormous backwardness where food

production is concerned, especially in Africa, can be noted in the table

above.

CEREAL PRODUCTION IN UNDERVELOPED COUNTRIES
(Thousands of metric tons)

A verage

annual

change

1978 1979 1980 1971-80

(%)

Total

production 452 869 433 482 464 205 2.5

Africa 46 804 44 392 46 210 0.6

Latin America 85 173 83 910 87 369 2.1

Near East 53 984 55 475 56 269 2.6

Far East 266 908 249 705 274 357 3.1

Wheat 91 922 97 472 95 570 3.3

Rice 204 609 186 567 213 971 3.1

Maize 78 320 75 569 81 099 1.6

Source : Based on FAO. El estado mundial de la agricultura y la alimentacion. 1981.

pp. 129-131.

In this examination, special emphasis should be made on cereal produc-

tion.

It should be stressed that, according to a FAO survey in 1978 about 530

million metric tons of cereals - 36 per cent of world consumption - were

used for animal feed and, if rice is excluded - almost exclusively for hu-

man consumption - this ratio rises to 43 per cent. In addition, of all ce-

reals cattle consume, in 1978 maize accounted for 42 per cent. Thus, in

spite of it being the main staple for many underdeveloped nations, 61 per

cent of the world maize consumption that year was devoted to cattle

feed.
2
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VOLUMES OF CEREAL USED FOR FEEDING
1975-1977

(Millions of tons)

Human A nimal

Developed countries 164.1 28% 413.0 72%

Underdeveloped

countries

Africa 42.4 93 2.9 7

Latin America 42/8 59 29.6 41

Near East 39.1 77 11.9 23

Rest of Asia 413.8 92 35.3 8

Others 0.3 96 4

WORLD TOTAL 702.5 59 492.7 41

Source : Based on FAO data. Ceres magazine, no. 77. 1980. p. 6.

UNDERVELOPED COUNTRIES' LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS
(Thousands of metric tons)

A verage

annual

change

1978 1979 1980 1971-80

(%)

25 815 26 553 27 586 3.7

95 957 98 503 99 645 3.0

4 414 4 685 5 040 6.0

Meat
Milk

Eggs

Source : Based on FAO. El estado mundial de la agricultura y la alimentacion, 1981,

pp. 129-132.

Livestock- related products showed a slight growth in the '70s.

Other agricultural productions of greater importance for the Third

World have practically stagnated in the last decade - in the case of coffee

and cocoa - and have even dropped, as in the case of dry legumes. Nev-
ertheless, if the 1978-1980 three-year period is examined, decreasing tend-

encies are also noted in tubers, sugar and tobacco, all of which indicates

the worsening of key commodity supplies for a large number of

underdeveloped countries.

An obvious expression of that negative situation is that, according to

FAO data, by the mid-1970
,

s, the underdeveloped countries, which, have

more than 65 per cent of the world population, only produced 38 per cent

of the food, while output per agricultural worker, at 1975 prices, was $550

per year, while in developed countries it was $5 220.
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OUTPUT OF OTHER AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES
IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(Thousands of metric tons)

A verage

annual

change

1971-80

1978 1979 1980 (%)

Tubers 188 059 187 327 187 110 1.8

Dry legumes 25 002 24 411 21 935 -0.9

Citrus fruit 22 862 23 589 26 116 5.5

Vegetable oils 90 339 91 072 97 922 3.7

Sugar 46 256 45 426 42 304 2.0

Green coffee 4 673 4 933 4 687 0.2

Cocoa beans 1 451 1 619 1 616 0.3

Cotton fiber 5 612 6 768 6 198 1.1

Tobacco 2 402 2 290 2 274 2.8

Source : Based on FAO. El estado mundial de la agricultura y la alimentation, 1981.

pp. 129-132.

FERTILIZER OUTPUT AND CONSUMPTION

Total Total

production consumption Per caput

(thousands Per caput (thousands consump-

of metric production of metric tion

tons) (kg) tons) (kg)

Market-economy

developed countries 60 608 77.7 49 623 63.6

Underdeveloped

countries: 12 437 5.7 20 462 9.5

Africa 735 2.0 1 183 3,2

Latin America 3 184 8.8 6 751 18.8

Near East 2 372 11.2 2 970 14.0

Far East 6 107 5.0 9 537 7.8

Others 39 7.7 21 4.4

Centrally

-

planned

economies 45 721 32.7 41 586 29.7

Source : Based on FAO. Ceres magazine, July-August 1981.
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In 1979-80, the world produced a total of 118.7 million metric tons of

chemical fertilizers (NPK), of which 111.7 million were consumed. This fi-

gure meant a 3.4 per cent increase with respect to the previous year. Eu-

rope produced 30 per cent, North America 27 per cent, and the USSR 18

per cent, i.e., as a whole, 75 per cent of the world total. This same group

of countries consumed 66 per cent of the total. While per caput fertilizer

consumption was 63.6 kg in the developed capitalist countries, in the un-

derdeveloped countries it was 9.5 and, specifically, in Africa, 3.2.

Arable surface area per agricultural worker - an indicator of the technol-

ogical development in relation to the extension of land a man can

work - increased in 1961-1965 and 1978 from less than 6 to 9 hectares in

developed countries, while in the Third World, except for a slight increase

in Latin America, it dropped to levels averaging 1.3 hectares.

Likewise, the present degree of mechanization of agriculture in the Third

World is a clear expression of its extreme technological weakness. In 1977,

88.4 per cent of all tractors in the world were in developed countries; 61.5

per cent of them in North America and Western Europe, regions which

only have 22.4 per cent of the world's cultivated land. The Third World
only had 11.6 per cent of all tractors and Africa, in particular, with its dra-

matic food problems, only had 1.0 per cent of all tractors. On the other

hand, only 5.2 per cent of the world's harvesters are in underdeveloped

countries.

According to FAO data, in 1980 the total amount of arable land under

irrigation in underdeveloped countries was 105 million hectares, or some
14 per cent of all arable land in those countries. Only 60 per cent of the

former was fully equipped.

In the year 2000 the projected 40 per cent increase of irrigated lands in

those countries will bring the figures to 148 million hectares, or 16 per

cent of all arable lands in those countries. Hence, the annual growth rate

would be 1.7 per cent less than that obtained in recent years. Equipped

areas are also projected to reach 73 per cent. Considering an average cost

of $2 380 per hectare, the required total investment will surpass $100 bil-

lion.

Those irrigated areas, if efficiently exploited, could yield 50 per cent of

the entire agricultural output of the underdeveloped world. Nevertheless,

this will not be so. By the end of the century, 84 per cent of the Third

World's arable land will still lack irrigation and will yield 59 per cent of its

entire agricultural output. The United Nations has estimated that water

requirements for irrigation, which amounted to 70 per cent of all the water

used by man in the late '70s, will double by the year 2000.

But water is in shortage in many Third World regions. Huge resources

are required to protect the sources and build up new reserves by con-
structing big and small dams for agricultural, industrial and human con-
sumption - avoiding the loss of large volumes which flow into the

seas -, changing courses of rivers, enriching phreatic zones wherever pos-
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COMPARATIVE AGRICULTURAL INDICATORS
FOR UNDERDEVELOPED

AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, 1979-1980 AVERAGES

Population

Developed

countries

percentage

czz:

Arable land and permanent
crops

Underdeveloped

countries

percentage

Fertilizer consumption

Cereals

Meat

Milk

Eggs

Tubers

Fruit

Garden vegetables

Tractors L

Agricultural output

i
1 1 r

SOURCE: Based on The World Bank. World Development Report, 1982.
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sible and making use of the results achieved in the production of artificial

rain, and of all means made available to man by science and technology

to increase fresh water resources.

The years that have elapsed and the experience gained have dissipated

the hopes for the solution of agricultural and food problems arising from

some of the spectacular results of the so-called Green Revolution.

Modernization of agriculture in certain Third World areas, based on the

use of scientific advances without altering the internal and external socio-

economic structures that constitute the basis for agricultural backward-

ness, was a clear expression of scientific-technological progress and socio-

economic failure and evidenced that agricultural and hunger problems are

not only of a technological-productive nature, but that they are mainly

derived from social structures and relations of domination.

Indeed, the introduction of fertilizers and pesticides combined with new
varieties of high-yield agricultural crops - wheat, rice, maize, sorghum,

millet, potatoes, legumes, with qualities such as greater resistance to

disease, greater capacity to absorb soil and sunlight nutrients, greater tol-

erance to cold weather and droughts, shorter growth periods, etc. - are

important achievements that cannot be disregarded. But the largest food

output has been clearly insufficient to meet the problem of mass hunger,

while other very important social effects such as the creation of jobs in

agriculture, the reduction of the rural exodus to the cities and preventing

the increase of inequalities in land tenure and exploitation, have been ag-

gravated by the advent of the Green Revolution.

New scientific -technological methods demand capital for their applica-

tion and are only accessible to rich farmers and agro-food transnationals.

Although new varieties might not demand mechanization, they do create

economic incentives for its introduction, replacing labor by machines, and
increasing unemployment. The machines and the new varieties demand
larger land areas, leading to the purchase of lands from producers who
cannot bear modernization costs. This results in a greater concentration of

land tenure, greater income inequality, higher unemployment and, finally,

malnutrition, since the poor and the unemployed lack the income needed

to purchase the new food being produced.

In this analysis, it is also impossible to disregard the action of agro-food

transnationals in the present Third World agricultural and food situation.

Their role has been the subject of studies that have showed the great re-

sponsibility they have in this field. They have been appropriately termed

veritable dealers in the underdeveloped countries' wants since their eco-

nomic power and big profits have been built on the hunger and weak ag-

ricultural sectors of the Third World. Thus, they are reluctant to change

the structures that have served as their basis and their source of profits.

The transnationals' negative action in agriculture and food is evidenced

in various ways, such as the appropriation of the best lands in some coun-

tries, the imposition of crop and food patterns alien to domestic needs, the
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monopolistic control over internal and external marketing mechanisms,

including the basic agricultural Inputs like fertilizers, machinery, equip-

ment, herbicides and others.

These agro-food transnationals have worked intensively during the past

decade, promoting a producer-exporter complex for the markets of devel-

oped capitalist countries or for urban consumption of high -Income small

minorities in underdeveloped countries.

They have forcefully established themselves in numerous Third World

countries, manufacturing food for large marketing networks making up

the transnational conglomerate. Through their financial, technological

and trading power, they have thus imposed production and consumption

patterns alien to the food consumption interests of the broad masses.

This has resulted in the mass replacement of the traditional crops that

helped feed the people, often grown by small farmers, in order to establish

export crops which do not meet consumption needs nor adapt to the re-

cipient countries' historical-cultural patterns. This forceful destruction of

traditional crops to promote agro-exporting productions within transna-

tional^ controlled systems is widely evident in many Third World coun-

tries that have become net importers of foodstuffs that they traditionally

exported and that are an important part of national eating habits. Coun-
tries that were traditionally maize and beans exporters and consumers to-

day import tens of millions of dollars' worth of those products as a result

of the mass destruction of their crops to plant other highly profitable pro-

duce for the transnationals.

Fisheries production

Fisheries production, another main food for human consumption, that

provides 15 per cent of world protein intake, showed a very slow, and even

negative movement in underdeveloped countries at the end of the last de-

cade.

FISHERIES PRODUCTION 1978-1980

(Millions of tons)

Change (per cent)

1978 1979 1980 1979-80 1971-80

World total 70.4 71.2 71.8 0.9 1.5

Developed countries 37.2 37.2 38.0 2.2 1.2

Underdeveloped

countries 33.2 34.0 33.8 -0.6 1.9

Source : Based on FAO. El estado mundial de la agricultura y la alimentation, 1981,

p. 35.
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According to FAO, as can be seen above, in 1981 world production of

fish, crustaceans and shellfish amounted to 71.8 million tons, a growth of

less than 1 per cent as compared with the preceding year.

In terms of per caput catches, the figures also illustrate the differences

between developed and underdeveloped countries. According to FAO
data, in 1980, world per caput fish catch was 32.6 kilograms in the devel-

oped countries, whereas in the underdeveloped countries it was only 10.5

kilograms.

Of fisheries production in 1981, some 29 per cent of the catch was used

for animal feed, according to the same source.

In assessing the development of world fishing activity, underdevel-

oped countries' progress in defending their rights to the sea, must be

considered.

The Convention on the Law of the Sea, recently endorsed by 119

States sets forth the main claims regarding territorial seas, economic

zones, fishing rights, seabed resources and others made by Third

World countries since 1958.

It is important to recall here that for the first time an international

legal system for the use and exploitation of the sea was established.

It should be noted that this offers the opportunity of standing up col-

lectively against the transnational' insatiable voracity over three

quarters of the globe's surface - waters and seabed - where, aside

from rich fishery sources, immense mineral reserves are found in the

nodules of exploitable areas, estimated at 23 billion dry tons contain-

ing diverse basic metals, chiefly 290 million tons of nickel, 240 mil-

lion tons of copper, 60 million tons of cobalt, 6 billion tons of man-
ganese, etc.

It is common knowledge that the United States obstinately and self-

ishly opposed the Convention and refused to endorse it, thereby giv-

ing further proof of the contradiction between the interests of the

monopolies and the vital interests of the peoples of the Third World.

On the other hand, world aquaculture production in 1980 increased to

a little over 8.7 million tons, 37 per cent of which was fish, 25 per cent sea

algae and the rest crustaceans and shellfish. By 1981, 15 per cent of world
fish production was obtained from inland waters.

It should be mentioned that, in contrast with the developed countries'

share of the world's fisheries production from the sea, the underdeveloped
countries catch over 80 per cent of the total from inland waters. This is

due to the shortage of resources for deep-sea fishing that is intensively

practiced by developed countries with high-technology fishing fleets.
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It should also be noted that natural weather conditions and the large

volumes of inland waters in underdeveloped countries favor the potential

development of this type of fisheries production. The overall growth rate

was 6.9 per cent from 1976 to 1980.

Food trade

Faced with a considerable deficit in their food production with respect

to population growth, the underdeveloped countries have been globally

forced to increase their food imports.

In 1975, the underdeveloped countries generated 42 per cent of the

worlds' total agricultural exports and absorbed 25 per cent of imports. In

1980, these figures had changed considerably: only 38 per cent of total ex-

ports were generated by our countries, while imports rose to 30 per cent.

From 1963 to 1975, the underdeveloped countries
1

food imports increased

by an annual average growth rate of 5.4 per cent In the case of cereals, 4.3

per cent in meat and 4.8 per cent in milk and dairy products.

Cereal production and imports clearly illustrate the plummeting trend

in agriculture. FAO estimates that the wheat and secondary cereal imports

by the underdeveloped countries in 1981-1982 increased to 87-90 million

tons. In the Third World, per caput cereal production decreased at a 1 per

cent annual rate from 1976 to 1980. During that same period and along

these same lines, cereal Imports increased at an annual rate of 14 per cent.

WORLD CEREAL TRADE
(Millions of tons)

1934-38 1948-52 1960 1970 1978

Developed

countries -11 +4 +20 +38 +70

Underdeveloped

countries +12 -5 -19 -38 -65

Latin America +9 +1 0 +4 0

Africa +1 0 -2 -5 -12

Asia +2 -6 -17 -37 -53

+ net exports

- net imports

Source : Based on FAO and US Department of Agriculture data

The impact of this dramatic situation in our countries' trade balance is

very concrete and eloquent. In 1980 alone, the difference between food

exports and imports resulted in a deficit of $13 929 million for the under-
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developed countries. Low -income countries, where food imports hardly

mitigate the hunger of millions of people, accounted for 32.2 per cent of

that figure.

CEREAL PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS BY UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES 8

(1970-1971 = 100)

1970/7171/72 72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81

a

Cereals include wheat, rice (milled rice equivalent) and secondary cereals.

SOURCE: Based on FAO. Size of the Requirements. Rome, 1981.

It is estimated that the real food prices, in constant values, will have
doubled by the year 2000. An eloquent anticipation of this reality is the

fact that retail food prices in market-economy underdeveloped countries

increased by some 26 per cent in 1980, that is, twice the 1979 increase.

Price performance, decisively manipulated by large marketing transna-

tional showed a more accelerated trend to increase in cereals, whose pro-

duction and marketing is strongly controlled by a group of developed cap-

italist countries, which profited most from it.

As may be noted in the table infra, the food Imported by the underde-

veloped countries during the '70s, at market prices, was 20 per cent more
expensive every year and in 1980 amounted to $52.3 billion, one third

more than the preceding year.
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UNIT VALUE INDEX OF WORLD AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS
PRODUCTS BY MAJOR GROUPS

(1969-1971 = 100)

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1979

Food 116 157 216 232 205 211

Cereals 105 159 245 249 222 298

Fodder 114 291 196 170 188 226

Raw materials 107 155 211 173 189 200

Source : Based on FAO. El esiado mundial de la axricultura v la alimentacion, Rome,

1979.

According to recent estimates, African countries import 26 per cent of

the food they consume, although on that continent 80 per cent of the eco-

nomically active population directly or indirectly depends on agriculture,

and it can be anticipated that an even greater decrease in their self-reli-

ance will occur by the year 2000. Given these negative tendencies, it is not

surprising that the underdeveloped countries spent $17 billion in 1979 on

cereals alone - their major source of calories - which account for a sig-

nificant percentage of their total export revenues.

The results of these huge expenditures, seen within the context of the

critical and growing deterioration of the terms of trade, are not difficult to

imagine. They imply a constant increase in external dependence to meet

food requirements and the loss of the scarce foreign currency resources

that could be used to develop agriculture and the economy in general.

Population and agricultural lands

The world population's accelerated and uncontrolled growth is an im-

portant factor in the present situation and in the world's immediate pro-

spects for food and agricultural output.

When compared to 1970, by the year 2000 there will be 4 more peo-

ple/sq. km. in North America, while in southern Asia there will be 140.

Such an increase is, in itself, higher than the present population density

of Europe - 85 people/sq. km. This means that, according to the present

growth rate, by the year 2000 there will be 390 inhabitants/sq. km. of ar-

able land in southern Asia, i.e., 10 times more than in the United States.
3

From 1950 to 1975, the proportion of the rural population in Third

World countries decreased from 84 per cent to 73 per cent, and it is es-

timated that it will be around 60 per cent by the year 2000. In absolute

terms, however, the rural population increased by 680 million in those 25

years, and it is estimated that in the last quarter of the century it will in-

crease by 850 million.
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URBAN AND RURAL POPULATION
(Figures outside circles indicate population in millions of inhabitants)

1980 2000

Developed countries

SOI RCE: Based on WHO. World Health Strategy /or All in the Year 2000. Geneva. 1981

The world's total land surface is 13.5 billion hectares; 59 per cent of

which (8 billion) is deserts, high-salinity lands, frozen lands and moun-
tains. Some 1.5 billion hectares of land are under cultivation, 11 per cent

of the total surface. Maximum arable land availability is 2 425 million hec-

tares.

With the present productivity levels in underdeveloped countries, 0.9

hectares per capita would be needed to reach the developed countries'
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PER CAPUT ARABLE LAND
(Hectares)

Projections

jy/l-ly/j JyoJ

Developed countries 0.55 0.50 0.46

Underdeveloped countries 0.35 0.27 0.19

Latin America 0.47 0.38 0.28

Northern Africa

and Middle East 0.47 0.33 0.22

Other African countries 0.62 0.49 0.32

Southern Asia 0.26 0.19 0.13

South East Asia 0.35 0.28 0.20

East Asia 0.13 0.11 0.08

Source : Based on The Global 2000 Report to the President, USGPO. p. 99

PER CAPUT ARABLE LAND 1955-2000

(In hectares)
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SOURCE: The Global 2000 Report to the President, vol I. USGPO. 1980.
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consumption levels. There will be an increasing number of human beings

in the underdeveloped countries who will hypothetically depend on one

hectare of cultivated land. But, will those countries be economically and

technologically capable of increasing land yields in order to ensure suffi-

cient output?

Increased land yield, a vital and decisive element in coping with the

growing food crisis in the underdeveloped world, demands attention in re-

gard to many factors: land tenure, forms of land use; advanced technology

and, very specially, financial resources - so uncertain, unattainable and

burdensome for the broad masses of farmers.

The huge economic effort required for Africa's food self-reliance, for ex-

ample, is reflected in FAO's projection for the year 2000. Investments in

the continent's agricultural sector for that year should be 2.5 times higher

than in 1980 - 6 billion dollars - reaching 9.3 billion by 1990 and 15.4 bil-

lion by the year 2000.

FAO believes that, with an adequate level of investments, it would be

possible to increase agricultural output by a 4 per cent annual average in

this decade and 3.7 per cent from 1990 to the year 2000 in the Third World
countries. As a result of those increases, agricultural output in the under-

developed countries would double by the end of the century. However,

the attainment of these ambitious goals presupposes putting 100 million

additional hectares of land under cultivation in this decade and another

100 million in the following decade, plus the irrigation of an additional 57

million hectares, a significant improvement in current irrigation systems,

increased use of fertilizers and pesticides, the development of mechani-

zation and improved seeds. To accomplish this, it will be necessary to in-

vest $57 billion per year until 1990 and $78 billion per year from then until

the year 2000. Such important efforts also imply significant changes in

price policies and world trade to facilitate agricultural expansion and the

marketing of a greater share of the underdeveloped countries' production

in the developed world, as well as the necessary international assistance

for financing, projecting and implementing large-scale agricultural

schemes in the Third World.

Another important factor in the Third World's agricultural problems is

the obsolete land tenure structure.

In many Third World regions agriculture is still based on latifundia.

Latifundia-dominated agriculture relies on extensive production tech-

niques, promotes underutilization of available lands and ever-greater ex-

ploitation of cheap labor, and impedes the appropriate use of machines.

The underutilization of resources that latifundia-dominated agriculture

entails - in the midst of serious land shortages - can be readily observed

in regions such as Latin America. A 1966 FAO survey on 6 countries of

this region showed that on average 5 out of every 6 hectares were not un-

der cultivation in large estates.
4 Nothing seems to indicate that this situ-

ation has changed substantially since then.
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The existence of minifundia produces similar problems. Minifundia -

on many occasions related to subsistence agriculture - put very serious

obstacles in the way of applying modern agricultural technology to a large

number of crops.

Latifundia and minifundia, within a complex context of colonial herit-

age and neo-colonial dependence, and at times linked to the continuation

of forms of production which antedated market economies, help to ex-

plain the terrible state of agriculture in the Third World. Such is the case

.

of shifting agriculture, a practice which characterizes the production of

more than 167 million small farmers and landless peasant families, or the

eternal pilgrimage of nomad shepherds in arid lands constantly seeking

water and feed for their herds. According to FAO data, about 25 per cent

of rural households in the Near East, 31 per cent in the Far East, 34 per

cent in Latin America and 10 per cent in Africa, were made up by landless

farmers by the end of the '70s.

The huge inequalities in land distribution can be clearly observed in sit-

uations such as that of the Far East, where small farms (under 2 hectares)

accounted for 71.1 per cent of all farms in 1970, covering 21.7 per cent of

the total area. The average size of these tiny farms was 0.7 hectares. In

Africa, 66 per cent of the farms covered 22.4 per cent of the total area,

some farms averaging only 1 hectare. On the other hand, large farms in

Latin America (over 100 hectares) accounted only for 7.9 per cent of all

farms, but covered 80.3 per cent of the total area - the average size being

514 hectares - which shows the predominance of latifundia.

The agrarian reform implies a more just, equitable and rational land re-

distribution and much more: it allows for the introduction of higher forms

of agricultural management, such as cooperatives and socially owned
agro-industrial complexes and the application of modern technologies

capable of optimizing the impaired results of traditional agriculture.

Therefore, while implying a deeply just social measure, the agrarian re-

form would mean a substantial contribution to the solution of the Third

World's food problems by expanding agricultural production and promot-

ing a more equitable income distribution.

Agriculture and environment

To all the factors affecting the agricultural and food crisis examined so

far, it is necesary to add man's actions on the environment, which are in-

creasingly causing unprecedented changes in the stability, organization,

balance, interaction and even the survival of the Earth's main ecological

systems. The destabilizing processes stemming from the action of man
promote and supplement the transforming action of natural factors over

the environment.

Thus, mankind should witness with great concern how year after year

this degrading action over nature is evidenced through increased desert-
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ification, rapid erosion of agricultural soils, growing water pollution and

the depletion of water sources, deforestation and other related phenome-
na. The large ecosystems, on whose organic balance and stability the life

of the planet has developed for millennia are today, more than ever before,

threatened In terms of their very survival. However, this world-wide

phenomenon has specific traits, common origins and maybe even more

devastating and already irreversible results in the underdeveloped coun-

tries.

One could ask though, what the definition of ecosystems, biological sta-

bility, pollution, environmental degradation, etc., would mean for the

huge illiterate and hungry masses of the underdeveloped world whose
daily struggle is only aimed at mere survival. Could one tell the Sahel no-

mad shepherd - who in a perennial effort to survive travels with his herds

through calcinated lands seeking water and food - that this millenary

practice is the most important factor in rapid desertification and that It

should cease? Without a previous socio-economic solution that would

guarantee a change and new prospects for that inhuman way of life, little

can be done to prevent his negative action on nature.

Moreover, little ground could be gained in understanding, much less in

counteracting, the serious consequences of the shifting agriculture prac-

ticed by millions of landless peasants unless a previous solution is found

to unjust land tenure, archaic agricultural forms of production and deplor-

able living conditions. On the other hand, could tropical countries with

vast wooded areas - generally the Earth's poorest - now be asked to stop

exploiting their huge forest resources to prevent the serious world ecolog-

ical and climatic alterations this would entail without previously ensuring

their basic development resources and more just and fruitful relations for

their peoples?

Market-economy developed countries are directly responsible for a large

part of environmental degradation. Air, inland water and ocean pollu-

tion, the huge amounts of chemical and nuclear waste deposited in the

atmosphere, the soil, the water and the sea are part of the constant

environmental aggression against those countries. Transnational, which

are to blame for the exploitation and depletion of mineral, forest and ag-

ricultural resources in many underdeveloped countries, have been trans-

fering to these countries highly polluting industrial plants, generally with

outdated technology, without ever making supplementary investments to

dispose of their toxic waste.

A basic fact always to be borne in mind when examining these proc-

esses is that history shows that the course of this destructive phenomenon
can be checked and righted. There are well-known examples of transfor-

mation - by man's will and intelligence and with the necessary re-

sources - of deserts such as the US Dust Bowl, Kara Kum in the USSR,
or the swampy frozen tundras of Northern Siberia. Now then, in the case

of our countries, political will, rationality and the very instinct of survival
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must go hand in hand with international actions to back up domestic ef-

forts.

Erosion

Erosion is one of the determining factors in the process of deterioration,

fertility loss and degradation of most of the planet's agricultural soils. It

is also the most important concomitant factor in the desertification of vast

regions of the underdeveloped world.

Due to the natural features of soils and weather, together with social,

economic and cultural factors that lead to backward forms of agricultural

and livestock exploitation, erosion in torrid zones constitutes a much
more serious phenomenon than in other areas of the world. Subsistance

agriculture, with soil overutilization and loss of topsoil; negative agricul-

tural practices, such as burning, typical of shifting agriculture; inadequate

crop management; severe droughts, accompanied by constant winds and

very often followed by heavy rainfall, are elements that condition and de-

termine the process of erosion.

The loss of agricultural soils is rapidly advancing in tropical countries as

a result of erosion. According to FAO publications, it is estimated that

rain and wind erosion, in varying degrees, affects up to 75 per cent of the

arable land in the American continent. A survey made by the Internation-

al Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources published by

UNESCO states that in India, for example, of a total area of 3.3 million

sq. km., soils are gradually eroding in some 1.5 million.
5

In 800 000 sq. km. alone, estimated annual soil loss amounts to 600 mil-

lion tons that are washed away to the sea or deposited in dykes and riv-

ers.
6
Suffice it to mention that nature needs 100 to 400 years to produce

a one-centimeter-thick topsoil.

A joint FAO/UNEP study estimated that 35 per cent of the African

soils north of the Equator and 60 per cent of the arable land in the Near
East, among others, suffer considerable damage due to erosion, flooding

or salinity.

Desertification

Coupled with the overall growth of over 2 per cent of world population

per annum, direct actions of natural and human factors transform a large

part of arable lands into desert. In the past centuries, it is estimated that

the desertification process has affected over 9 million sq. km., i.e., a sur-

face similar to that of the Sahara. In the sub-Saharan countries alone,

there are 685 million hectares of desert lands.

The Earth's desert and semi-desert areas today represent some one fifth

of the land surface. Every year, nevertheless, 6 million additional hectares

are swallowed by the desert. This means that, at the present rate, from
1983 to the year 2000 over 100 million hectares will have been lost: one
million sq. km. will have become deserts.
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The large territories located around the Earth's arid zones, with little

rainfall and short wet periods, scarce vegetation which is largely fragile

and recovers poorly, have year after year contributed new territory to de-

serts, in the face of man's overexploitative and devastating action. In the

Sudan, for instance, the Sahara advanced 200 kilometers southward in 17

years. The Atacam desert in South America and the Thar In Asia are ad-

vancing at an increasing pace. The growth of population and of herds,

added to the critical weather conditions in those regions, produce - due

to overgrazing - the irreversible destruction of the poor existing vegeta-

tion. Not only is vegetation depleted, but also the scarce water sources

available, practically destroying all forms of life. The nomads 1

need for

firewood and other plant waste for cooking and heating, round out man's

destructive work. FAO estimates, for example, that in one desert province

of the Sudan alone, 548 million trees or bushes are burnt for these pur-

poses every year.

FAO also believes that there are 2 billion hectares of land under culti-

vation in Asia, Africa and Latin America showing a "high" or "very

high" desertification risk, i.e., that face a more or less direct or serious

danger of becoming arid lands unsuitable for cultivation.

If soil deterioration continues at the present rate, in the next 20-40 years one third

of the world's arable land (represented by the stalk of wheat) will have been des-

troyed. By the year 2000 only half the world's untapped productive forest land (re-

presented by the tree) will remain, andtheworld population (represented by the hu-

man figure) will have grown by 50 per cent.

Source: Based on the UNESCO Courier magazine, Paris, May 1-980.

On the other hand, also according to FAO estimates, agriculture loses

125 thousand hectares of irrigation lands yearly due to salinization, alka-

lization or the transformation of soils into swamps. At that rate, it has

been estimated that by the year 2000 almost 3 million hectares will have
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been lost for these reasons. Although this phenomenon is common in de-

veloped and underdeveloped countries, its impact will obviously be more

serious in the latter, considering their lower agricultural technological de-

velopment, the predominance of extensive land utilization methods, dif-

ficulties in adding new surface areas to agricultural production and the

fact that the endangered soils are generally the most productive ones.

In addition to the aforementioned factors, there is the annual loss of

thousands of sq. km. of arable land to urbanization, industrial facilities,

highways, railways, airports, high-voltage power lines, facilities for social

sports, military uses, etc.

Therefore, among all the problems facing mankind, the loss of arable ar-

eas is one of the most pressing and serious.

Deforestation

Undoubtedly, another of the most pressing problems mankind will have

to face in the most immediate future, not only because of its economic

consequences but also its implications for the destruction of the Earth's

ecological balance, is the accelerated process of deforestation, especially in

the underdeveloped world.

One fourth of the Earth's surface was covered by forests by the middle

of this century. By 1978, the total forest area had already been reduced to

a little over 2.5 billion hectares, that is, 20 per cent of the total surface.

Every year some 20 million hectares of woodland disappear, mostly in

underdeveloped countries. This means that every minute over 20 hectares

of forests are being felled, burnt or destroyed in our countries. At that

rate, the Earth's tropical jungles will be totally destroyed in less than 35

years. By the end of the century, only half of the present surface of un-

tapped productive tropical forests will remain standing.

The main causes of this process of increasing forest devastation are

summarized in the following:

• Shifting agriculture and other inappropriate agricultural practices re-

sulting from the growing food requirements of the hungry majorities

of the underdeveloped world.

• Economic requirements of tropical countries.

• Forest exploitation as a source of profit.

• Growing timber demands of the developed nations.

• Intensive felling to obtain firewood for heating and cooking, the ex-

clusive energy source for almost 2 billion inhabitants of the Third

World.

According to FAO data, the production of wood for industrial construc-

tion was 155 million cubic meters in 1975 and it is anticipated that it will

increase to 325 million cubic meters by the year 2000. In 1978, neverthe-

less, 1420 million cubic meters were used in underdeveloped countries for

charcoal and firewood, that is, 40 per cent of these countries' energy con-
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sumption that year. On the other hand, total reforestation covered only

900 thousand hectares per year.

According to US projections, forest land in the developed countries will

decrease only 0.5 per cent by the year 2000, while there will be a 40 per

cent decrease in the underdeveloped world. If present trends continue,

during the first quarter of the next century - only 40 years from now - all

physically accessible forests in the underdeveloped countries will have

disappeared.

The disastrous consequences the disappearance of forests presuppose

for all of mankind are already being felt in the form of environmental pol-

lution, rainfall alterations, uncontrolled flooding and draught, desertifica-

tion, erosion, weather deterioration, the loss of river and underground wa-

ter sources, soil fertility loss and a decline in agricultural production. It

can be seen in the rapid and indiscriminate disappearance of hundreds of

thousands of plant and animal species from the face of the Earth even be-

fore man is able to describe them and much less learn about their potential

in medicine and other aspects of our life. Coupled with this, a unique and

irreparable genetic wealth that took nature hundreds of thousands and

even millions of years to develop, will also disappear. Thus, one of the

most useful, necessary and essential systems of life in the Earth is being

destroyed at an accelerated pace.

To these effects one must add the long list of phenomena that have al-

ready increasingly occurred due to man's neglect of the Earth's ecological

balance. To mention but a few, let us recall phenomena such as the grow-

ing concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and their still un-

determined harmful effects, the loss of ozone in the stratosphere, in-

creased radiation, atmospheric and oceanic radioactive pollution, the in-

troduction of huge volumes of toxic materials in the environment, acid

rain, the criminal squandering of non-renewable resources, the saliniza-

tion and alkalization of the best arable lands, and the many more exam-
ples of man's ecological irresponsibility.

Gloomy agriculture and food prospects in the Third

World

All of the aforementioned reveals the existence of highly negative

trends for the underdeveloped countries in the field of agriculture and
food. In 1981, FAO extrapolated these tendencies up to the year 2000 and
summarized them in the following aspects:

• By the year 2000, some 34 countries, representing half of the popu-
lation of the 90 countries studied, would have a calorie supply well

below minimun requirements.

• Continuing agricultural output trends would have the following main
results: increasing hunger and malnutrition, decreasing self-suffi-
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ciency in food and an enormous increase in cereal import require-

ments.

• Poor agricultural output and productivity growth will have even

more serious effects considering that, between 1980 and the year

2000, there will be an additional 1.6 billion people in the Third World.

• When analyzing the dynamics of demand and production regionally,

FAO concludes that the growth in output in Africa (2.6 per cent)

would lag far behind the growth in demand (3.4 per cent). In the

Near East and in Latin America, output would not meet demand ei-

ther, while in the group of the poorest countries, there would be a 25

per cent shortfall.

• The agricultural imports of the underdeveloped countries would ab-

sorb no less than 95 per cent of their agricultural export earnings,

drastically limiting their possibilities for obtaining favorable trade bal-

ances.

• The agricultural exports of Africa would not compensate for more
than half its agricultural imports by the year 2000.

• The so-called less advanced countries would have agricultural im-

ports two and a half times their agricultural exports.

• The developed countries' net cereal surplus would reach 213 million

tons at a time when the Third World would be faced with a deficit

of 165 million tons.

• The underdeveloped countries' commodity stocks such as sugar, cit-

rus fruits, vegetable oils and oil seeds would greatly surpass the in-

dustrialized countries' import demands due to the protectionism

practiced against Third World economies, blocking access to those

markets.

• Third World cereal imports would rise extremely fast, moving from
the 80 million ton figure in 1978-79 to 135 million in 1990 and 226

million by the year 2000. The financial cost of these imports at 1979

constant prices would be staggering: $37 billion.

• The total number of rural families will increase faster than the arable

lands under exploitation in every region, except for Latin America.

This implies a decrease in the average size of farms in Africa, the

Near East and Asia, and a corresponding increase in the number of

landless agricultural laborers. The great landowners would absorb the

land of the weakest farmers whose land area would be too small to

be economically viable. This would lead to an even more inequitable

distribution of the means of production and of income.

To these gloomy prospects contained in the FAO surveys must be

added ecological factors such as erosion, desertification, deforestation, de-

pletion and pollution of water sources and other forms of degradation of

the Earth's agricultural lands which demand huge efforts from mankind
to preserve and recover resources in this, a most vital sphere for survival.
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6
Industrialization and economic

development

Industrialization is a decisive process for the Third World's economic

development, a need nobody dares deny, even though there are diverse

opinions when attempts are made to establish its specific characteristics,

mechanisms and periods for each country. Unquestionably, the industri-

alization of the Third World is equivalent, in strategic terms, to laying the

main technological and material base for development. The classical mod-
el that postulates that agriculture and raw materials are specialized enough
for the underdeveloped countries, leaving industrial production in the

hands of the developed countries, does nothing but try to perpetuate a

model which our countries firmly reject as irrational, unequal and unjust.

Today, it is perfectly clear that industrialization - as a process whose ef-

fects are felt in all sectors of the economy, mobilizing a growing portion

of national resources for the development of technically advanced eco-

nomic structures that can produce consumer goods and investments and

guaranteeing its own economic and technological reproduction - is a his-

toric imperative for our countries; it is the path that we should take in or-

der to have access to development, modern technology and contemporary

civilization itself.

It is well known that the industrialization of the underdeveloped world

is presented as a process of even greater complexity and involves even

greater difficulties than the processes through which the industrial devel-

opment of England was effected in the early days of the capitalist system,

Germany and the United States later on, and even the Soviet Union start-

ing in 1917. It cannot be ignored that the levels of industrial production

in most of the underdeveloped countries are only a fifth to a third as high

as the levels reached by czarist Russia just before the 1917 revolution and
that it is estimated that the levels of industrial work productivity in Asia

and Africa are only a twentieth to a fifteenth as high as in the United

States.

Economic history does not record such enormous differences in earlier

processes of industrialization. The high-speed dynamics of the present
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scientific-technical revolution is leaving the underdeveloped countries

farther and farther behind.

When attempts are made to describe the Third World, one of the most

abbreviated and direct ways of doing so is to say that only 9 per cent of

the world's industrial output is generated in it. Moreover, this mere 9 per

cent is almost completely made up by industries employing out-dated

technologies and most of It is trapped in the production, technology, fi-

nance and trade networks of the transnational corporations. Furthermore,

this small, weak and dependent Industry is concentrated in just a few

countries of the Third World.

The industrial growth of the Third World

In terms of industrial growth, it is impossible to agree with those who
maintain that there is an impetuous industrial expansion in the Third

World.

It is true that there is rapid growth of the industrial output as compared

to other sectors of the economy and an accelerated - and distorted - displace-

ment of the rural population to the urban areas, with the virtual abandon-

ment of the rural areas and an ever more accelerated growth of the known
urban concentrations in the form of huge, unmanageable cities with an in-

dustrial facade and large slums in a few countries.

The positive meaning of this statistically significant industrial growth is

debatable, but there are few examples of it, and, rather than illustrate a

general trend toward industrial growth in the Third World, it points up the

absence even of a slight significant growth in more than 100 underdevel-

oped countries.

In fact, the underdeveloped countries' share in the world industrial

output in 1960 was 6.9 per cent. More than 20 years later, our share had

risen to the small figure mentioned above, as a result of that negligible in-

crease.

The Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial De-

velopment Organization (UNIDO), held in Lima in 1975, approved the so-

called Lima Program, according to which the underdeveloped countries

should reach two main goals by the year 2000: a 25 per cent share in world

industrial production and a 30 per cent share in world trade in manufac-

tured goods, as a logical expression of the growth of industrial capacity in

the Third World.

Although we will not pause now to comment on these goals, which

place the accent more on the quantitative aspect that on the essential

meaning of industrial growth, it is already only too well known that the

continuation of the present trends would result in our arriving at the year

2000 in even worse conditions in the sphere of industrial development.

UNIDO itself predicts that, if the present trends are maintained, the un-

derdeveloped countries - that in 1977 contributed less than 9 per cent of
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world industrial production - will be contributing only 13.5 per cent of

world production in the year 2000 - that is, they will be in an even worse

relative position, in view of forecasts of demographic growth.

The underdeveloped countries' share in world industry is truly margin-

al, though it is a statistically established fact that the growth rate for man-

ufactured goods in the underdeveloped countries in the last 25 years has

been higher than that of the developed capitalist countries and only lower

than that of the socialist countries.

Nevertheless, this relatively accelerated industrial growth - which, how-

ever, is not fast enough - presents some other characteristics which should

be kept in mind to appropriately understand it.

One aspect of the greatest importance is that the underdeveloped coun-

tries' share in world industry is much lower in the branches employing the

most complex industrial technology.

At the branch level, growth has taken place in areas lagging behind in

technological development, having little scientific content as compared to

the advanced branches and constituting industries of the technological

rearguard, with high labor intensity and low wages, that are greatly attrac-

tive for transnational capital.

Significantly, industrial growth has not taken place in nuclear energy,

chemistry, the petrochemical and aerospace industries and advanced elec-

tronics - although it has in the assembly of simple electronic parts - but

there has been growth in the textile and garment industries, and to a less-

er extent in the leather, cellulose and paper industries and in the processed

food industry, which does nothing to alleviate the hunger of hundreds of

millions of people.

In the same eontext, the Third World's industry is also characterized by

the very primitive level at which it exploits and processes its natural resources.

The relationship between the exploitation of its natural resources and their

industrial processing as manufactured goods reveals the primary nature of

this industry. While the underdeveloped countries contribute 25.6 per

cent of the mining of metals, they produce only 4.1 per cent of the metal

manufactures in the world. With 31.2 per cent of the world's oil and gas,

they produce only 7.5 per cent of world output in the important chemical

and petrochemical branch.

It isn't a case only of the underdeveloped countries' participating to an

insignificant extent in processing their own natural resources; rather, the

figures also show the breaking apart of their economies both within and be-

tween sectors - that is, the extreme weakness of the links between their sec-

tors and branches. There is not enough integration in their intersectorial

relations linking the industrial processing of raw materials with final con-

sumer, semi-finished and capital goods.

Mining in the Third World grew at an average annual rate of 1.6 per

cent between 1975 and 1980 while the production of metal manufactured

goods grew by 6.2 per cent. This was due to the fact that the industry
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functions on the basis of imported components rather than by processing

national resources in an internally integrated economy. This, then, Is an

industry concentrated in the most primary activities, with weak process-

ing of national resources, and inadequate linkage with other internal sec-

tors and branches - one that mainly functions on the basis of Imported

components, which increases the pressure on the balances of trade and

payments.

THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES' SHARE
IN WORLD INDUSTRY

(Percentage)

1963 1970 1975 1980

Mining 17.6 20.0 20.7 19.6

Metal mining 25.4 23.8 24.0 25.6

Metal manufactured

products 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.1

Oil and gas 29.4 34.0 33.5 31.2

Chemistry 8.0 7.4 7.7 7.5

Textiles 15.2 16.3 17.6 17.4

Clothing 8.0 9.1 11.9 11.8

Processed foods 12.5 13.4 14.1 15.2

Wood 6.3 7.0 7.2 8.0

Paper 4.9 5.5 7.6 7.9

Source : Based on UN. La croissance de I'indusirie mondiale, 1969 and 1970 editions;

Yearbook of Industrial Statistics, 1977; Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, 1980 and

1981.

Moreover, this wretched industry also shows some other unfavorable

characteristics. The insignificant level of production of capital goods (means

ofproduction) that guarantee economic and technological reproduction, using

its own production as a basis for self-sustained development, may be even

more serious.

UNIDO has commented that:

Most of the developing countries have little participation in the pro-

duction of capital goods. Typically, their industries turn out simple

products made to order for small enterprises that process foods, do re-

pairs, turn out textiles, work metal, etc. The complex, high-precision

capital goods are imported within the framework of favorable trade and

investment policies.
1

UNIDO further states that:

The branches that are related to mechanical activities are those least

represented in the developing countries. In the case of iron and steel,
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a relatively large number of the developing countries (49 out of 96)

have some manufacturing activity, but production in many of these

countries was limited to processing domestic or imported scrap iron.
2

Going beyond the necessarily cautious language of the United Nations,

it is very eloquent that the underdeveloped countries produce 8 per cent

of the wood manufactured in the world but only 0.1 per cent of the ma-
chines for working it . With 28.5 per cent of the world agricultural produc-

tion, they produce only 6.9 per cent of its agricultural tools and machin-

ery, 40 per cent of which are plows, the most primitive tool. Only 6.6 per

cent of the world spinning machines; 8 per cent of its electric motors; 3

per cent of its lathes; 1.7 per cent of its milling machines; 0.9 per cent of

its machines for pressing, forging and rolling metals; and 0.06 per cent of

its metal-cutting machines are produced in the Third World.

Even in the auto industry, in which intensive propaganda has been

made in the past few years concerning its redeployment to underdevel-

oped countries, their share of world production in 1979 was only 5.8 per

cent. In this industry, 90 per cent of which is controlled by transnational

corporations, the underdeveloped countries, with very few exceptions, are

assigned the phase of assembling imported parts.

The Third World's industrial dependence on imports is not limited to

the auto sector but is characteristic of these countries' entire industrial

structure.

Examples abound, but we will cite just one more: according to UNIDO
data, only 30 per cent of the non-combustible mineral extracted in the Third

World was turned into ingots there. Moreover - most significantly - this pro-

portion remained constant between 1950 and 1973.

Naturally, in the industrial reality of the underdeveloped world, the trans-

national corporations - the subject, because of their importance, of further

consideration - bear a high degree of responsibility. It would not be exagge-

rated to say that their activities are largely responsible for the distorted indus-

trial growth of the past 15 years.

A very revealing aspect of capitalist industry is the high degree of control

that the transnational monopolies wield over it.

This control over industrial production - together with their control over

capital, technology and marketing - enables the transnationals to impose

their model of growth not only in the developed capitalist countries but also

in the countries of the Third World, causing serious imbalances in the dis-

tribution of world industry.

It only remains, therefore, to point out another well-defined characteristic

of the Third World's industrial growth. This is the strong concentration of the

underdeveloped world's industrial production in a few countries, with a tendency

to increase that concentration. In short, five countries were responsible for

61.4 per cent of the industrial output of the underdeveloped world in 1980.

In 1975, they were responsible for 56.7 per cent. This means that more than
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115 countries shared less than 40 per cent of this production. During the pe-

riod of the underdeveloped countries' most rapid manufacturing growth

(1966-75), 69 per cent of the increase took place in only nine of them.

DEGREE OF CONTROL OF WORLD
CAPITALIST INDUSTRY HELD BY

THE 866 LARGEST TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
(Percentage)

7967 1977

Manufactured goods 70.2 76.5

Food, beverages and tobacco 64.2 73.8

Textiles, footwear and clothes 18.5 17.7

Paper and wood products 17.3 34.1

Chemicals 66.0 61.2

Metallurgy and non-metallic

products 68.1 80.0

Metal products 74.5 64.6

Commercial and passenger

vehicles n.a. 90.6

Source : Based on UN. La croissance de I'Industrie mondiale, 1969 and 1970 editions;

Yearbook of Industrial Statistics, 1977 edition. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

November and February 1980. Fortune magazine. 1968 and 1978, various is-

sues.

SHARE IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES 1

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
(Percentage)

1963 1970 1975 1980

Brazil 14.0 14.3 16.7 18.8

South Korea 1.4 3.5 7.1 12.1

India 18.8 14.9 12.1 12.0

Mexico 9.1 10.7 10.2 10.7

Argentina 11.1 11.9 10.6 7.8

TOTAL 54.4 55.3 56.7 61.4

Source : Based on UN. Yearbook of Industrial Statistics, 1979 and 1980 editions.

The five countries that appear in the table accounted for 79 per cent of

the underdeveloped countries
1

industrial production growth between 1975

and 1980. The trend is toward greater participation by this small group of
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countries, which are followed, in descending order of importance, by In-

donesia, Pakistan, Venezuela, Colombia, Iran, the Philippines, Chile and

Egypt, each with less than 5 per cent participation. If to the first five coun-

tries, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore are added in regard to manufac-

tures exports, these eight countries will then account for more than 70 per

cent of all Third World's exports of manufactured goods.

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from the preceding information is

that the vast majority of the underdeveloped countries have virtually no

industrialization, or it has barely begun to reach significant proportions.

In spite of some affirmations to the effect that world industry is pro-

ducing a so-called restructuring that is described as impressive, the really

impressive thing is that 69.2 per cent of the world's industrial work force

is found in the Third World and that it generates less than 9 per cent of

the world industrial production; the really impressive thing is the tena-

cious persistence of a panorama in which industry in more than 100 coun-

tries is no more than a small sample of semi-artisanal activities at definite-

ly obsolete technological levels, producing for a limited domestic market

and subsisting precariously thanks to protectionist policies by the public

sector and the further reduction of its workers' standard of living.

The accent should be placed not on the supposed dynamism of current

industrialization but on how meager and unsatisfactory it is, on the virtual

lack of industrialization, if it is measured not in terms of simple historic

growth rates but in relation to the enormous historic task posed to our

countries by industrialization as a basic component for leaving underde-

velopment behind.

Many problems concerning the process of industrial growth may be de-

bated. There is no single path or sole model of industrialization whose vir-

tues are universally applicable. Some of these problems require extensive

treatment that goes beyond the scope of this report. They refer to the op-

timal size of production in relation to small domestic markets; to the

correlation between heavy and light industry; to the marketing abroad of

industrial products; to the selection of so-called appropriate technologies;

and to the role of the public sector at present, when it is no longer possible

to conceive a process of industrialization based on spontaneous market

mechanisms, because of the squandering of resources, cyclical crises and

the profound social traumas involved and when the objective need for

conscious guidance to channel and plan industrial and economic develop-

ment is evident.

It is not a matter of reproducing in our countries the industrial model

of the West, since it cannot be repeated under the present historic condi-

tions; it cannot ensure stable, long-term development; and it has subject-

ed the world to periodic crises. In the United States, the most developed

capitalist country, industry manages to grow only marginally by producing

for war, ignoring the social welfare of ever larger portions of the popula-

tion, squandering the natural resources that are the patrimony of all man-
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kind, contaminating the environment and turning man into a simple in-

strument of capital.

Our countries do not need industries that consume foreign exchange

and produce weak currencies. They do not need industries that mostly

produce goods that neither ensure economic and technological reproduc-

tion nor create a base for self-sustainment. They do not need industries

whose growth increases the debt and debt servicing, unemployment, so-

cial marginalization, the deterioration of the standard of living, foreign

dependence and internal socio-economic disproportions.

Nor do our countries need an export industry that, in order to function,

requires large imports because it is limited to carrying out the simplest la-

bor-intensive phases of an international productive process that Is con-

trolled by transnational corporations. They do not need Industries that

provide cheap input for transnational private capital or for closed domestic

oligarchies.

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

• The Third World only generates a little under 9 per cent of the world

industrial product. If present trends are maintained, the underdevel-

oped countries will contribute only 13.5 per cent of that production

in the year 2000.

• The underdeveloped countries' industrial production is concentrated

in those branches with the least complex industrial technologies.

They produce only

• 6.6 per cent of the world's spinning machines,

• 8 per cent of its electric motors,

• 3 per cent of its lathes and
• 0.06 per cent of its metal-cutting machines.

• Industry in the Third World is strongly dominated by transnational

corporations, which in 1977 controlled

• 76.5 per cent of the world's production of manufactured goods,

• 80.0 per cent of its production of metallurgic and non-metallic

products and
• 90.6 per cent of its production of commercial and passenger ve-

hicles.

• Some 61.4 per cent of the underdeveloped countries' industrial pro-

duction was concentrated in only five Third World countries in 1980.

Industrialization does not always mean development. Statistical indus-

trial growth and increases in exports of manufactured goods do not always

mean that the path of development has been followed.
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There is even the danger of following a path that, while seemingly lead-

ing toward the goal of socio-economic development, really takes us farther

away from it. A very instructive lesson of the past few years is that un-

derdevelopment may also present a facade of industrial exports without

losing any of the essential characteristics of underdevelopment.

An even greater cause for concern is the fact that the incorrect formu-

lation of our demands regarding industrialization may help to confuse the

Third World's legitimate interest in development with the transnational

corporations
1

pillaging, deforming activities in the industrial sectors of the

underdeveloped countries.

The so-called transfer of technology

The problem of the transfer of technology occupies an important place

in the industrialization of the underdeveloped world.

The so-called transfer of technology really constitutes the process by

means of which the underdeveloped countries rent or purchase the tech-

nology they need for developing a process of industrialization that, thus

far, has actually proved to be dependent and divorced, in most cases, from

their development needs. Technology, turned into one more merchandise

and monopolized to a great extent by a small group of powerful countries,

has become an element which is nearly impossible for the underdeveloped

countries to control and reproduce.

The technology market is characterized, inter alia, by its highly monop-
olistic nature, by the weak bargaining power of the recipient country and

by the absence of legal bases for the development of the negotiations.

These same characteristics largely explain why the underdeveloped coun-

tries are faced with significant problems in acquiring foreign technology.

In view of the foregoing, it is possible to understand some of the char-

acteristics of the process of the transfer— actually, the sale— of technol-

ogies by the developed capitalist countries to the underdeveloped coun-

tries.

Above all, the great share of the United States in total expenditures

made within the capitalist world for research and development R & D is

noteworthy. Thus, both because of their number and because of their ex-

pansion throughout the world, US transnational corporations have had

considerable influence in attaching strings to the technologies that are im-

ported by the underdeveloped countries.

Moreover, UNCTAD studies have shown the existence of 14 restric-

tions imposed on the underdeveloped countries' exports when they use

imported technologies. These include general export restrictions, the ab-

solute prohibition of exports, prohibitions on the exports to certain coun-

tries, permission for exporting only to certain countries, restrictions on the

export voiumes, controls on the prices of exports and exports permitted

only through certain companies, and many others.
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As may be observed, the restrictions introduced by technology suppliers

to the recipient countries are not only serious, but several prohibitions also

affect trade among the underdeveloped countries themselves.

It should also be kept in mind that the technologies that the large in-

ternational monopolies transfer are not usually the most up-to-date — but

actually are often the most obsolete. In fact, according to a study made by

the Inter-American Development Bank, 70 per cent of the technologies

that Latin America imported from the developed capitalist countries at the

beginning of the present decade were obsolete.

In addition to all this, we should add that, notwithstanding the enor-

mous scientific and technological gap that separates the developed capi-

talist from the underdeveloped countries, the former have managed to im-

pose an unfair system of international norms aimed at preserving their

control over scientific and technological know-how, which enables them
to limit its use by charging sums that are prohibitive for the Third World
countries' economies.

The underdeveloped countries' payments for technology In 1982

amounted to nearly $35 billion — more than a third of the increase in

their external debts during that year.

In fact, far from enabling the underdeveloped countries to reach their de-

velopment goals, their imports of technologies, add to the factors that rein-

force the situation offoreign domination from which most of the Third World

countries suffer and which contributes to the reproduction of backwardness

and underdevelopment. The underdeveloped countries' participation in the

world technology market has certainly consolidated their subordinate, de-

pendent position in the system of international economic relations.

Current international scientific and technological relations, designed as

part of the present unjust international economic order, have stimulated

the growing emigration of professionals and technicians from the under-

developed to the developed capitalist countries. This international move-

ment of skilled personnel from the underdeveloped countries should not

be viewed as a normal migratory process. In fact, it is a case of an actual

"brain drain," or inverse transfer of technology, abetted and sponsored by

developed market-economy countries.

The extent of this alarming drain of skilled personnel is shown by the

fact that an average of a little over 4 000 specialists emigrated to the Unit-

ed States each year in the 1962-66 period, while an average of a little more

than 13 000 — that is, three times as many — emigrated there annually

in the next 15 years.

This constant drain is even more serious when we note the specialties

of the professionals who emigrated. Most are related to specialties that are

most important and necessary for a country's socio-economic develop-

ment: engineers, doctors and natural scientists. These three specialties ac-

count for around one third of all the specialists who have emigrated to the

United States.
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Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean have suffered the most from

this drain of skilled personnel, which hinders the socio-economic develop-

ment of these countries and also constitutes a subtle form of decapital-

ization. UNCTAD has estimated that the technological contribution of

the skilled personnel that emigrated from the Third World to three devel-

oped capitalist countries — United States, Canada and Great Britain — in

1960-1972 amounted to $51 billion in terms of capital. On the basis of the

$46 billion figure — the total amount of development assistance provided

by these three countries to the underdeveloped world in the same peri-

od - the "brain drain" alone has accounted for a net loss of almost $5 bil-

lion for our countries in 12 years.

Industrialization and transnational industrial

redeployment

The realities observed in the past ten years call for a joint analysis of the

activities of the transnational corporations, the growth in industrial ex-

ports recorded in a small number of countries and the demand of the Pro-

gram for a New International Economic Order, which refers to a process

of relocation or industrial deployment.

Growing doubts and questions have been raised concerning redeploy-

ment ever since this topic became known in the Second General Confer-

ence of UNIDO, held in Lima in 1975. When the Heads of State or Gov-
ernment met in Havana for the Sixth Summit Conference of Non-Aligned

Countries in 1979, they touched on some sentitive points in this regard:

The Heads of State or Government emphasized the role of redeploy-

ment of industries as a form of international industrial co-operation in-

cluding resource transfers aimed at establishing productive capacities

in developing countries with a view to increasing their share in the to-

tal world industrial production based on their natural resources, devel-

opment objectives and other socio-economic considerations. They
further stressed that redeployment should not be used solely as a pretext

for either obtaining access to the abundant and cheap labour in developing

countries, or for the transfer of obsolete and polluting industries. Rede-

ployment should be carried out in accordance with overall national objec-

tives, priorities and aspirations of developing countries and should not be

associated with the expansion of transnational corporations in developing

countries. It should be seen as part of a process designed to promote the

transfer of technology to developing countries. The consultation

mechanism at present under way in UNIDO should be strengthened

and all countries must participate in order to achieve the redeployment

of industrial capacities on a dynamic basis to developing countries and

the creation of new industrial capacities in these countries.
3
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Nevertheless, the statements of the Heads of State or Government, re-

vealing their concern over the malformations the transnational corpora-

tions introduce in industrial growth, have not changed the negative trend

which they sought to halt. The industrial redeployment designed by the

transnational has continued its harmful course, in spite of all warnings

and even though few are unaware of their negative characteristics and

their deepest motivations.

Generally speaking, industrial redeployment calls for a transfer of In-

dustries from developed countries to the Third World. The Lima target of

achieving 25 per cent of world industrial production by the year 2000 Is

presented as the measuring stick for the success or failure of such an ef-

fort.

Transfer or relocation is expressed in imprecise terms, with the empha-
sis placed on the transfer itself, as if that simple process of geographic dis-

placement were sufficient to ensure the industrial development of the

underdeveloped world. Emphasis is placed on fulfillment of the quantita-

tive goal by means of relocation, without bringing to light the essential

characteristics of the industries the Third World needs so they may act as

a dynamic factor promoting true development and not lead to new forms

of dependence and exploitation.

An important aspect to keep in mind when reflecting on industrial rede-

ployment is whether it really constitutes a demand that, upheld by the

Third World, has meant obtaining concessions from the developed coun-

tries or whether, on the contrary, it is a process that has been under way
since before the Lima Conference, in response to the transnational

corporations' logical tendencies of seeking to maximize their profits.

It is clear - and many analyses bring this out - that the present trans-

nationals have modified their old methods of operation in the under-

developed world and that, in reponse to these changes, transformations

are being brought about in the international division of labor.

The main objective no longer consists of maintaining an agricultural- mining

periphery that supplies raw materials, foodstuffs, minerals, etc., or receives

banana-republic-style latifundist investments. Even though this has not

been completely abandoned, the accent is now being placed on other ac-

tivities that restate the old capitalist international division of labor in new
ways.

A glance at the history of capital exports from the developed capitalist

countries shows that, ever since its first manifestations and continuing up

to around the 1930's, this process was aimed at controlling and exploiting

primary activities, with profit its essential motivation and the control of

natural resources its direct characteristic. Later - especially in Latin

America - foreign capital sought to benefit from protected national mar-

kets, which were initiated in the 1930's and given a great boost following

World War II in the context of policies of replacing imports and boosting

national industries. The protected markets and industries were taken over
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and domestic industrial bases acquired, although the main aim was to pro-

duce for the domestic market so as to reap the benefits of protectionist

policies.

These two forms are still maintained, but their importance is diminish-

ing compared to that of the new current that arose in the 1960's, in which

the transnational corporations are the main protagonists. This new form

consists of introducing the headquarters-subsidiary system to take advantage

of the existence of a cheap, abundant work force in the Third World for the

production of industrial goods for export.

This headquarters-subsidiary system and the "captive" or intracorpor-

ation trade that accompanies it maintains the unalterable aim of maximiz-

ing profits, taking advantage of the low wages and longer and more inten-

sive work shifts in underdeveloped countries in which productivity similar

to that of the developed capitalist countries can be obtained in generally

simple, partial operations and In which benefit can also be drawn from fis-

cal or other facilities granted by the recipient governments.

In concrete terms, these industrial -export transnationals usually pay

wages of less than $0.25 an hour (from an eighth to a fifth of those in the

developed capitalist countries) for at least 48 hours' work a week, 50

weeks a year, with very few holidays, in places where organized opposition

by labor is weak.

The industries created by this means function with high dependence on

imported components, making parts of a product whose manufacture the

transnational corporation has split up geographically, though it retains a

centralized control over the whole process and the launching of the final

product.

With this industrial redeployment in the Third World, drawn by the

fact that unemployment and poverty keep wages low there, the imperialist

powers and their transnational corporations have found a kind of external

industrial reserve army, which they still have the technological possibility

of exploiting and which, as in past stages of capitalist history, fulfills its

role as a mechanism of plunder encouraging the accumulation of capital.

Therefore, it is absurd to think that the transnational corporations can

solve the serious problem of unemployment in the underdeveloped world,

since they take advantage of unemployment as a factor for keeping wages

low - and, if wages were not low, they would have no incentive for rede-

ployment.

Moreover, while generating foreign exchange income from exports, trans-

national investments generate even larger outflow through profit remittances,

imported supplies, payments for technology and interest. Strictly speaking,

the underdeveloped countries pay four times for the capital they receive:

1) for imports when the capital enters in the form of equipment, machin-

ery or component parts; 2) for profits remitted to the country in which the

transnational has its headquarters; 3) for technology; and 4) for amortiza-

tion and debt servicing. It is no coincidence that the countries which have
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received the most redeployment are generally the most Indebted ones.

The mythological nature of the "contribution to development" made by

imperialist transnational capital very clearly points up the colossal debts

and trade and financial imbalances of the countries that have received the

largest doses of redeployment.

Industrial redeployment contains dangerous possibilities that may be

developed even more if the false advantages claimed by transnational

propaganda are believed. It is suggested that industrialization by means of

transnational redeployment will pull the Third World out of its age-old

backwardness and transform its agrarian profile into an urban Industrial

one by introducing efficient industries that develop competitive exports of

manufactured goods without having to go through the complex process of

a nascent industry with unknown markets. The transnational seemingly

provides everything and acts as a factor of integration in the national

economy.

Actually, the transnational subsidiaries can neither become integrated

with nor contribute to the integration of our countries' economies, for

they are integrated with their parent companies and with other subsidi-

aries of the conglomerate, constituting a system that is alien, in the best

of cases, or contrary, in most cases, to national interests.

At present, a process of industrial redeployment to the Third World is

taking place, but its meaning and effects have little to do with the true

interests of our countries' development in the framework of the establish-

ment of a genuine New International Economic Order. The ones who pro-

mote it, carry it out and benefit from it are the conglomerates of transna-

tional monopoly capital.

The industrialization of the Third World must not be the sorry by-pro-

duct left by the transnationals in exchange for the brutal exploitation of

the underdeveloped countries' labor resources, the depletion of their

natural resources and the pollution of their territories.
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7
Transnational corporations

For a little over two decades, the phenomenon of the transnational cor-

porations has been drawing international attention as there has been an

alarming increase in the influence of these corporations on world eco-

nomic relations. In effect, transnationals produce and distribute an

increasingly important share of all the goods in the world capitalist system

and generate the biggest share of international capital flow which they

control by means of a vast international financial network. This means
that these international monopolies are the principal agents in the world

capitalist process of accumulation and exploitation. This has naturally had

great social and political effects for Third World countries.

The spectacular growth, proliferation and influences of the transnation-

als on the international economy is revealed by the fact that in the early

'70s, 10 thousand such entities with 30 thousand subsidiaries were operat-

ing around the world.
1 By the end of the decade, estimates made by the

UN Centre on Transnational Corporations put the figure at 1 1 thousand

corporations with 82 thousand subsidiaries abroad.

The immense economic power of these modern international monop-
olies is also evidenced by the fact that in 1981 the ten biggest US trans-

nationals had sales of almost $500 billion, a figure that easily surpasses the

aggregate Gross Domestic Product of a large group of countries.

Notwithstanding the ground lost to European and Japanese corpora-

tions, US transnationals still rank among the largest in the world.

According to the table infra, of the ten largest transnationals in the

world, 8 are US corporations. They accounted for 76 per cent of the

group's total sales and 75 per cent of the group's total profits.

The proliferation of overseas subsidiaries of the transnationals has gone

hand in hand with a spectacular growth of direct capital investment,

which substantially increased the cumulative share of capital in the re-

cipient countries during the '70s. Whereas in 1971 cumulative direct in-

vestment abroad amounted to $158 billion, by 1975 this figure was $259

billion and, according to recent estimates, the figure was $450 billion
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in 1980.
2 These figures assume an annual average growth rate of more

than 12 per cent during the decade, a growth rate even larger than that of

the developed capitalist economies taken as a whole during that same pe-

riod.

THE WORLD'S TEN LARGEST TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
BY VOLUME OF SALES IN 1981

(Millions of dollars)

Country Sales Net Profits

Exxon United States 108 108 5 667.5

Royal Dutch/Shell Group Netherlands-Great

Britain 82 292 3 642.1

Mobil United States 64 488 2 433.0

General Motors United States 62 698 333.4

Texaco United States 57 628 2 310.0

British Petroleum Great Britain 52 200 2 063.3

Standard Oil of California United States 44 224 2 380.0

Ford Motors United States 38 247 -1 060.1

Standard Oil of Indiana United States 29 947 1 922.0

International Business

Machines United States 29 070 3 308.0

TOTAL 568 902 22 999.2

Source : Fortune magazine, May and August, 1982.

The only official figures available for 1980 are those on the United

States. During that year, cumulative US investment abroad amounted to

$213.5 billion, i.e., 48 per cent of the world total. On the other hand, the

expansion of Japanese transnationals during the '70s has been explosive.

Their direct investments abroad increased from $4.4 billion in 1971 to $31

billion in 1979, implying an unprecedented 28 per cent average annual

growth for that period. This allowed the Japanese transnationals to in-

crease their share in world cumulative direct investment from 2.8 per cent

in 1971 to some 8 per cent in 1979.

World output, defined as production subject to foreign control or deci-

sion-making and estimated on the basis of sales by the transnational

overseas subsidiaries (intrafirm sales not included), has been put at $830

billion in 1976.
3 By comparing this figure with the total volume of exports

by all capitalist countries for that same year, which amounted to $91 1 bil-

lion,
4
the growing role played by the transnationals in world production

and trade can be better observed.
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SALES AND NET PROFITS OF THE 10 LARGEST
TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS, 1981

(Billions of dollars)

Sales

SOURCE: Based on Fortune magazine, United States, May 3,1982; August 23. 1982.
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We have already referred to the enormous number of transnational and

the extraordinary control they have over world trade in the main com-

modities of the underdeveloped countries.

Equally important is the transnational monopoly control over technol-

ogy and its "transfer" to the Third World, which in general term increases

our countries' historical dependence on the capitalist metropolises. The
growing role played by transnational banks on international monetary and

financial relations should also be stressed. Estimates show that, by 1975,

liquid assets of the transnational banks had come very close to total world

reserves. This means that these banks can, at relatively short notice and

at their will, transfer enormous financial reserves whose sheer magnitude

can contribute not only to increase the already serious monetary imbal-

ances, but also to neutralize effective defensive actions by various govern-

ments in view of the existing monetary instability. This also considerably

compounds the underdeveloped countries
1

distressing situation of grow-

ing indebtedness.

The actual effects of the transnational' direct

investments in Third World countries

Direct capital investments are one of the basic mechanisms for the

transnational incessant world-wide expansion.

CUMULATIVE DIRECT INVESTMENT
(Billions of dollars)

1967 1971 1975

Total 105 158 259

Geographic distribution (%)

In developed capitalist countries 69 72 74

In underdeveloped countries 31 28 26

100 100 100

Source : Based on UN. Transnational Corporations in World Development. A Re-ex-

amination. Table 111,33.

But the share of the various groups of investment recipient countries in

this growth is becoming ever-more differentiated. The above table shows

that the underdeveloped countries
1

share in the world's total cumulative

direct investments is decreasing. This very fact seriously challenges the

role liberal economic theory has historically assigned to direct investments

in financing the underdeveloped countries
1

development.
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We have already mentioned how direct foreign Investments distort the

economy of underdeveloped countries. But the dramatic dimension of the

true role played by direct investments in underdeveloped countries is fully

revealed when comparing the net flows of direct investments to those

countries with the inflow of repatriated profits from the Third World to

the investor countries.

DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENT
FLOW TO UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES AND

PROFITS ON DIRECT INVESTMENTS
REPATRIATED TO INVESTOR COUNTRIES
(Accrued sums 1970-1980, millions of dollars)

Net flow of direct Profits on direct

investments in investments

underdeveloped repatriated to

countries investor countries

Total of underdeveloped

countries 62 615 139 703

Latin America 33 437 38 642

Africa 10 341 23 916

Middle East 57
a

48 619

Southern and Southeast Asia 18 048 27 260

Oceania 732 1 266

a This low figure Is due to disinvestments In the Middle East during that period.

Source: Based on UNCTAD. Handbook of International Trade and Development

Statistics. Supplement 198 1, pp. 264-265.

As can be noted in the above table, for every new dollar Invested in all

the underdeveloped countries during that period, transnationals repatriat-

ed approximately $2.2 to their home countries. In the specific case of US
transnationals, on which more information is available, during 1970-1979

they invested $11 446 million and repatriated profits amounting to

$48 663 million, which means no less than a $4.25 return from the Third

World for every new dollar invested.

If 1980 were included, the aforementioned figure would be even higher.

During that year the transnationals carried out a large scale disinvestment

amounting to -$3 454 million, mainly in the Middle East countries' oil

sector. During that year the profits repatriated by US transnationals

amounted to $7 325 million. This makes a grand total of almost $56 billion

extracted from the underdeveloped countries from 1970 to 1980. On the

other hand, the net flow of direct investments to the Third World, con-

sidering the aforementioned disinvestments, was almost 8 billion dollars.
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The ratio of repatriated profits in 1970-1980 to net flow of direct investment

for that same period amounts to more than $7 repatriatedfor every net dollar

of direct investment during that period.

UNITED STATES 1970-1980

NET FLOW OF DIRECT INVESTMENTS, TOTAL PROFITS,
REPATRIATED AND REINVESTED, BY SELECTED REGIONS

(Millions of dollars)

Investment recipient areas A B C D E F

All areas 44 009 122 705 97 283 219 988 56 18.4

Developed capitalist

countries 35 399 63 482 71 850 135 332 47 16.6

Underdeveloped

countries 7 992 55 988 23 338 79 326 71 24.1

Others 618 3 235 2 095 5 330 61 15.1

A: Net flow of direct investments.

B. Profits repatriated to the United States.

C: Reinvested profits.

D: Total profits.

E. Percentage of total profits repatriated to the United States.

F. Profits rate on cumulative Investments in 1981 (per cent).

Source : Survey of Current Business. August 1980 and 1981.

The above table also shows that underdeveloped countries receive only

18 per cent of the total flow of direct investments as compared to 80 per

cent in the developed capitalist countries. Yet, underdeveloped countries

contributed 36 per cent of the total world profits earned by US transna-

tional, accounting for 46 per cent of all profits repatriated to the US. This

means that 71 per cent of the profits made in the underdeveloped coun-

tries were repatriated and only the remainder was reinvested. On the other

hand, only 47 per cent of the profits earned in the developed capitalist

countries was repatriated.

It must be added that the profit rate declared by US transnational in

the underdeveloped world in 1981 was 24.1 per cent; this easily surpasses

both the rates attained in the developed capitalist countries (16.6 per cent)

and the world rate (18.4 per cent).

The aforementioned figures lead to several conclusions. In the first

place, as a result of a clear-cut profit repatriation strategy by US transna-

tional, the underdeveloped countries are the greatest contributors to that

country's balance of payments. Secondly, as a consequence of the above,

US transnationals can strengthen their hold and expand in the developed

capitalist countries. And lastly, according to the high profit rate the trans-

nationals attain in underdeveloped countries and the aforementioned
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profit repatriation policy, the effect of direct investments in those coun-

tries is a net transfer of resources to the United States and, therefore, a

continuous decapitalization of the underdeveloped countries, which are in no

smali measure financing the "development" of those very same devel-

oped capitalist countries.

If to this is added the fact that the current flow of direct foreign invest-

ments in underdeveloped countries implies only a minimal outflow of cap-

ital from the investor country and that an important part of the total is

covered by local resources raised in the recipient country, the picture of

exploitation becomes complete.

And yet - in spite of their importance as a direct mechanism of capi-

talist exploitation - direct investments by transnationals are not, and have

not been for more than a decade, the main component of the mass of pri-

vate capital exported to the underdeveloped countries. Direct investments

have been displaced by the export of loan capital which - according to OECD
data - made up almost 90 per cent of thefinancialflow to the underdeveloped

world in J 980. In this structural transformation in the flow of private cap-

ital towards the Third World, the transnational banks play the key role.

These banks have significantly expanded their international operations,

especially during the last decade.

This expansion of the transnational banks has been conditioned, among
other factors, by the decline in profit rates in the main capitalist countries

and the contraction in world trade and production, stemming from the

deep crisis facing capitalist economy. This has decisively influenced the

shift of capital flows from the productive sphere to international financial

circulation.

Transnational and development

The claims made about the supposedly positive contribution trans-

nationals may make toward the development of the Third World coun-

tries are not new. In recent years, these claims have been linked into a

conceptual matrix making up a veritable "transnational ideology" gener-

ously put at the service of the Third World needs.

As explained above, the underdeveloped countries are offered a transna-

tionalized development model, which would turn them into "export plat-

forms" of manufactured products for the world market.

This form of industrialization of the Third World - advanced and com-

manded by the transnationals - was already in operation in 1975 with var-

ying degrees of intensity in 17 countries in Asia, 13 in Africa, and 21 in

Latin America.

The industries established in the underdeveloped countries on this basis

are far from meeting the basic requirements of a true economic develop-

ment process in those countries. They do meet the requirements of capital

which consistently invests in those branches and those countries that of-
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fer the greatest profitability and security. The very nature of the subsid-

iary, which is organically linked to the parent corporation and the other

subsidiaries of the transnational network, has an objective tendency tow-

ards isolation from the rest of the economy of the host country, inasmuch

as it depends mainly on imported inputs and subsequent re-export within

the corporation. This is, of course, by definition, contradictory to the con-

cept of development and the integrating effect it presupposes.

On the other hand, while it is true that transnational increase employ-

ment and income levels to a certain degree, it is also true that this is be-

cause capital requires a labor force to increase its profitability. Thence, the

inevitable rise in employment associated with foreign capital. But this

phenomenon is highly localized since the multiplier effect of production

aimed at the world market is extremely limited in its capacity to create

new jobs in other sectors due to the scarce or non-existent integration into

the rest of the national economy characteristic of transnational capital in-

vestment. It cannot be denied that this increased employment and income

constitutes a kind of hypertrophic economic growth which is, further-

more, unstable because at any given moment the corporations can be

transferred to other places in accordance with the Interests of the trans-

national parent; but even if it were to remain stable, this could never be

considered a sign of independent economic development.

THE TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS:

•Totalled more than 11 000 and had approximately 82 000 foreign

subsidiaries by the end of the '70s;

•Their production was estimated at $830 billion in 1976;

• Their captive trade accounted for 30-40 per cent of world trade;

• By the end of the '70s they controlled close to 40 per cent of the

industrial production and approximately 50 per cent of the foreign

trade of the underdeveloped countries;

•Their price manipulation causes the underdeveloped countries to

lose between $50 and $100 billion a year;

• They are the principal instruments of capitalist accumulation and

exploitation throughout the world.

Many incentives are offered by the governments of recipient countries

to attract transnational capital. Among them one could mention the broad

support for production, great facilities for foreign capital investments, un-

limited facilities for the repatriation of profits, tax exemptions and other

advantages. However, the labor force of the underdeveloped countries,

cheap and practically unlimited, along with the abundant natural re-
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sources of the Third World are basic incentives for transnational invest-

ments.

ILO reports have shown that in 1975 the average hourly wage in a sam-

pling of underdeveloped countries belonging to the new category of "new-
ly-industrialized countries" (NlCs)was of almost 40 US cents, while the

average hourly wage in the United States for similar tasks was over $4.

This overexploitation of the labor force is reinforced, on the one hand, by

the absolute extension of the work week in these countries, which, ac-

cording to some studies, usually fluctuates between 48 and 52 hours, with

a required minimum of 50 weeks of work per year. On the other, there is

a lack of conditions for on-the-job protection and social security, along

with restrictive labor legislation and the repression of the trade unions,

which, of course, hampers any attempt at strikes or making demands.

Another basic ingredient in the "transnational ideology" is the claim

relative to the benefits that the underdeveloped countries can derive from

the technology that the transnationals can transfer to them. As a matter

of fact, in the majority of cases, the transnationals base their dominant po-

sition on some technological know-how or other that they neither share

nor wish to share. This know-how has not been developed to meet the na-

tional development needs of the backward countries, but rather for the

global profits of the transnational and, therefore, it is superimposed on and

in contradiction with national needs.

There is no effort to adapt to the host country's environment nor is

there any incentive toward scientific and technological development be-

cause research and the choice of technologies is carried out in the trans-

national's home country. So-called technological transfer is reduced to a

very fragmentary apprenticeship to employ technologies that are alien to

the host country's national realities and therefore precluding all possibility

of adapting or producing them.

Therefore, results are almost nil because, as has been pointed out,

modern technology makes it possible to fragment more complex produc-

tion processes into a number of more elementary phases. This, of course,

makes it possible to carry out the greater part of the process with unskilled

labor whose training requirements are reduced to a few specific opera-

tions.

However, in such vast international operations the transnationals are

obliged to divulge a certain amount of technological know-how. But then

the strategy is to limit and control the process. Restrictive trade measures

taking the form of technological contracts that forbid the export of pro-

ducts manufactured with a given technology are one of the mechanisms
that the transnationals use to implement this strategy.

The features of the alleged transfer of technology attempting to copy

the consumerist pattern of the parent country in the midst of the under-

developed country's unemployment, social inequality and extreme pover-

ty, are clearly inadequate for the needs of backward countries. Far from
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being directed toward solving social problems, they contribute to the In-

dividual consumption of the higher-Income minority.

The transnational and the threat to national sovereignty

There is no doubt that the growing activities of the transnationals in the

territories of the underdeveloped countries constitute a real threat to the

national sovereignty of these countries inasmuch as the penetration they

are subjected to dangerously increases the degree of their dependence on

the developed capitalist countries. It has been estimated that - as was

summarized above - toward the end of the '70s transnationals controlled

close to 40 per cent of the industrial production and approximately 50 per

cent of the foreign trade of the underdeveloped countries.

The control over technology, production and sales that the transna-

tionals have within the economies of the underdeveloped countries can be

explained to a large extent by the growing role played by intracorporation

operations among the transnationals' economic relations as a whole. Thus,

a growing share of imports sometimes vital to the Third World are carried

out not by national corporations but rather through the subsidiaries of the

transnationals. It is a well-known fact that almost 80 per cent of US tech-

nology is marketed by the transnationals to their subsidiaries as a property

of the latter and not to the underdeveloped countries.

On the other hand, over one third of the Third World's total exports go,

not to the open world market, but are channeled by the subsidiaries to the

parent company on the latter's conditions. The losses suffered by the un-

derdeveloped countries as a result of these intracorporation operations is

extremely high. As we have already indicated, the underdeveloped coun-

tries
1

losses due to exports at reduced prices alone have been estimated at

between $50 and 100 billion. The statistics that show the growth in pro-

duction and foreign trade of the underdeveloped countries reflect to a

large extent the increased exploitation of these countries by the transna-

tionals of the developed capitalist countries.

But the threat to the national sovereignty of the underdeveloped coun-

tries where the transnationals operate becomes even clearer when we
delve into the historical dossiers of these modern monopolies to review a

few facts and actions whose generality and frequency serve as a summary:

• The transnationals do not comply with the legislation of the coun-

tries where they operate, e.g., in the field of foreign investments and

in their tax, trade, labor and price policies.

• The transnationals intervene directly or indirectly in the internal af-

fairs of the countries where they operate.

• The transnationals demand that their own government put political

or economic pressure on the host government in favor of their pri-

vate interests.
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• The transnationals refuse to accept the exclusive jurisdiction of the

domestic laws of the host country as regard compensation in the case

of nationalization.

• The transnationals obstruct efforts by the underdeveloped countries

to effectively control their natural resources.

These and many other facts have been denounced for almost a decade

by the international community in varied fora and especially by the Move-
ment of the Non-Aligned Countries. Yet the search for solutions capable

of counteracting these dangers has scarcely advanced.

The so-called code of conduct

One of the most sought after solutions in recent years to counteract the

negative effects of transnational activity on the underdeveloped countries

is the establishment and implementation of an international code of con-

duct to regulate the activities of the transnationals.

Indeed, these proposals have already been embodied in United Nations

General Assembly resolutions regarding the program for the establish-

ment of a New International Economic Order and in the Charter of

Economic Rights and Duties of States.
5

Without a doubt, this demand has been defended by an absolute ma-
jority of underdeveloped countries as an indispensable component in the

establishment of the New International Economic Order. And yet, after

more than five years of uninterrupted negotiations within the framework
of the United Nations, efforts to establish the code of conduct have not

yet born practical fruit.

Within the Non-Aligned Countries this distressing stagnation has been

reflected in the communiques issued by numerous meetings held at the

highest level. Thus, the Final Communique (economic section) of the

Ministerial Meeting of the Coordinating Bureau held in Havana in May
1982, states:

The Bureau expressed its deep concern over the extremely slow and li-

mited progress of work concerning the formulation of a Code of Con-
duct to regulate the activities of transnational corporations particularly

those concerning issues of interest for developing countries, on which
developed countries were holding up the progress. The Bureau urged

the non-aligned and other developing countries to take every step to

accelerate these negotiations including, if necessary, through the con-

vening of a United Nations Conference in 1983 for which adequate

preparations should be ensured.

It was just in May 1982 that the inter-governmental working group set

up to draft the Code by the UN Comission on Transnational Corporations

made up of representatives of 48 countries concluded the drafting of the
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document containing the code. And even so, the work was done in truly

precarious conditions because, as the very working group charged with the

drafting recognized, "it did not come to an agreement in the wording of

all the provisions. In some cases there were different formulations of a

certain provision and in others the provisions appeared with different al-

ternate wordings." 6

This, of course, reflects the deep contradictions existing within the

working group itself which is basically polarized between the positions

maintained by the representatives of the developed capitalist countries

and the Group of 77.

But even were the enormous difficulties implicit in achieving a single

formulation for the code overcome, a formulation acceptable both to the

representatives of the transnationals and to those who suffer them, there

are no concrete proposals regarding the mechanisms and procedures

through which this code, heretofore debated by a small group of countries,

could come into general force.

These difficulties in themselves cast serious doubt on the practical and

immediate viability of such a code of conduct.

In assessing the efforts carried out to formulate a code of conduct re-

gulating the activities of transnationals, it must be recognized, first of all,

that they have made it possible to gain a deep understanding of these cor-

porations, of their quantitative and qualitative impact on the international

economy and have revealed the enormous difficulties that governments

face in coping with the problems created by these corporations' presence

and activities for their development plans and policies. Secondly, these ef-

forts have been a unifying factor among the underdeveloped countries in-

asmuch as the implementation of the code has been a demand that has re-

ceived the support of all in one way or another. From the political point

of view, the efforts to implement the code have meant an open denoun-

ciation of the transnationals and, therefore, of imperialism.

It must, indeed, be recognized that the transnationals are not an ele-

ment exogenous to the capitalist system, but rather the contrary. They re-

present the most perfect synthesis, the most developed expression of

monopoly capitalism in this phase of its general crisis. Therefore, transna-

tional corporations are the international vectors of all the laws that govern

the capitalist mode of production in its present imperialist stage, all its

contradictions, and they are the most efficient instrument available to im-

perialism for developing and intensifying the subordination of labor to

capital throughout the world.

In general terms, a code of conduct applied to the transnationals implies

legal regulation of their activities in order to reduce the negative conse-

quences that such activities produce in the underdeveloped countries

fundamentally. We would have to ask ourselves, can internationally nego-

tiated legal regulations direct the transnationals toward objectives other than

those that constitute their very raison d'etre, i.e., maximizing profits? Is it
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possible to direct the activities of the transnationals toward cooperation

and mutual aid instead of toward international domination and exploita-

tion?

The answer is obviously, no! Otherwise, we would have to admit that

a simple legal instrument - even if it were monolithically signed by the

entire underdeveloped world - could transform the very essence of

imperialism, i.e., the system of production relations that is consubstantial

to it and of which the transnationals are the present bearers.

No code of conduct could possibly refute the historically proven thesis

that capitalism, in its development, generated underdevelopment. In this

light, even the most perfect code could never force transnationals to chan-

nel their direct investments toward those branches that contribute to the

economic progress of the underdeveloped countries unless they were

highly profitable branches.

From the political point of view, the code would not offer any protec-

tion that the country receiving the foreign investments could not give it-

self. If an underdeveloped country with a firmly established, independent

government, which defends national interests, needs that code, it could

pass it itself, without any need for it to be negotiated internationally.

So, the heart of the problem lies in the measures that a given country

wishes and is able to take at a given moment, in the political orientation

and the nature of its economic development, and thus, in the resolute at-

titude of its leaders to struggle for the adoption of fundamental measures

to meet the interests of its people.

Only on these bases would it be possible to obtain something in the

practical field in relation to the so-called code of conduct.
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8
The so-called energy crisis

In 1973, OPEC member countries' unilateral increase of oil prices un-

doubtedly worsened the profound crisis of neo-colonialism.

The imposition of better terms of trade for a fundamental raw material

opened up new vistas in the struggle for Third World economic indepen-

dence, and revealed the possibility of counteracting international monop-
olies. Thus, the rise in oil prices marked the beginning of a new stage in

the history of international economic relations.

Much has been written in an attempt to explain the complex energy -re-

lated phenomena the world economy has had to face ever since. Few sub-

jects, moreover, have been so controversial. However, there is an objective

interpretation to these facts, which indeed are not historical chance.

First and foremost it must be recalled that capitalist development dur-

ing the post-war period was influenced, among other factors, by the use

of a technology characterized by high consumption of cheap oil, which not-

withstanding yielded increasing profits to the transnational oil corpor-

ations - mainly US - as a result of the low prices paid to Third World

countries suppliers of hydrocarbon. In 1976 the developed capitalist coun-

tries consumed 57.3 per cent of world energy while only producing 36.6

per cent. In 1950, oil accounted for 27 per cent of world energy demands,

while in 1973 it had already reached 48 per cent.
1

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries was founded in

1960 with the objective, among others, of coordinating the petroleum pol-

icy of its members and defending their interests vis-a-vis the great inter-

national monopolies. By the end of the '60s, parallel to the worsening of

commercial and financial relations between the Third World and the de-

veloped capitalist countries, OPEC member states demanded a larger

share in the revenues accruing from their resources, and gradually raised

oil prices by 40 per cent to 45 per cent from 1970 to 1973.

However, OPECs defense of the exporting countries' interests through

the rise in prices fixed for transnationals met with a serious obstacle owing

to the deterioration of its real income due to the accelerated inflatio-
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nary process which started in the early '70s. In view of this situation, as

of 1973, OPEC once again raised oil prices In order to expand its appro-

priation of oil revenues.

AVERAGE EXPORT PRICE OF ONE BARREL OF OIL

Average Annual

Dollars Fluctuation {%)

1973 3.22 40.6

1974 10.49 225.8

1975 11.05 5.3

1976 11.74 6.2

1977 12.83 9.3

1978 12.84 0.1

1979 19.02 48.1

1980 30.90 62.5

1981 35.20 13.9

1982 33.80 -4.0

Source : Based on IMF. World Economic Outlook 1981. Washington, 1981, p. 124;

OECD. Economic Outlook, no. 32, December 1982, p. 141.

Of course, this vindicatory action by the oil-exporting countries was
possible due to several factors worth listing. On the one hand, the rise in

oil prices came at the time of increasingly favorable changes in the inter-

national correlation of forces, growing Third World unity in the defense

of its economic interests, and solidarity of the socialist countries, all of

which favored the actions undertaken by OPEC. On the other hand, from

the economic viewpoint, oil has unique features. It is indeed an indispen-

sable and universally consumed resource due to the charateristics of mod-
ern technological development, while it is supplied by a relatively small

group of underdeveloped countries capable of controlling an important

share of the world market supply.

WORLD PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL

(Share - per cent)

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

OPEC member
countries 53.5 52.7 49.2 51.5 50.4 47.8 47.4 43.4 40.7

Developed

capitalist

countries 23.9 22.7 22.8 21.0 21.3 22.5 22.6 23.8 24.3

Source : Based on IMF. World Economic Outlook, 1981; Washington, 1981, p. 146.
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As shown by various surveys made, the boom experienced by the cap-

italist economy in the early '70s gave rise to increased energy demands,

which also encouraged higher prices.

The situation caused by the rise in oil prices, especially as of 1973-1974,

contributed to the widespread notion that the world was facing a huge en-

ergy crisis. The term "energy crisis" is accurate only insofar as it includes

not only oil but also other energy sources and their interrelationships.

However, it should be made clear that such a crisis is not to be interpreted

as an imminent danger of exhaustion of world hydrocarbon resources,

which, according to scientific studies conducted in various countries, can

still be counted on for a reasonable period of time if rationally used. Ra-

ther, it is a crisis of the irrational consumption patterns set by the monopolies,

and an expression of the present world economic order's inefficiency in main-

taining the supply structure of primary energy resources.

On the other hand, the thesis currently in fashion among certain circles

of the OECD countries, which states that the 1973-1974 oil price increase

was the motivating factor of the economic crisis that broke out in 1974-

1975 and the main booster of the inflationary spiral which became both

outstanding and uncontrollable in the '70s, is also unacceptable. Undoub-
tedly, the rise of oil prices had a measure of influence upon the evolution

of that crisis, upon inflation and the subsequent course of world economy,

but in no way originated those phenomena.

The developed capitalist countries were not the ones to suffer most

from the oil price increase since they transferred a large share of its cost

to the Third World by raising the price of their exports to these countries,

but the oil-importing underdeveloped countries, which in addition to the

burden stemming from fuel purchases, were forced to devote a substantial

part of their export revenues to pay for their oil. The negative impact of

oil prices on the economies of the non-oil producing countries of the

Third World alone compelled them to increase oil imports from a value of

$8 billion to more than three times that figure in 1973-1974. 2

DEFICIT OF THE OIL ACCOUNT WITHIN THE TOTAL
CURRENT ACCOUNT OF THE UNDERDEVELOPED

OIL- IMPORTING COUNTRIES
(Billions of dollars)

1973 1974 1975 1978 1979 1980 1981

Current account

balance -8.9 -31.7 -36.5 -29.5 -48.2 -69.8 -81.9

Oil account

balance -5.2 -17.1 -17.9 -26.0 -40.9 -66.5 -77.5

Per cent 58.4 53.9 49.0 88.1 84.9 95.3 94.6

Source: Based on IMF. World Economic Outlook, 1981, Washington, 1981, p. 122
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On the other hand, the oil account deficit played an increasingly prom-

inent role in the deterioration of the Third World's financial situation.

Consequently, the purchase of fuel, that in 1973 absorbed 8.6 per cent

of the export revenues of the oil-importing countries, went up to 26.3 per

cent in 1980.

Thus, as pointed out previously, a new type of unequal exchange was creat-

ed/or underdeveloped oil-importing countries. In effect, the underdeveloped

non-oil countries had to meet the simultaneous drop in export prices of

their basic products, rise in oil prices and rapid increase in the price of

manufactured goods imported from the developed capitalist world. To this

were added the expenditures which the underdeveloped non-oil countries

have had to incur to promote the substitution of imported energy by new,

renewable energy sources.

The financial requirements of the underdeveloped countries to pay for

oil imports were met during this period by a rise in exports and loan ar-

rangements which in turn influenced the spiralling external debt of the

Third World.

Moreover, as of 1973, OPEC member countries began to accumulate

considerable financial resources. And yet the use of those resources did

not contribute, as was hoped, to meet the basic financial needs for the de-

velopment and strengthening of the economies of oil-importing under-

developed countries taken as a whole.

Between 1974 and 1980, OPEC's financial contribution in the form of

official bilateral or multilateral development assistance to the Third World

averaged $4.8 billion a year.

DISTRIBUTION OF OPEC FINANCIAL SURPLUS
(Billions of dollars)

1974-80 Per cent

Invested in developed capitalist

countries and in the Euromarket 328 84.5

Invested in multilateral funds

and in the World Bank 8 2.1

Invested in underdeveloped

countries 52 13.4

TOTAL 388 100.0

Source : Based on IMF. World Economic Outlook, 198 1 . Washington, 1981, p. 128

Since 1976, a relative decrease in official development assistance (ODA)
granted by OPEC came about as a result of the crisis and financial imbal-

ances of some of these countries' economies. This has also been affected

by the interrelationship with the developed capitalist countries' economy
through the investments of the oil surpluses allocated to those areas.
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Actually, over three fourths of OPEC's financial surplus were recycled to

developed capitalist countries. In general, this was the trend for 1981 and

1982. The OECD estimates that OPEC countries in 1981 invested $13.3

billion in the US, and during the first half of 1982 they had already invest-

ed $11.5 billion in that country.
3

Most of the countries with large financial surpluses channelled these re-

sources to the world financial markets and the economies of the most de-

veloped capitalist countries seeking high profits in the most profitable

spheres. Thus, economic relations between OPEC countries and the rest

of the Third World have been ever-more difficult in recent years. This is

why it is vital to adopt an adequate and effective strategy which involves

working together for the solution of the economic problems the Third

World faces at present.

Logically, the oil price increase also had an impact on the developed

capitalist countries. However, it cannot be compared to the impact this

measure had on the economies of the Third World. In the developed cap-

italist countries, the deficit on oil account imports was largely outweighed

by other revenues in the balance of payments. Therefore, while the nega-

tive balance resulting from oil imports reached $818 billion in 1973-79, the

positive balance on the export of manufactured goods, reached $828 bil-

lion in the same period.
4

In addition, developed capitalist countries received and recycled $219

billion from the OPEC countries between 1974 and 1979, which hel ;d

compensate for the trade imbalance resulting from the rise in oil price.
5

On the other hand, in the most developed capitalist countries, the rise

in the prices of hydrocarbons and their by-products generated a set of

measures for saving and preserving energy and transforming existing pat-

terns of technological development, to reduce energy consumption to a

minimum. Thus, the oil consumption rate as compared to the GDP in the

OECD countries decreased almost 25 per cent
6 from 1973 to 1981, contri-

buting also to lessen the negative impact of the rise in energy prices.

UNITED STATES: IMPORTED INFLATION AND INTERNALLY
GENERATED INFLATION

(Percentage rate of annual fluctuation)

1973 1974 1975 1978 1979 1980

Imported inflation 0.1 0.1 -0.5 -0.3 1.6 -0.2

Domestic inflation 7.5 11.0 7.5 8.2 6.9 9.8

TOTAL 7.6 12.0 7.0 7.9 8.5 9.6

Source : Based on Bank for International Settlements. 51 Annual Report. Basle,

1981, p. 15.
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In that period, emphasis was made on the stimulating effect that the oil

price increase had on inflation. However, imported inflation - including

that originating from oil - has proved to be only a small share of that

which is internally generated in the major developed capitalist countries.

The process of oil price increases coincided with the transnational cor-

porations' interests since they were in a position to obtain substantial ben-

efits through marketing control. Costlier energy areas became profitable,

and investment diversification aimed at controlling the development of

new energy sources could be achieved, making them energy transna-

tional.

According to specialized Western sources, from 1973 to 1980, five of the

major energy transnationals showed an annual average profit increase of

$882 million dollars.
7

It must be stressed that in 1980 alone, the interna-

tional oil cartel, made up by seven transnational corporations, had $24 bil-

lion profits.
8

The international oil cartel has obtained great profits from the oil price

increase through speculation with fuel stocks and the proportionally faster

price increases of by-products. In effect, since the nationalization of oil by

OPEC countries, monopolies rid themselves of the more risky aspects of

the business while keeping control over technology and trade, which offer

the greatest benefit with minimal inconvenience.

Since 1980 there have been some significant changes in the internation-

al oil market. Although the average annual oil price for 1981 was even

higher than that of 1980, significant consumption reductions were already

being observed by then, reaching almost 8 per cent in 1979-1981. 9 This

decrease in demand led to a decrease in oil prices for the first time since

1973.

In the face of this situation, OPEC reacted by reducing output, from

30.9 million barrels per day in 1979 to 22.5 in 1981 , and it is estimated that

it was down to 18 million barrels in 1982.
10

Despite this reduction in hydrocarbon supply, for the first time since

1974, the annual average oil price decreased some 4 per cent in 1982. The
main factors conditioning this situation do not seem, nevertheless, to be

merely circumstantial.

While these developments have been influenced by events such as the

Iran-Iraq war or the international monetary and financial disorder, the fu-

ture of the market would seem to be determined by factors that are even

more far-reaching. Thus, it is impossible to ignore the profound techno-

logical change and other measures being taken by developed capitalist

countries which are reflected in the reduction of oil consumption per GDP
unit.

The impact of the capitalist economic crisis during these years and the

ensuing reduction in oil demand cannot be overlooked either. Finally, we
must consider growth in oil production in other non-OPEC underdevel-

oped countries, which has increased from 4.4 million barrels a day in 1973
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to 9.0 million in 1981,
11 thus lowering the degree of OPEC control over

market and prices.

Considering all the above, a period of relative stabilization of hydrocar-

bon prices seems to be approaching, the consequences of which for world

economy have not yet been adequately assessed.

OIL CONSUMPTION RATE PER GDP UNIT

(1975 = 100)

1973 107.9 1978 98.7

1974 101.8 1979 95.7

1976 101.5 1980 87.2

1977 99.8 1981 81.2

Source : Based on OECD. Economic Outlook, No. 31, July, 1982, p. 136.

The possibilities of the underdeveloped countries' economic progress

are limited by the amount of energy required. The rate of increase in en-

ergy consumption needed to guarantee development is tied up with the

historical limitations the market-economy developed countries have im-

posed on the scientific-technological progress of the Third World.

The difficulties of the underdeveloped oil-importing countries are exac-

erbated in that they are not in a position to economize on a large scale or

adopt large -scale conservation measures without endangering their own
economic development projects, based on a high oil-consuming technol-

ogy.

While it is true that the days of cheap fuel are past, in order to reduce

the gap between developed and underdeveloped countries, the latter must

increase their demand for energy. In the short run, the increase will have

to be basically covered by oil, but this does not preclude achieving max-

imum use of available energy sources such as water and coal or the use

of nuclear energy to solve the growing short-term demand for electricity.

Attention should also be given to alternate renewable energy sources —
other than water - such as wind, tidal, solar and other forms of energy.

Despite the important role which they will play in the long run, however,

these must not be overestimated now when they can only be palliatives

and not solutions to the so-called energy crisis.

Nuclear energy, which, on the other hand, is the most accesible basic

solution for countries with insufficient energy resources, usually has to be

deferred in the underdeveloped countries due to their relatively small

electrical systems compared to the reactors' commercial capacities, the

lack of skilled personnel in this field, and the high financing requirements

of nuclear power programs. International cooperation is, therefore, in-

dispensable for training technicians, for specialization and training in
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nuclear energy science and technology. Another important area for coop-

eration could be the development of smaller-scale nuclear reactors that

could compete with conventional power plants so that nuclear power

plants could be introduced sooner; or perhaps regional solutions - with

larger reactors - could be found for those countries.

There is an evident need to have concerted actions by Third World oil

exporting and importing countries, in order to surmount the great obstacle

to economic development that obtaining energy on the international mar-

ket will mean for most of them in the coming years.
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9
Cooperation among
underdeveloped countries

During the First Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countries in

1961, the first ideas regarding economic and technological cooperation

among underdeveloped countries emerged within the Movement. These

ideas were further expanded and reiterated in various meetings.

The program for the New International Economic Order included the

very significant element of cooperation among Third World countries. At

that time proposals for such cooperation became more coherent and a pro-

cess aimed at promoting it began. Even though this process has not yet

yielded very significant and concrete results, it has served to further stu-

dies on the issue, explore untapped possibilities and draw attention to its

importance and the need for it.

In some market-economy developed countries, skeptical or openly un-

favorable opinions on cooperation among developing countries are fre-

quently expressed. The scanty achievements obtained, or the alledged vi-

olation of comparative advantages derived from relations with developed

countries are brought to the fore in order to further their argument that

such cooperation is effective and costly. Nor is it uncommon to find rec-

ommendations that appear to be of a technological nature advocating clos-

er links with the developed economies and the abandonment of coopera-

tion among underdeveloped countries portrayed as an unrealizable dream
or a mere propagandists slogan.

Another means of distorting cooperation among underdeveloped coun-

tries is to brand the collective self-reliance stipulated in the documents of

the Non-Aligned Countries and of the Group of 77 as an attempt to es-

tablish an impossible autarchic system within the Third World, thereby

cutting itself off and turning its back on relations and cooperation with

the rest of the world.

Actually, cooperation among underdeveloped countries is neither an ab-

surd attempt at autarchy nor a Utopian formula; on the contrary, it is

based on our countries' concrete needs, on lessons derived from a wealth

of historical experience and on concrete cooperation possibilities through
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the use of common resources and the best utilization of our diversity, in

order to contribute to development within the framework of a more ba-

lanced world economy.

There are several reasons why cooperation among Third World coun-

tries is necessary. The first and more general reason is the fact that it Is

a fighting instrument against neo- colonial dependence stemmingfrom old his-

torical links with former metropolises, embodied in relations of deep subor-

dination in production, trade, finance, technology, and intellectual and cul-

tural fields. If anything shows with absolute clarity the historical path our

countries have followed, it is the noxious effect of dependence on market-

economy developed countries.

This link, forged by the common history of many Third World coun-

tries, has brought about results which may be summarized as under-

development, backwardness, poverty and the gradually widening gap be-

tween them. These negative effects have been constant in the history of

colonialism and neo-colonialism and have become even more serious as

the present economic crisis, which was not generated by our countries,

weighs upon our weaker economies with a multiple impact and transfers

to the Third World a good portion of the cost of domestic adjustment and

of economic policy decisions adopted in the West.

The current profound international economic crisis and, with an even

greater force, the history of colonial and neo-colonial relations, point out

the need to develop other links, to sever dependence, diversifying Third

World economic relations and exploiting our existing potentials whose
benefits neo-colonial subjugation has prevented us from reaping.

For a long time, the idea has been put forward that the economic

growth of underdeveloped countries is a variable depending on the growth

of the so-called developed capitalist centers. The growth of such centers

has been extremely sluggish in recent years, and it is even forecast that

for the rest of the century an annual rate of over 3 per cent is not to be

expected, due to their tendency toward chronic stagnation. It is therefore

unquestionable that, even by adopting the passive attitude of waiting for

the basic incentives for economic growth to come from abroad, the future

of the Third World - in need of at least 7 per cent growth rates - looms

bleak if it continues abiding by the present neo-colonial pattern of external

economic relations.

Another reason is the fact that, due to their narrow and unfavorable na-

ture, these relations have become increasingly more restrictive, to the ex-

tent of rejecting and excluding our countries.

Intensified protectionism in developed capitalist countries
1

markets is a

specific factor which discriminates and blocks our exports, at a time when
their expansion constitutes an important element for development and

even for simple economic reproduction. Under these circumstances, it be-

comes imperative to find other markets, some of which we ourselves can

provide, as part of the possibilities for trade within the Third World. This
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would not be an isolationist attitude on the part of the underdeveloped

countries, but a logical reaction to the protectionist isolationism practiced

with growing vigor by the market-economy developed countries.

Obviously, cooperation among developing countries will advance, not for

abstract technical reasons, but because of its capability to offer economic
and other types of benefits to the Third World, so as to render its foreign

relations more flexible and provide effective support to national develop-

ment processes.

In this regard, the Third World's great economic diversity and the varied

endowment of its material and human resources and development levels in-

dicate important possibilities for efficient economic complementation on which

to base the obtention of concrete benefits.

The Third World, as a whole and at regional levels, has oil-exporting or

potentially oil-exporting economies; economies that produce food and im-

portant mineral or agricultural raw materials; economies with a given de-

gree of industrialization already producing equipment and machinery with

a considerable level of technological sophistication; countries which

already have enough highly qualified experts, technicians and doctors

who can lend their services to other underdeveloped countries. There is

enough human and material potential to make cooperation among our

countries a powerful dynamic factor contributing to our autonomous and

integral development. Such cooperation can be a positive element in

developing relations in production, technology and trade in keeping with

our realities and development level, thus substituting frequent imports

and impositions of products, technologies and consumption patterns of a

transnational origin conceived for unrestrained Western consumerism,

and aimed at satisfying the whims of small elites while strongly burdening

the balance of payments and establishing links of costly dependence.

Likewise, cooperation among underdeveloped countries, defined as an

effort towards collective self-reliance, does not imply that former colonial

powers and countries acting as hosts of transnationals are relieved of their

commitment to economic collaboration with the Third World. Neither

does it exclude the contribution of socialist countries in sundry ways,

whose increase, according to the possibilities of those countries, would

provide effective support to the underdeveloped world's efforts towards

economic development and social progress.

Collective self-reliance does not mean the creation of a self-contained

system nor the creation of an economic bloc, but rather the broadening of

international economic cooperation to develop yet untapped possibilities

and the increase of our countries' bargaining power in terms of develop-

ment and the implementation of the New International Economic Order.

This cooperation does not attempt to waive or replace any of the legiti-

mate claims on economic cooperation raised by our countries in basic doc-

uments such as the Declaration and the Program of Action for the estab-

lishment of the New International Economic Order and the Charter of
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Economic Rights Duties of States. Far from it, it aims at strengthening

our joint stands to raise these claims with greater soundness and en-

dorsement.

This effort of internal cooperation for the strengthening of the Third

World should avoid reproducing within itself some negative phenomena

which characterize relations between underdeveloped and developed cap-

italist countries.

Firstly, it is obvious that cooperation among our countries cannot be-

come a mechanism for transnationals, acting through their Third World

subsidiaries, to control most of the benefits of a broadened market, of best

access conditions, or in practice, to govern relations according to their

own interests. The transnationals' capacity and ability to profit from and

become the main beneficiaries, and also the major causes for the failure

of regional or sub-regional economic integration schemes implemented in

the Third World, particularly in Latin America, are well known. Operating

from within and on the basis of their superior financial and technological

capabilities, as well as on the possibilities offered by the vast international

dimension of their activities, these corporations have played major roles in

reaping greater benefits and in designing frustrated integrationist

schemes. They have benefited most from tariff reductions, fiscal and

other facilities, in actual practice turning those schemes into broadened

economic advantages for their enjoyment and integrating them into their

transnational domination systems.

Thus, cooperation among underdeveloped countries must be based on the

coordination of internal efforts and include, as an important component, ac-

tual and effective forms of control over transnational activities, coupled with

full sovereignty over our natural resources and economic activities, to pre-

vent the so-called South-South cooperation from becoming another mech-
anism aimed at increasing the profits of such conglomerates.

Another concomitant factor in the failure of several regional or sub-re-

gional economic integration attempts has been the unequal distribution of

benefits among the participants, to the logical displeasure of the relatively

less developed countries which has even made them discard integration

schemes. This experience clearly shows that cooperation among underde-

veloped countries must recognize the heterogeneity of the Third World in re-

gards to underdevelopment levels, )vith a view to preventing a few countries

with a certain level of industrialization and exporting capability from reaping

most of the benefits.

Cooperation would have very little meaning if it were to be limited to

making it a sort of preferential zone for some Third World countries with

larger economic capabilities to use their capital and their export goods in

keeping with the traditional principles our countries have had to endure,

ignoring the inferior situation of the most backward countries.

It is also indispensable to prevent the reproduction of other negative

phenomena inherent to relations with market-economy developed coun-
tries, such as unequal trade.
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Cooperation among underdeveloped countries cannot be used as a pre-

text for not carrying out the domestic structural transformations which,

based on each country's efforts, constitute the main prerequisites for a

genuine development process. Cooperation among our countries may
operate as a significant complement for the decisive domestic efforts

aimed at development and the eradication of colonial dependence, but

never as a formula which, operating from without, could condone the

non-implementation of the indispensable transformations.

Turning cooperation among underdeveloped countries into an import-

ant economic and political factor is not an easy task; neither can it be

achieved in a short time. There are powerful interests which consider as

disturbing and dangerous this cooperation effort to sever the links of neo-

colonial dependence. It is not surprising that those interests fight cooper-

ation among underdeveloped countries by means of practical obstacles

and theroretical arguments that define it as ideological Utopia.

But there are significant objective obstacles which hinder this coopera-

tion as well. The first is the set of historical ties of economic and cultural

nature which relate most Third World countries with economic, techno-

logical and linguistic systems headed by the developed capitalist coun-

tries.

The lack of horizontal relations and communications among our coun-

tries, which were and still are to some extent private domains where re-

lations are only vertically established with the metropolis, constitutes an

obvious historical fact. From this stems the lack of infrastructures for

communications, trade, financial relations and the great lack of mutual
understanding which constitutes a very important element that partially

explains why our countries have not taken advantage of favorable cooper-

ation opportunities.

These objective facts show that the so-called South-South cooperation

cannot be established in one stroke as a single and complete system, but

that it should gradually make its way and create its own infrastructure as

the relations of cooperation develop. Little ground can be gained on the

basis of great formulas designed for a Third World of abstract generaliza-

tions deprived of sound foundations; rather it is necessary to establish

concrete relations of cooperation wherever possible, preferably based on
sub-regional and regional actions.

The above does not imply giving up broader and feasible initiatives,

such as the Generalized System of Preferences among underdeveloped

countries or other steps, but rather emphasizes the need to acknowledge
that cooperation relations among our countries should be expanded, since

their present dimension is small and the obstacles they meet powerful.

Trade relations among underdeveloped countries

In the context of the relations established in the past few years among
Third World countries, trade links occupy an outstanding position.
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As a result of the existing international economic situation, Third

World countries have been modifying their traditional trade schemes and

have developed new trade interrelations with other equally underdevelop-

ed countries. These trends have gained remarkable momentum, particu-

lar in the past ten years.

TRADE TRENDS AMONG UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

(Billions of dollars)

I960 1965 1970 1975 1979 1981

Total exports 27.40 35.92 55.02 211.22 416.61 539.0

Total trade among
underdeveloped countries 6.10 7.51 11.17 49.37 103.07 142.0

Percentage of total

trade 22.3 20.9 20.3 23.4 24.7 26.3

Source : Based on UNCTAD. Informe sobre el comercio y el desarrollo, 1981. New
York, 1982, p. 51; GATT. El comercio international, 1981-1982, Geneva,

1982. Chart A3 of the Appendix.

Indeed, exports between underdeveloped countries increased at a 26.0

per cent annual average rate from 1970 to 1981, while their total exports

increased at an average 23.1 per cent rate in the same period of time. This

means that in the last decade the so-called South-South trade has had a

higher rate of exports than the Third World, although these figures on to-

tal trade value were affected by the considerable upsurge of oil prices at

that time and inflation's distorting effects.

Trade among underdeveloped countries, despite the progress made,

nevertheless, represented only 26.3 per cent of total exports in 1981.

On the other hand, the percentage of intraregional trade has also dimin-

ished in the last ten years. Total exports decreased from 16.4 per cent in

1970 to 12.9 per cent in 1979. At the same time, interregional trade in-

creased from 5.9 per cent to 1 1 .8 per cent respectively in this same period.
1

Different factors have influenced the process of expansion in South-

South trade relations. Among these it is important to signify - aside from

the aforesaid on oil prices influencing statistics as well as real trade among
Third World countries - the relative contraction of markets in developed

capitalist countries due to the negative effects of the economic crisis and

the increasingly protectionist policies implemented by them.

The expansion of domestic markets in some of these countries with rel-

atively high rates of economic growth obtained in the 1970's has also in-

fluenced this trade increase among underdeveloped countries.
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In the same way, the diversification of exports by the Third World

countries exerted its influence and revealed a change in their overall com-

position of commodities.

COMPOSITION OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES'
EXPORTS
(Percentage)

1965 1979

Food 28.2 12.4

Raw materials 25.5 10.5

Fuel 31.4 56.6

Manufactured goods 13.8 15.3

Machinery and transport equipment 1.1 5.2

Source : Based on United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, May 1981.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the underdeveloped countries' adop-

tion of tariff measures as incentives contributed in some measure to the

expansion of trade observed among them in the last few years.

Similar changing characteristics are present in the composition of com-
modities in South-South trade.

SHARE OF TRADE AMONG UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
IN THEIR TOTAL EXPORTS BY GROUPS OF COMMODITIES

(Percentage)

1960 1965 1970 1975 7979

Food 18.2 17.4 15.4 22.8 27.0

Agricultural raw materials 17.4 14.8 21.5 26.3 27.6

Minerals 3.7 5.6 6.4 8.1 12.0

Fuels 29.7 23.6 21.1 20.8 20.6

Iron and steel 40.9 64.4 47.0 51.5 52.4

Non-ferrous metals 6.0 6.2 6.3 17.0 21.0

Manufactured goods 42.7 38.0 34.5 36.3 35.0

All products 22.3 20.9 20.3 23.3 24.7

Source : Based on UNCTAD. Informe sobre el comercio y el desarrollo, J 981, New
York, 1982, p. 52.

In general, there is an increase in the products that are traded within the

Third World. This undoubtedly shows, despite the continuing enormous
difficulties, the existence of a potentially expanding market and of future

perspectives.
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In the products traded among underdeveloped countries, fuels occupy

a prominent place. According to UNCTAD statistics, in 1979 fuels repre-

sented about 47.2 per cent of the value of South-South trade and they

were the determining commodities of interregional trade.

It is also important to analyze South-South trade in more detail, exclud-

ing fuels.

PRODUCT STRUCTURE OF TRADE AMONG UNDERDEVELOPED
COUNTRIES IN PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPORTS

(Excluding fuels)

1960 1965 1970 1975 7979

Food 45.5 48.6 40.1 39.4 32.4

Agricultural raw materials 24.7 17.9 15.1 10.1 10.9

Manufactured goods 12.0 17.1 24.4 35.8 44.4

Machinery and transport

equipment 0.9 1.7 3.9 8.4 12.1

All other products 17.8 16.4 20.4 14.7 12.2

Source : Based on UNCTAD. Informe sobre el comercio y el desarrollo, 1981, New
York, 1982, p. 52.

In this case a notable increase of manufactured goods and especially of

machinery and equipment is observed. At the same time, there is a de-

crease of food, agricultural raw materials and other products. This shows

the widening of the market of products with a higher aggregate value,

which clearly favors trade expansion on the part of underdeveloped coun-

tries.

However, according to UNCTAD, when interpreting this development

it must be borne in mind that the bulk of the expansion of exports of man-
ufactured goods from developing countries has been the work of a small

group of countries, and that most developing countries have practically

not participated in this expansion.
2

In fact, the expansion of manufacturing exports by a group of Third

World countries is related to the process of industrial redeployment pro-

moted and controlled by transnational corporations, which certainly have

little to do in their essence with genuine processes of economic develop-

ment. It is not possible to ignore the degree of control exerted by these

transnational corporations on the marketing of the commodities mostly

exported by underdeveloped countries. Thus, trade among our peoples is

actually subjected to a process of interference which distorts its potential-

ities and conceals their true beneficiaries.

Geographic orientation of trade among underdeveloped countries also

presents features which should be pointed out.
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GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION OF TRADE AMONG
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES IN 1981

(Percentage)

Central and South

America

South and

East Asia

West Asia Africa

Origin/Desti-

nation

Central and

South America

South and

East Asia

West Asia

Africa

79.6

7.9

21.6

51.8

66.5

52.5

12.7

4.4

16.3

18.2

7.8

6.9

9.3

7.7

27.7

9.1

Source : Based on GATT. El comercio internacional, 1981-1982, Geneva, 1982, Chart

A25 of the Appendix.

These data emphasize the importance of intraregional trade for Latin

America, followed by South and East Asia, regions where the most rele-

vant economic integration and cooperation agreements of the Third

World have been signed.

However, despite its relative importance, the underdeveloped countries'

interregional trade, according to GATT estimates, represented only 22.5

per cent and 21.8 per cent of the total trade of Latin America and South

and East Asia, respectively, in 1981.
3

The results of trade among underdeveloped countries, especially in the

1970
,

s, indicated the need of creating an adequate institutional framework

for the development of these relations. The first obstacle faced in this area

referred to tariff barriers and non-tariff barriers in underdeveloped coun-

tries, as incentives to their industrial and agricultural development,

against rivalry in commodities exported by developed capitalist countries.

However, since the early 1960
1

s, the different types of economic inte-

gration carried out especially in Latin America promoted tariff reductions

as a mechanism to stimulate trade in the region.

Thus, up to 1979 some 50 countries had applied mutual trade prefer-

ences as members of different integration groupings such as the Latin

American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) - which since 1980 became

the Latin American Integration Association (ALADI) - the Andean
Group, the Central American Common Market (CACM) and the Carib-

bean Community (CARICOM). 4

The extension of this policy in 1979 led some 90 countries to apply or

negotiate the implementation of trade preferences in South-South trade.
5
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On the basis of the experiences obtained from trade cooperation

schemes in effect on different levels, the Group of 77 launched the initia-

tive of establishing a global system of trade preferences (GSTP) at the

Mexico Conference in 1976.

Afterwards, the Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77, which took

place in Arusha in 1979, began its negotiations.

However, the negotiating process has faced serious difficulties so far

on the concrete forms of implementing this generalized system of prefer-

ences, taking into account the possibilities of including other measures to

promote trade, global or product-by-product discussion and the existence

of a preferential system already in force in the different regional integra-

tion agreements.

Recently, other institutional trade arrangements have also been at-

tempted. An example of these possibilities is offered by the Energy Coop-

eration Program for Central American and Caribbean Countries promoted

by Mexico and Venezuela. Through this agreement, promoting countries

commit themselves to guarantee the supply of up to 160 thousand barrels

daily, granting credits to beneficiary countries on 30 per cent of the costs

of oil imports, on a five-year term and a 4 per cent interest rate, subjet to

modifications for up to 20 years, and a 2 per cent interest rate if the credits

are allocated to top priority economic development projects.

As stated by ECLA, this mechanism may contribute to solving prob-

lems similar to those in other countries equally affected by the imports of

hydrocarbons, but its importance stems, above all, from its value as an ex-

ample to explore new forms of cooperation in other sectors and among
other countries.

6

The creation and operation of the Latin American Economic System

(SELA) as a mechanism to promote cooperation among underdeveloped

countries based on flexible principles is also a positive element. Among
these mechanisms it is important to mention the creation of the Action

Committees for economic and other activities, in which member countries

participate according to their possibilities and interests. Equally important,

and even more important in the future, will be the use of SELA as a fo-

rum for the coordination of positions and to increase bargaining power.

The search for new mechanisms of trade cooperation among underde-

veloped countries has led to the creation of multinational trading enter-

prises. These enterprises have emerged as a result of the need to face the

mechanisms of trade exploitation used by transnational corporations,

which end up taking over a substantial part of the producers' profits.

It is important to take into consideration Latin America's experience

with the Empresa Multinacional de Comercializaci6n de Fertilizantes

(MULTIFERT), established in 1979; the Naviera Multinacional del Caribe

(NAMUCAR), established in 1976; and the Comercializadora Multina-

cional del Banano (COMUNBANA), which began in 1977. However,
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these enterprises have faced difficulties that underline the obstacles that

could hinder work in this field.

Monetary- financial relations among underdeveloped

countries

During the 1970's, monetary-financial cooperation played a major role

among underdeveloped countries, as trade and other relations among
them increased.

Development of cooperation in this field implied the establishment of

regional and sub-regional payment arrangements in the form of clearing

houses, payment unions and reserve centers (often within trade integra-

tion plans), and the creation of multinational institutions for the financing

of development and of national development funds for foreign assistance.
7

The type of cooperation in force in the form of clearing houses, obvi-

ously demonstrated its usefulness by reducing the volume of foreign ex-

change actually transferred among associated countries. According to

UNCTAD data, there were 7 agreements of this type involving 49 Third

World countries by 1979.

GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION OF OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT
ASSISTANCE GRANTED BY OPEC

(Percentage)

1979 1980

Bilateral assistance 100.0 100.0

Arab countries 84.2 80.1

Non-Arab African countries 2.7 3.6

Non-Arab Asian countries 2.9 10.7

Europe 0.5 4.4

Latin America 0.6 0.3

Unspecified 9.1 0.9

Multilateral assistance from OPEC
Arab member countries 100.0 100.0

Arab countries 48.5 44.5

Non-Arab African countries 28.4 39.6

Non-Arab Asian countries 9.5 6.4

Europe 3.0 3.0

Latin America 6.4 2.3

Oceania 0.4 0.4

Unspecified 3.8 3.8

Source : Based on OECD. Development Co-Operation Review WXl, Paris 1981, p. 113.
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However, the most relevant and important field in which these links

have developed has been that of development financing.

OPEC- originated financial flows represented 21.3 per cent of the of-

ficial development aid offered to the Third World between 1974 and 1980.

On the other hand, this aid was offered with a concessionary element, that

reached 89.1 per cent in 1980, practically similar to the rate of capitalist

developed countries that same year.
8

However, the volume of financial resources from OPEC did not meet
the expectations of the Third World in this field, since they only repre-

sented approximately 13 per cent of the surplus capital obtained between
1974 and 1980. These resources were concentrated in a very restricted eco-

nomic area and did not significantly benefit the countries most highly af-

fected by the increase in oil prices.

Economic cooperation among underdeveloped countries has also been

attempted in other spheres, on an experimental basis, and with more mod-
est results.

There is no doubt that it is in the field of trade and in the monetary-

financial sphere where the most progress has been attained in these rela-

tions. However, so far, considering the important ties established during

the past decade, there remain numerous obstacles that have prevented the

South-South cooperation from playing a more important role in the inter-

national economic relations of the Third World.

Developed capitalist countries, which see in this type of cooperation a

threat to their mechanisms of colonial and neo-colonial domination, have

opposed this cooperation, often covertly. This form of cooperation has

been distorted and misguided by transnational corporations, persisting in

the appropriate handling of their profit-seeking objectives, which have

nothing to do with the legitimate interests of our peoples.

Among other things, there has not been adequate communications and

concertation of efforts among the underdeveloped countries themselves to

carry forward new mechanisms of cooperation which, in the long run,

would equally benefit all.

A fair and objective analysis of our realities indicates, however, the

great progress that can still be made in the field of the so-called South-

South cooperation.

Without disregarding our limitations and casting aside the projects that

may idealize these potentialities, much can be done to solve the very se-

rious problems affecting our peoples. The problem of food and agricultural

development; cooperation in the spheres of health, education and culture;

industrial complementation; and the rendering of assistance and technical

services are some of the spheres in which, in addition to what has already

been achieved and can be achieved in the trade and monetary-financial

spheres, we have a right to place real hopes for cooperation and mutual as-

sistance to the benefit of our peoples.
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10
The quality of life in the

underdeveloped world

The deep economic crisis the contemporary world is experiencing is ex-

acerbated in the underdeveloped countries as a result of the poor overall

development of the productive forces and the malformation of their eco-

nomic structures. It is a crisis that directly worsens the dramatic situation

peoples in those countries face, heightening the terrible scarcities that

shape the quality of life in the Third World. Hunger, poverty, disease, ig-

norance, unemployment, lack of opportunity, insecurity, inequality, hope-

lessness are the terms that could well define the living conditions of a

great part of the present population of our planet.

The economic and social injustice implied in the gap between the living

conditions of the highest strata in developed capitalist societies and the

humble and exploited masses the world over, in the underdeveloped world

in particular, is an affront to the collective conscience of mankind. It is an

imperative need of our times to be aware of these realities, because of

what a situation affecting three quarters of mankind entails in terms of

human suffering and the squandering of life and intelligence.

The cold eloquence of these figures, indices and statistical data is in it-

self terrifying enough. But beyond them lies the tragic situation of hunger,

abject poverty and neglect that is individualized hundreds of millions of

times over. This is the expression of the enormous abyss separating the

underdeveloped from the developed countries today and, furthermore, of

the evident inequalities still existing within the overwhelming majority of

Third World countries, not fully reflected in the overall statistical indica-

tors.

Population

In the first century AD, world population was 200-300 million. Sixteen

centuries elapsed before reaching a population of 500 million, in 1650. The
population annual growth rate was then 0.3 per cent; at that same pace,

world population would double every 250 years. In the next 200 years it
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grew by 500 million, and by one billion a century later. In 1925, world pop-

ulation reached the 2 billion mark. By 1962 it was 3 billion and, with a 2.1

per cent annual growth rate, it doubled in 33 years. In 1975 it reached 4

billion. World population,, amounting to 1.6 billion in 1900, almost tripled

during the first 80 years of this century; and it will take just 20 years more
for there to be an additional 2 billion, to surpass the 6 billion mark by the

beginning of the 21st century. During the last two decades of the 20th

century, world population will grow more than it did throughout the

whole of history up until 1900.
1

But these figures are more impressive In the case of Third World coun-

tries.

WORLD POPULATION GROWTH
(Billions of inhabitants)
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SOURCE: Based on data supplied by the Rome Club
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In 1980, three out of every four inhabitants of our planet lived in the

underdeveloped world. In view of its present growth trend, from 1990

onwards, there will be 95 million additional inhabitants in the underdevel-

oped countries every year. That is, every eight years its growth will equal

the present population in India and double that of Latin America in 1981.

While the population in the developed regions will grow at a 0.6 per

cent average rate until the year 2000, in the underdeveloped world as a

whole it will grow at a rate of 2.1 per cent, i.e., three times faster. A de-

tailed breakdown of this rate shows that on the African continent the pop-

ulation will increase 2.9 per cent annually; in Latin America, 2.7 per cent;

2.1 per cent in Southern Asia and 1.4 per cent in the underdeveloped

countries of Eastern Asia.

In other words, these growth rates mean that the population of the un-

derdeveloped world will increase by 70 per cent during this quarter of the

century while that of the developed countries will do so only by 17 per

cent. More than 90 per cent of the total population growth in the period up

to the year 2000 will occur in the underdeveloped countries.

Hence, at the end of the century, 79 per cent of the world population

will live in the least developed part of the world. Four out of every five

citizens of the planet will live in an underdeveloped country. The popu-

lation of Africa will more than double during the last 25 years of the cen-

tury, from 399 million in 1975 to 814 million in the year 2000. That of Lat-

in America will also grow by 96 per cent, almost twice the 325 million It

had in 1975. The population in some of the most populous countries of

the underdeveloped world will more than double, as in Bangladesh, Paki-

stan, Nigeria, Mexico or Brazil.

Until recently, the year 2000 seemed an indicator of a distant future of

unforeseeable events. Even today, the year 2000 is referred to at times as

a remote date, a distant milestone in the path of mankind. Some do not

fully realize that the year 2000, which has served as the basis for generally

catastrophic forecasts for the future, is almost within reach. It is just

around the corner. Two thirds of the world population in the year 2000 are

already living in today's world; the infant population born each day in our

countries will comprise the overwhelming majority of the adults by that

time; the children who in the year 2000 will be under 15 - a population

used for so many statistical figures - will be born just two years from
now.

Whatever efforts are made today to protect them, to prevent their death

and illnesses, to provide them with food, housing, medicine, clothing and

education, will shape the basic human qualities of that decisive percentage

of the future population of the planet. And yet, in view of the present

trends, what sort of world will we hand over to those children? What sort

of life lies ahead for those 5 billion mouths that have to be fed in the

countries of our underdeveloped world, those 5 billion bodies that have to

be clothed, shod and sheltered, those 5 billion minds that will strive for
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knowledge, those 5 billion human beings who will struggle for a decent

life, worthy at least of the human condition? What will their quality of life

be like?

It must not be forgotten, however, that the population phenomenon, its

growth and impact on the evolution of world economy - and very espe-

cially in the critical situation of the underdeveloped countries - cannot be

seriously and rigorously analized if, together with the eloquent figures that

have been indicated, the social and economic factors that are the basis and

the main cause of that growth are not taken into account. The peoples of

the underdeveloped countries are not poorer or hungrier, nor do they suf-

fer from disease, nor are they illiterate, as a result of their high birth rates.

The uncontrollable growth of the population does not respond solely to bi-

ological factors; it is, above all, precisely the product of the social, econ-

omic, and cultural conditions to which our peoples have been subjected

throughout centuries of oppression and exploitation. It is evident that peo-

ples' development in itself leads to a reduction in birth rates. One could

speak about birth control, family planning, population policy on a moral,

ethical and truly human basis if the first action is aimed precisely at solv-

ing the causes that give rise to the problem.

Income

Statistics on income show the notorious inequality in today's world be-

tween the richest and poorest countries. According to estimates based on

World Bank data, the per caput Gross National Product of a select group

of 19 developed capitalist countries amounted, in 1980, to $6 658 at 1975

constant values, while 63 of the so-called middle income countries

showed an average of $903, and an additional 33 of the so-called low in-

come countries averaged $168. Hence, according to this Indicator, the gap

currently separating the average inhabitant in the more developed coun-

tries from the average dweller in some of the poorest countries is reflected

in a per caput Gross National Product that is 40 times higher.

A study concluded five years ago in the United States showed that in

the year 2000 the world per caput Gross National Product will have in-

creased by some 53 per cent, reaching the figure of $2 311 at 1975 con-

stant values. In the developed countries as a whole, the average per caput

Gross National Product will amount to almost $8 500, while in the under-

developed countries it will remain under $590. This means that, as a

whole, for both groups of countries, the value of per caput gross produc-

tion, which in 1975 was 11 times lower for the underdeveloped world, will

be 14 times lower by the year 2000, thereby increasing the inferiority gap.

Our countries will be poorer as compared to the more developed nations.

While in the last 25 years of the century the developed countries will

increase their per caput Gross National Product by some $4 160 at 1975

constant values - an increase of more than 96 per cent - this increase will
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barely reach $205 In the case of the underdeveloped countries, that Is, 54

per cent. Each one-dollar Increase in the per caput Gross National Product
of the underdeveloped countries as a whole will mean a $20 Increase In

the developed nations.
2

Concomitantly, if the differences In per caput income levels between
the developed capitalist countries and the Third World have been notable

in recent years, the uneven per caput income distribution within the un-
derdeveloped countries themselves Is even sharper.

Indeed, according to World Bank data relating to a sample of 23 under-
developed countries, it can be noted how 20 per cent of the population of

Let us ask ourselves the following question: at their growth rates

during the 70's, how long will it take the peoples of the underdevel-

oped countries, and particulary those of the poorest nations, to reach

the present per capita income of the major developed capitalist coun

tries?

The mathematical answer is more than significant.

TRENDS IN THE GAP
BETWEEN UNDERDEVELOPED AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Year in which the same

GDP/inhabitant level

would be attained.

All underde-

GDP/Inhabitant veloped Less developed

Countries dollars - 1980 countries countries

United

States 9 890 Year 2407 Year 6007

Federal

Republic

of Germany 11 096 2463 6508

France 9 289 2379 5757

Japan 9 097 2370 5677

Great Britain 5 620 2208 4233

Source : Prepared on the basis of UNCTAD. Handbook of International Trade and
Development Statistics, 1981.

In other words, at their current growth rates, the poorest countries

would need two to four thousand years - or more in some cases - to

bridge the gap separating them from the present level of the most de-

veloped capitalist countries.
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the lowest income levels only receives 1.9-10.4 per cent of total income.

Meanwhile, the 10 per cent with the highest income levels gets 27.5-50.2

per cent of total income. Under such circumstances, it is not surprising

that in 1980, 800 million people in the underdeveloped countries received

an annual per caput income of less than $150. This means that around 24

per cent of the Third World population had a daily income of $0.41 that

year.

The uneven income distribution observed in most countries still subject

to unjust and discriminatory social relations indicates the need for deep

essential changes in their domestic, political and social structures which

will guarantee the broad majorities' access to the benefits of development

policies.

Hunger

Over 500 million human beings go hungry in the world today, almost

all of them in our underdeveloped countries. According to FAO estimates,

in 1975 chronic malnutrition affected 22 per cent of the population in

Africa, 27 per cent in the Far East, 13 per cent in Latin America, and 11

per cent in the Near East. Hunger and undernourishment are permanent

conditions of life for more than one fifth of the population of the under-

developed world, some 15 per cent of the world population.

According to recent FAO data, 40 million people - half of whom are

children - die every year from hunger and malnutrition. If we were to de-

cide to keep a minute of silence for every person who died in 1982 owing

to hunger-related causes we would not be able to celebrate the advent of

the 21st century because we would still have to remain silent. And this

reality pales when compared to the present tragedy of a world that has

come to accept hunger as a day-to-day endemic phenomenon.
UNICEF estimates that over 100 million children under the age of five

- 20 per cent of the world population in that age-group - suffer from pro-

tein-calorie malnutrition. At least 10 million of them suffer from serious

malnutrition, not including the overwhelming majority of children affect-

ed by diseases caused by various types of deficiency.

In 1975, in 80 underdeveloped countries, over 10 per cent of the pop-

ulation suffered from undernourishment. In 49 of them, this figure was

over 15 per cent. Twenty to 25 per cent of the children, 20 to 40 per cent

of adult women and 10 per cent of the men suffered from nutritional

anemia.

According to recent data from the Pan American Health Office, one

million children die every year in Latin America as a result of hunger and

malnutrition. Hunger is the direct cause or main factor associated with 38

per cent of deaths in children under the age of one, and 70 per cent in

children from ages 1-4 in that region of the underdeveloped world, which

is the least critical in terms of food.
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It is estimated that currently in the developed countries, the average per

caput calorie intake amounts to 3 400 daily units, while in the underde-

veloped world it fluctuates from 2 000 to 2 400 and much less than 2 000

in the poorest nations. In 1979, the dally per caput calorie Intake was 7 per

cent under the minimum vital requirements in African countries as a

whole. In the poorest countries the deficit was estimated at over 17 per

cent. Indeed, this indicator - which has generally experienced a slight

overall statistical improvement in recent years - has worsened by more

than 5 per cent in the poorest countries as compared to 1970. In many un-

derdeveloped nations, the ratio between calorie Intake and calorie require-

ments deteriorated in 1963-1975.

AVERAGE CALORIE INTAKE
(1974-76 Average)

Average

Calories requirements

per capita (percentage)

World 2 535 107

Developed countries 3 315 129

Underdeveloped countries 2 180 95

Africa 2 180 93

Far East 2 025 91

Latin America 2 525 106

Near East 2 560 104

Source : Based on FAO. Agricultura. Horizonie 2000, p. 3.

Qualitative analyses show that cereals account for 60 per cent of the cal-

orie sources in the underdeveloped world. The situation is more serious in

Africa where per caput food availability has dropped in recent years and

where, as a whole, 21 per cent of the calories come from roots and tubers

- over 50 per cent in some countries - with an ensuing critically low level

of protein intake.

The average inhabitant of any underdeveloped country today consumes
one third fewer calories than one from a developed nation does, and has

a per caput protein supply equivalent to just 58 per cent of the latter's. In

the underdeveloped countries, per caput animal protein intake is almost

80 per cent lower, and that of fats 3.5 times lower than in the developed

countries.

In comparative terms, during the mid '70s, per caput food supplies rose

3.2 times more in the developed than in the underdeveloped countries.

During the first five years of the past decade, it increased 2.9 times, thus

showing that the food abyss separating the two groups of countries far

from closing is growing wider.
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This situation is particularly distressing because it is increasingly obvi-

ous that the problem is not production or the physical Inability to ensure

an adequate food supply to the growing world population. Indeed, con-

trary to some tendentious statements on this question, there is no inverse

correlation between the growth rate in food production and the growth

rate of the population. In any case, the correlation between these two ele-

ments is not mathematical but social. The conditions for production and

reproduction of material life determine the form and proportion in which

food is distributed, both among nations as well as among social groups in

every country.

In other words, sufficient food is produced in the world. However, there

are people who go hungry and there are people who starve to death.

It is obvious that an Important part of the solution to this acute problem

lies in guaranteeing sufficient food sources. Everyone agrees with that.

But the solution does not depend only on the search for technical or scien-

tific answers to increase food production and productivity, or on the in-

corporation of new lands to food production; rather, it is inextricably

linked to the solution of the main structural problems of the economies

of most underdeveloped countries and to the present international eco-

nomic order, thus preventing equitable food distribution, both domestical-

ly among the various population and income groups, as well as internatio-

nally.

For instance, in Latin America - the Third World region with the best

relative food situation - the United Nations Economic Commission for

Latin America (ECLA) verified that during 1971-1974 the poorest 20 per

cent of the population - representing only 3 per cent of the total income
- consumed an energy-deficient diet ranging from 550 to 700 calories be-

low the required level. In turn, 50 per cent of the Latin American popu-

lation - representing 14 per cent of income - barely reached the minimum
calorie intake. On the other hand, 5 per cent of the population - account-

ing for 31 per cent of the income - consumed 1 700 to 2 300 calories above

average requirements.

FAO considers that just by supplying some 230 kilograms of cereals a

year per person, the minimun dally calorie requirement of an average hu-

man being would be adequately met. The world produces some 1.3 billion

tons of cereals per year, making it possible to supply the required 230 kil-

ograms to more than 5 billion people, that is, a figure almost 20 per cent

larger than the present world population. Various recent studies have

reached the conclusion that the Earth's present cereal production capacity

can be increased many times over. Taken as a whole, the total world food

output currently is above the calorie and protein requirements of every in-

habitant on the planet.

Consequently, the causes of the currently dramatic problem of hunger
lie elsewhere. Global statistics do not reveal its true dimension since all

too often they do not take into account the differentials between the var-
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ious income sectors of the population of a given country or region. Hunger

Is a phenomenon intimately associated with poverty, with the marked In-

come imbalances In most of our countries, with the lack of opportunities,

with ignorance, Inequalities and Injustice.

An eloquent example of food inequality between the various regions of

the world today is the fact that while tens of millions of people literally

starve to death In the poorest countries every year, health statistics from

the developed capitalist countries reveal the continuous growth - among
the highest income population strata - in the Incidence of illnesses deriv-

ing at least partially from an excessive food intake or unbalanced diets.

This is a result of excess consumption of energy sources of which huge

portions of the population in the underdeveloped world are deprived.

While In some developed capitalist countries there are huge food sur-

pluses and the world frequently witnesses deliberate cutbacks in produc-

tion or the absurd destruction of sizeable amounts of food In the Interest

of price and market competition, FAO considers that the underdeveloped

countries' food reserves have reached the most critical level ever recalled.

This inequality is notably compounded by the relatively faster rise in

food prices in Third World countries as compared to developed nations.

While in the latter, prices rose at a 10 per cent average annual rate In

1972-1980, in the poorest nations it averaged over 16 per cent during that

same period.

The FAO Director-General recently referred to this situation as a "ter-

rible paradox":

Though there is sufficient food for everyone, 500 million people are

still suffering from hunger and disease and even die because they are

too poor to buy the food that is already there. In some countries moun-
tains of food are stockpiled, while In others hunger and poverty persist.

The obese are seeking new cures and the malnourished are offered no

remedies. Many pets are pampered while hungry children are forgot-

ten. Is this not a strange phenomenon that historians and economists

of future times will undoubtedly consider mysterious and inexpli-

cable?
2

Almost all recent projections coincide in stating that by the beginning

of the new century there will be more hungry and undernourished people

in the world than there are today.

FAO, for example, estimates that 10 years from now 150 million human
beings will join those who are currently suffering from hunger and mal-

nutrition. For its part, the World Bank estimates that the number of un-

dernourished will rise from 40P to 600 million in the mid-'TOs to the im-

pressive amount of 1.3 billion in the year 2000. That is, the number of

hungry people In the world will more than double. UNICEF foresees that

in the year 2000 one out of every five children In the world will be mal-

nourished. According to one such projection, hundreds of millions of hu-
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man beings in the underdeveloped world will starve to death before the

year 2000.

As regards food, the gap between underdeveloped and developed coun-

tries will also widen. While in 1974-1976, in the developed countries, per

caput calorie intake was already 29 per cent above the minimum daily re-

quirement, it will continue to rise sharply toward the year 2000. In other

words, .the average inhabitant of the developed world will have at that

time well over one third more than the calorie resources required. How-
ever, the average inhabitant in the underdeveloped world as a whole will

have fewer calories per capita. In 1974-1976, this calorie intake was al-

ready 5 per cent below minimum requirements for the normal develop-

ment of the human being's vital faculties.

A regional projection of food data shows that, among other alarming in-

dicators, in the final quarter of the century the estimated per caput calorie

Intake will in fact drop by 4 per cent in Northern Africa and the Middle

East and by a disastrous 13 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa, as compared

to current levels. In the latter, the prospect of an overall per caput calorie

intake of 23 per cent below minimum dally requirements is envisaged by

the year 2000, with even more dramatic figures in some individual coun-

tries.

Projections in per caput cereal consumption are equally somber. While

in 1975 in the developed world individual annual consumption averaged

180 per cent more cereals - including those transformed into meat, milk

and eggs - than in the underdeveloped countries, this difference will in-

crease to 237 per cent in the year 2000.

Health

Squalor, disease and lack of health care are other basic aspects - togeth-

er with hunger - characterizing the dramatic social situation in the under-

developed countries. The analysis of some indicators and figures is reveal-

ing.

While in the developed countries life expectancy at birth ranges from 72

to 74 years, in the underdeveloped world this rate does not surpass 55

years. This means that the average inhabitant in a developed country may
hope to live at least 17 years more than the inhabitant in an underdevel-

oped country. These 17 years are precisely those separating us from the

21st century. Billions of human beings who could have continued living

until that date will nevertheless die before the year 2000, many of them
due to the lack of adequate health care.

In some Third World regions, life expectancy is even shorter. In the

countries in Central and Western Africa, for example, life expectancy
fluctuates from 42 to 44 years.

This difference is not confined solely to the possibility of a longer life

but is also reflected in the premature aging and relative deterioration of In-
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dividual health. While in the developed countries full maturity is attained

at the age of 45, in other nations this is the most it can be hoped to live.

According to World Health Organization data, infant mortality - fluc-

tuating from 10 to 20 deaths per 1000 live births in the developed coun-

tries as a whole in 1981 - amounted, in the group of the poorest countries,

to a figure at least ten times higher. UNICEF has stated this reality gra-

phically and dramatically: of the 122 million children born in 1980 - dec-

lared by the international community as International Year of the Child

- 12 million (one out of ten) died before the end of 1981, 95 per cent of

them in underdeveloped countries. UNICEF itself points out that two

years later, i.e., in 1982, the number of children who died before the age

of one surpassed the figure of 14.5 million.

According to WHO figures, in the poorest countries, some 200 children

out of every 1000 live births die before the age of one, 100 die before the

age of five and only 500 reach the age of 40. UNICEF estimated at 17 mil-

lion the number of children under 5 who died during the past year.

During their first year of life, 9 out of 10 children in the poorest coun-

tries are never given the most elementary health services, much less are

they vaccinated against the most common childhood diseases. Malnutri-

tion, squalor and infectious and parasitic diseases - factors closely asso-

ciated with poverty and social and economic backwardness - are the lead-

ing cause of child deaths in the underdeveloped countries.

In a report published at the beginning of 1982. the Executive Director

of UNICEF summarized the overall situation of children in the underde-

veloped world as follows:

The life of a child, far from being invaluable, was worth less than $100

in 1981. If judiciously spent in favor of every single one of the 500 mil-

lion poorest children of the world and their mothers, this sum would
have covered basic health assistance, elementary education, care dur-

ing pregnancy and dietary improvement, and would have ensured

hygienic conditions and water supply for them. In short, it would have

covered basic vital needs. In practice, it turned out to be too high a

price for the world community. That is why, in 1981. every two sec-

onds a child paid that price with his life. Barely 10 per cent of these

children were vaccinated against the six most common and dangerous

childhoood diseases. No more than $5 per child would have been

needed to vaccinate all Third World children. Not doing so takes 5

million lives every year.

The year 1981 has been another year of 'silent emergency': 40 thou-

sand children have died silently every day; 100 million children have

silently gone to bed hungry every night; 10 million children have si-

lently become physically or mentally deficient; 200 million children be-

tween the ages of 6 and 11 have witnessed in silence how others at-

tended school; in short, one fifth of the world population has struggled

silently for mere survival.
3
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Hunger and malnutrition are directly responsible for the so-called defi-

ciency diseases. Endemic goiter, for example, caused by iodine insuffi-

ciency, affects an estimated 200 million people.

Between 180 and 250 million human beings suffer from schistosomiasis

in the underdeveloped world, particularly in 70 countries where this dis-

ease is endemic. An additional 650 million people suffer from ascariasis,

and 20 million from onchocercosis or river blindness which affects up to

20 per cent of adults in some regions in Africa.

Malaria kills one million children a year in the African continent. Eight

hundred and fifty million people live in areas where the fight against ma-
laria has been only partial, and an additional 250 million in areas where

nothing has been done in fighting this disease. Nevertheless, it is estimat-

ed that the world cost of malaria campaigns would amount to $2 billion

per annum.

Every day, 35 thousand children under the age of five die victim to di-

arrheic diseases, almost all of them in the underdeveloped countries. In

Latin America alone, these diseases caused some 200 thousand deaths a

year.

In 1982, the discovery of the causal agent of tuberculosis reached its

centennial. This disease, more than any other, is deeply associated with

socio-economic factors, among which malnutrition, overcrowding, deplor-

able living conditions, squalor, debility from related diseases, ignorance

and lack of medical care are paramount. According to WHO data, ev. ry

year 3 million people die from tuberculosis, 4 to 5 million new serious

cases occur, and a similar figure suffer from milder forms. These cases oc-

cur mainly among the large impoverished masses of the underdeveloped

world and among the poorest, disadvantaged and exploited individuals in

the more developed societies. This terrible disease nevertheless, could be

prevented for a few pennies' worth; and, when it does occur, it can be

cured. One hundred years after Robert Koch's brilliant discovery, tuber-

culosis continues to be a terrible scourge for mankind.

The balance of these and many other statistical illustrations that could

be mentioned leads to a distressing conclusion: diseases defeated by

science, which could be prevented and eradicated through adequate mea-
sures and at times minimal resources, are still the leading cause of death

today in the underdeveloped world. UNICEF estimates that 90 per cent of

the lives of small children who die in underdeveloped countries could be

saved through the implementation of adequate programs of vaccination,

nutrition, perinatal care, drinking water supply, environmental improve-

ment, and nutrition and health education for mothers.

Maternal malnutrition and health problems result in the birth of 21 mil-

lion underweight babies in the underdeveloped countries. According to a

WHO study, 43 to 47 per cent of all perinatal deaths in 7 countries occur

in cases of underweight babies.
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Twenty-five million women experience serious complications during

pregnancy and delivery every year. Maternal mortality rates are 20 to 100

times higher in the underdeveloped than in the developed countries. In

absolute figures, UNICEF estimates that 500 000 women die in Africa

and Asia every year due to pregnancy and delivery-related causes, two

thirds of them victims of malnutrition and anemia.

One hundred and twenty million children in the underdeveloped coun-

tries suffer from some kind of physical or mental handicap, over 100 mil-

lion of them lacking all the means or services for rehabilitation. In 1978,

ten per cent of the population in Africa - over 40 million people - suffered

from various forms of disability.

Polio, a disease eradicated in the most developed countries, continues

to take a toll of tens of thousands of victims every year among children

in the underdeveloped countries, where still no vaccination programs are

being launched. Vaccines, worth only a few pennies, could prevent the oc-

currence of new cases, thus saving thousands of people every year from

joining the huge mass of the handicapped.

According to data published by WHO, every year there are 250 000 new

cases of blind children in the world, one hundred thousand of them due

to lack of vitamin A. The latter could be prevented by simply adding a

handful of vegetables to their daily diet, or merely by administering, every

six months, a vitamin A pill costing a few pennies.

The struggle against contagious ophthalmopathologies could save 7 mil-

lion people from blindness in the Middle East during the coming two or

three decades. WHO recognizes that the most important factor in

preventing blindness is the improvement of living conditions, diet, drink-

ing water supply and environmental conditions. Without adequate mea-

sures, by the year 2000 in the world there will be twice the number of

blind people existing today.

UNICEF states that most of the ailments of handicapped children in

underdeveloped countries could have been prevented through sufficient

nutrition, adequate obstetric practices and better programs against infec-

tious perinatal diseases. Moreover, with early diagnosis and appropriate

treatment, many of these aliments would not have led to disability. In 9

out of 10 cases, these ailments could have been prevented or kept from

becoming permanently incapacitating.

In this regard, WHO has confirmed the decisive effect of poverty - with

its offshoots of malnutrition, infectious diseases and other environmental

problems - on ailments leading to mental disability and handicap. Accord-

ing to WHO publications, 25 to 30 per cent of the children living in poor

neighborhoods in the big cities of underdeveloped countries who go to a

general health-care center suffer from some kind of mental deficiency.

This ratio ranges from 15 to 18 per cent in rural areas.

However, in the light of these figures, what are health care realities like

in the underdeveloped world now? In the developed world, there is 1 doc-
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tor for every 520 inhabitants. In the underdeveloped countries, this rate

fluctuates from 1 for every 2 700 in countries with the highest relative de-

velopment, to 1 for every 17 000 in the poorest nations. In some rural areas

of the latter, there is only 1 doctor for every 200 000 inhabitants.

As a whole, the same amount of people in a developed country has 6

times more doctors, 5 times more pharmacists, and 12 times more nurses

than in an underdeveloped country. In the latter, 1.5 billion - over two

thirds of mankind - lack all possible access to medical care, among them
400 million children under the age of six.

A total of 120 000 doctors from the underdeveloped countries are work-

ing in five developed countries alone - the United States, England, Cana-

da, Federal Republic of Germany and Australia. Meanwhile, the popula-

tion in the underdeveloped countries has an overall average of 10 to 14

hospital beds for every 10 000 inhabitants, as compared to 95 in the de-

veloped world.

The comparative figures for per caput public health expenditures are

equally illustrative. According to 1980 estimates, developed countries

spent - statistically speaking - a per capita of $244 from their annual bud-

get on health care, while per caput public expenditures in the poorest na-

tions was $1.7 a year, i.e., 144 times less. In percentages of GNP, figures

are 3.9 per cent for developed countries as compared to 1 per cent for the

poorest nations.

The health situation in the underdeveloped world is revealed to be all

the more serious when factors such as the true quality of, and access to,

medical services or the mere possibility of purchasing medicines - in the

case of the largest segment of the population who lack sufficient income

to afford the cost of these services - are included in the analysis.

According to the data published in the WHO official magazine, in 1978

the world market for pharmaceuticals amounted to $70 billion. Eigh-

ty-five per cent is located in the industrialized world and 65 per cent in

OECD countries. The share of the underdeveloped world - three quarters

of the world population - accounts for only 15 per cent. Eighty-eight per

cent of the production of pharmaceuticals takes place in industrialized

countries, and only 12 per cent in underdeveloped nations. In this item

alone, the trade deficit that year amounted to $2 billion. Whereas in the

underdeveloped world per caput expenditure on drugs is less than $1, in

the developed countries it is more than $70 per capita.

The population's access to drugs and biological products is essential to

health. The bleak reality is that this fundamental item, far from becoming
more accesible, has been turned into a source of exploitation and econom-
ic plunder of Third World countries.

In general terms, given the present technological and scientific develop-

ment, the transnational pharmaceutical industry of the market-economy
developed countries obtained gigantic profits through the marketing of

products with very low production costs. This accounts for the fact that
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many of these products cannot be purchased by those who need them and
have furthermore become an Important foreign exchange drain for under-

developed nations. WHO issued a list of some 200 drugs deemed essential

for countries of the underdeveloped world. They were products that would

adequately meet the basic requirements of these countries, thus enabling

them to avoid huge occasional expenditures on unnecessary drugs. Many
of these drugs and vaccines, moreover, could be produced in the Third

World countries at a very low cost.

Some health projections indicate that - in line with present trends - by

the year 2000 infant mortality rates in developed countries will reach 10

for every 1000 live births, whereas in the underdeveloped world, with

great difficulty, it will remain at 50; that is, it will continue to be at least

5 times higher. As regards life expectancy at birth, more optimistic fore-

casts put it at approximately 65 years in the underdeveloped countries as

a whole and from 75 to 80 in the developed world. Nevertheless, even in

that case, the poorest one third of mankind cannot expect to live over 50.

These basic indicators show that if these conditions and tendencies con-

tinue, there would be relatively little change in the health situation at the

beginning of the 21st century.

As long as health fails to be considered as a fundamental right of man
and a duty of the community; as long as the responsibility of the State and

of society in regards to health-care fails to be recognized; as long as in-

equalities in the distribution of health resources, both internationally and

domestically, fail to disappear; as long as poverty, hunger, ignorance and

squalor fail to be directly fought against, little will be achieved in improv-

ing human health in the underdeveloped world.

Education

Underdevelopment is, among other things, lack of learning and lack of

the possibility to learn. It is not only how many cannot read or write. It

is also how many cannot learn to read or write, or pass on to higher levels

of education, due to the lack of teachers, schools and the minimum con-

ditions beyond those most elementary for subsistence. That is why the

dramatic educational and cultural problems of the underdeveloped world

cannot be isolated from its overall socio-economic situation.

UNESCO estimates that in 1980 there were 814 million illiterate adults

in the world, most of them in the underdeveloped countries. In this re-

spect, the progress attained by mankind in the 20 years that have elapsed

since the early 1960's - a period of sudden upsurge in science and
knowledge - brought with it an increase of 100 million people who cannot

read or write. Should these trends continue, by the turn of the 21st cen-

tury, the world will have nearly one billion illiterates, that is, over 15 per

cent of the estimated world population by that time.
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According to UNESCO data, 48 per cent of the adult population in the

underdeveloped countries is illiterate. Ten underdeveloped countries

alone account for 425 million illiterates. In 23 of the poorest countries,

over 70 per cent of their adult population cannot read or write.

A characteristic of illiteracy is that it is greater in rural than in urban ar-

eas, and among women than among men. The World Health Organization

estimates that women account for 66 per cent of the illiterate population.

It is not by chance, however, that the geographic and social distribution

of illiteracy is almost the same as that of poverty. Illiterates are, as a rule,

also the poorest, the most poorly fed, the least healthy, the most disadvan-

taged and exploited. The illiteracy figures reveal the frustrated develop-

ment of human capacites and potential; the limitations on the individual

as a human being and as part of a community; exploitation and ignorance

as to a better future; the dramatic social effects of underdevelopment; loss

of national identity; social and economic backwardness.

According to UNESCO and UNICEF data, over 200 million children in

the underdeveloped world lack schools or the means and possibilities to

attend school. Less than half the children born every year will have the

possibility of learning to read and write. Less than 4 out of every 10 chil-

dren attending school in the underdeveloped countries as a whole finish

elementary education. About 15 to 20 per cent of primary school pupils

are repeaters, and drop-out levels are extremely high.

The rationale behind these data and the cause of these indices is the

situation of poverty that forces them to drop out of school, the distances

that have to be covered to get to school and the deplorable material con-

ditions of many of the schools. It should be borne in mind that no less

than 14 per cent of the children between 10 and 14 years of age in the un-

derdeveloped countries have no other alternative in their lives than to join

the active labor force to help support themselves and their families. One
out of every 4 children in the underdeveloped world enters economically

active life without an education.

In the data of the World Bank's Report on World Development in 1980,

it is noted that - in spite of the huge demographic differences - for every

secondary -level student in an underdeveloped country, there are almost 4

in the developed capitalist countries. In the underdeveloped world, only 4

per cent of the population between 20 and 24 years of age is enrolled in

university education, while in the developed countries it is 36 per cent. To
add to an already gloomy situation, there is the number of university grad-

uates that are lost every year in the underdeveloped countries due to the

brain drain of the major capitalist powers.

With a population three times that of the developed countries, the un-

derdeveloped world had 732 000 teachers less in 1977. Another factor to

be borne in mind is the insufficient training of teaching staff and the lack

of ways and means to remedy this insufficiency in many underdeveloped

countries, which has its effect on the limited and poor quality teaching

provided.
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In the developed countries, in 1978, there were 22 scientists and

engineers for every ten thousand Inhabitants. In the underdeveloped

countries as a whole, this same ratio was barely 1.2. UNESCO estimates

that during that same year developed countries accounted for 95.6 per

cent of all expenditures in scientific research.

According to UNESCO estimates, in 1977 the world invested in educa-

tion an average of $126 per inhabitant. But, while in the developed coun-

tries the indicator was $314 per inhabitant, in the underdeveloped

countries it was less than $24, i.e., 13 times less resources per capita for ed-

ucation.

It is imperative to stress another aspect that hampers efforts in the pur-

suit of education and cultural development in our countries. Imperialist

mass media are continuously, sometimes subtly and sometimes openly,

carrying out a process of Ideological and cultural penetration aimed at er-

oding our national identities, creating habits and patterns of conduct for-

eign to the needs and possibilities of the peoples of the Third World, be-

littling and deforming our people's cultures in their own eyes. This, of

course, has no bearing on the flow of ideas or on the legitimate exchange

of the products of their cultures among peoples. These very mass media

are working to create a consumerist image devoid of all rationality and are

trying to impose mesmerizing illusions on our peoples as absolute truths.

An enormous percentage of the television programs broadcast today in the

Third World come from developed capitalist countries. The transnational

press agencies manipulate the news coming out of our countries and pre-

sent it to their own convenience; or they transmit foreign news to our

countries from an intentionally slanted view point. Thus, they use the

press and radio to flood the underdeveloped countries with a product de-

signed to distort reality. This endeavor to dominate our minds was clearly

exposed and denounced in a forum of the Ministers of Culture of the Lat-

in American countries recently convened by UNESCO.

Employment

While poverty is the very basis of the present social situation in the un-
derdeveloped world and is directly related to the serious problem of low
income for large segments of our countries' population, it is in turn closely
linked to the employment situation there.

The phenomenon of unemployment and underemployment is another
facet of the present social situation of the underdeveloped countries. It

cannot be seen as a mere quantitative issue, i.e., as a simple non-use or
inability of these economies to use the entire labor force, but as a

qualitative result of the irrational and unjust nature of the existing system
of economic relations. From it stems the paradox that productive human
capacity is not fully used in a world where there is so much poverty and
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where the most basic needs of millions of human beings are not being

met.

In the early 1980's, the world's economically active population was es-

timated at approximately 1.8 billion, of which some 1.2 billion - 67 per

cent - lived in the underdeveloped countries. In comparison with the

demographic growth rate, the economically active population in the un-
derdeveloped countries increases by 1.7 per cent, whereas in the devel-

oped countries it increases by only 1.1 per cent.

The huge economic, scientific and technological gap between underde-

veloped and developed countries is evidenced in the different structures

of the economically active population. In 1980, according to World Bank
data, in the underdeveloped countries, 71 per cent was employed in agri-

culture, 14 per cent in industry, and 15 per cent in services, while the

figures for developed countries were 6, 38 and 56 per cent respectively.

The obvious malformation of the occupational structure in the underde-

veloped countries is one of the elements which are at the root of the se-

rious unemployment and underemployment situation in these countries.

According to the most recent ILO estimates, the total amount of unem-
ployed and underemployed in the underdeveloped world is already over

500 million, accounting for approximately 50 per cent of the region's eco-

nomically active population. According to available data from a sample of

underdeveloped countries, their average unemployment rate has been

over 10 per cent since the early 1970's. In addition, the overall socio-eco-

nomic situation in the underdeveloped countries produces huge masses of

underemployed, which constitute a substantial waste of the labor force in

these countries.

The phenomenon of unemployment and underemployment in the un-

derdeveloped countries is aggravated by the growing migration of large ru-

ral masses to urban areas, due to extremely poor living conditions and to

the lack of employment in rural areas. This they paradoxically attempt to

solve by crowding into the slums where living conditions are not so dif-

ferent, thus also swelling the vast army of urban unemployed. The global

analysis of the unemployment and underemployment figures in the un-

derdeveloped countries masks the different evolution of these phenomena
in the two main sections of the population in each country. Overt unem-
ployment is higher in urban areas. On the other hand, productive activ-

ities in rural areas tend more to produce covert unemployment, or under-

employment.

The low income of the Third World countries' population and the high

percentage of households depending on only one income are one of the

main reasons why child labor is higher in the underdeveloped world than

elsewhere. According to ILO data, of the 52 million children under 15 that

were part of the labor force in 1979, almost 51 million, that is 98 per cent,

lived in the underdeveloped countries. Needless to say, very often it is

these children who have the menial and lowest paid jobs. A consequence
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of the serious economic situation of the capitalist countries has been that

employers tend to replace male labor by child and female labor as a way
to increase profits.

As to working conditions, the duration of the working week may be an

illustrative indicator. In developed countries, it goes from 35 to 40 hours,

while in underdeveloped countries it ranges between 45 and 56, averaging

approximately 47, 48 and 44 hours In Africa, Asia and Latin America, re-

spectively. Thus, the working week Is at present between 28 and 40 per

cent higher in the underdeveloped countries than in the developed coun-
tries.

In the market-economy developed countries themselves, unemploy-
ment has presently reached the highest figures of the post-war. In OECD
countries it already amounts to over 32 million, 10 per cent of the total la-

bor force. Many of them - the most exploited and disadvantaged of the

system, lacking jobs and inmediate prospects - constitute the core of the

explosive and critical situation about which their governments are so con-

cerned. However, in the underdeveloped world hundreds of millions of

workers are permanently jobless and many are temporarily employed In

secondary and poorly remunerated activities. They lack subsidies and

ways to cope with their situation, the root causes of which are precisely

the conditions of backwardness and dependence the underdeveloped

countries have been subjected to. It is necessary to struggle to find solu-

tions for the 32 million unemployed in developed countries, but it is also

essential, morally indispensable and economically decisive to find solu-

tions for the huge unemployed masses of the underdeveloped countries.

The relationship between unemployment, underemployment and

poverty has become ever-clearer. In the face of a more or less chronic

world-wide recession, affecting the level of unemployment and underem-

ployment, workers tend to accept lower wages, very often below the legal-

ly-established limits. This also has a direct impact on the increase of the

number of people living in conditions of extreme poverty.

Forecasts as to likely trends in the employment situation in underdevel-

oped countries often coincide on its gradual worsening. Thus, for exam-

ple, according to the ILO, in 1987 the economically active population will

be 2 045 million, some 250 million additional workers, 85 per cent of

whom will be in the underdeveloped countries. In order to absorb the

demographic growth and eliminate unemployment, jobs would have to be

annually increased by 3.9 per cent in the underdeveloped countries. ILO
estimates that from 1980 to 2000 it would be necessary to create 880 mil-

lion jobs in the underdeveloped countries.

We could not conclude this section without making a number of refer-

ences to women, both as regards employment and general living condi-

tions which are specially cruel and unequal in the underdeveloped coun-

tries.

In general, women suffer incredible exploitation and discrimination, but

this becomes more acute in the Third World where they are forced to bear
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the brunt of poverty in the economic sphere as well as in the spheres of

health and culture. One can get an idea of the extremely serious economic

situation facing women in underdeveloped countries, from ILO data,

which show that although women make up 35 per cent of the world labor

force, they receive only one tenth of world income.

But in the developed countries there is a much greater percentage of

women who have access to work. In the underdeveloped world, in coun-

tries where male unemployment and underemployment sometimes ex-

tends to more than 50 per cent of the labor force, women -including those

who have some sort of skill - face insurmountable obstacles. They get the

most menial and lowest paid jobs.

As a sector of Third World society, women suffer doubly all the calam-

ities related to the living conditions that exist in our area. Because they

are the ones that bear the heavy burden of the home, they are the worst

hit by the lack of hospitals, medical care, schools, children's institutions,

child-mother programs, hygiene, and so on. An extremely high number of

women receive no attention during pregnancy. A much higher percentage

than in the developed countries die during delivery without any type of

care; and it is women who, in the poorest countries, must see half their

children die before they are 15 years old.

Housing and other material conditions

Over one billion people - one fourth of mankind - today live in condi-

tions of extreme poverty, with all its overcrowding, insecurity and unsan-

itary conditions. Around 300 million children, approximately 20 per cent

of the world's infant population, are in this situation.

Although the housing problem in underdeveloped countries is directly

related to demographic growth, an analysis centered only on this factor

would be a partial and consequently superficial approach to the problem.

It is self-evident that this problem is also closely linked to the so-called

phenomenon of "explosive urbanization" in the underdeveloped world,

among others.

For the first time in history, urban population growth in the underde-

veloped countries is, in absolute terms, higher than that of the rural pop-

ulation. In 1950, there were 25 cities in these countries with over one mil-

lion inhabitants and a total population of 50 million. By 1985, there will

be 147 cities in the underdeveloped world with over one million inhabit-

ants, and a population of 465 million. It has been predicted that by the

year 2000, 12 of the 15 most populous cities will be in underdeveloped

countries. Rural exodus will, in some cases, account for 90 per cent of the

estimated urban population growth.

In the last 20 years of the century, the urban infant population in the

underdeveloped world will almost double, to reach 666 million by the late

1990's. Ten cities at least in the underdeveloped countries will have over
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10 million inhabitants, among them Mexico with over 30 million, and Cal-

cutta and Bombay with almost 20 million each. By the year 2000, approx-

imately 40 per cent of the population of the underdeveloped world will be

urban.

This projected urbanization means that the underdeveloped countries

will demand an increase of almost 70 per cent in their urban services to

be able to keep the 1975 per caput services level, which is known to be

highly insufficient in most cases.

To cope with demographic growth alone, it would be necessary to build

almost 750 million new houses in the underdeveloped countries before the

end of the century. UNESCO has estimated that an annual housing con-

struction rate of 8-10 per 1 000 inhabitants would be globally required. At

present, in most underdeveloped countries, the rate is 2-4 per 1 000 inhab-

itants, and in many countries it is under 1.

Apart from the effective proportional decrease of the rural population

and potentially, agricultural production, this phenomenon of accelerated

urbanization in the underdeveloped world entails other significant social

problems. Firstly, the unrestrained growth of such urban concentrations

produces significant sources of environmental pollution, which add to

other factors that in today's world contribute to degradate the environ-

ment.

But perhaps even more serious is that a significant per cent of this ur-

ban population increase is based on the proliferation of slums, with the

consequent worsening of problems resulting from the very poor and un-

healthy conditions characterizing such human settlements. Overcrow-

ding, promiscuity, lack of running water and sanitary facilities, increased

violence, prostitution, drug addiction, crime and other signs of anti-social

behavior, are some of the social consequences generated in most under-

developed countries by this type of urban growth. Given its known social

and economic roots, such growth, is not and cannot by any means be

planned in order to ensure minimal elementary conditions of urban devel-

opment.

Even now, in many large cities of the underdeveloped countries, be-

tween one fourth and two thirds of the population live in slums. The
trend, unfortunately, is to an increasing proliferation of these deplorable

human settlements. Most of the population in these monstruous urban

conglomerates that are expected to grow even more over the next two

decades, will live under the same or perhaps even worse conditions.

Another problem greatly affecting the living conditions of broad masses

of the population in the underdeveloped world is the access and availabili-

ty of proper water sources.

Although water covers three quarters of the planet's surface, only 0.8

per cent of- the world's sources is fit for human or animal consumption.

Of that minimal porcentage, only part is available or accessible, and an

even smaller part is not yet polluted by human or natural forces.
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It is estimated that water requirements for human consumption, agri-

culture and industry by the year 2000 will triple. In addition, in many
areas of the world - mainly the underdeveloped world - water supply is al-

ready a problem. According to some projections, the world per caput water

supply will decrease by 35 per cent as a result of demographic growth

alone. The problem also relates to the increasing destruction or pollution

of water sources and coastal ecosystems due to accelerated urbanization,

uncontrolled industrialization and the use of pesticides and other polluting

chemicals in agriculture.

At present, according to WHO estimates, about 2 billion human beings

lack permanent and adequate water supply sources. WHO also estimates

that in 1976, 78 per cent of the world's rural population, mostly in under-

developed countries, lacked appropriate water supply facilities. The UN
estimates that four out of every five children living in rural areas of the

underdeveloped world lack suitable drinking water and sanitary condi-

tions.

The main causes of the underdeveloped countries' morbidity and mor-

tality rates are water-related diseases: enteric fevers, dysentery, typhoid

fever, cholera, amoeba infections, schistosomiasis, and many others.

WHO estimates that some 750 thousand people die each month from dis-

eases caused by polluted water. Over 1.5 billion inhabitants of the under-

developed world are exposed to these diseases, and hundreds of millions

of new cases are registered every year.

A survey conducted under the auspices of WHO shows that a mother

in East Africa consumes 12-27 per cent of her energy every day carrying

water to be used at home by her family. In some African cities, a worker

may 'spend 10 per cent of salary to purchase water.

In a world witnessing spectacular advances in science and technology,

devoting colossal resources to the creation of means capable of destroying

mankind, the permanence of conditions forcing tens of millions of women
and children in underdeveloped countries to spend a considerable part of

their time and energy merely to find and fetch this vital liquid sometimees

from several kilometers away, is something shameful. With an annual $6

billion contribution on the part of the international community - less than

the amount mankind devotes to military expenditures in five days, a very

small share of yearly expenditures in alcoholic beverages - the objectives

of the UN Water Decade would be totally fulfilled.

One thing should not be overlooked in this analysis and it is the fact

that almost two billion inhabitants of the underdeveloped world depend

on wood for cooking and heating. FAO estimates that the annual con-

sumption of wood for these purposes is over 1.4 billion cubic meters and

that it could rise in the year 2000 much above that figure. In fact, firewood

for cooking and heating accounts for almost 90 per cent of wood con-

sumption in the underdeveloped countries. In the poorest countries, 9 out

of every 10 people depend on firewood for these vital needs.
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The traditional sources of energy - firewood, manure and plant wastes -

meet 50-75 per cent of the total energy needs of the underdeveloped

countries, according to World Bank data. In Africa It Is 90 per cent. Fire-

wood is the most widely used. In Tanzania firewood accounts for 59 per

cent of the energy spent, manure 38 per cent, plant wastes 2.5 per cent

and other sources 0.5 per cent. Firewood represents 70 per cent of total

consumption of energy in Africa, 34 per cent in Latin America and 30 per

cent in Asia.

According to the World Bank, firewood consumption In the underde-

veloped countries leads to the deforestation of 10-15 million hectares per

year. Due to the destruction of forests, the obtention of firewood is al-

ready a critical problem in many regions of the underdeveloped world.

FAO Itself estimates that over one billion people live in areas where there

is a serious firewood shortage. And current trends indicate that by the

turn of the century the shortage of firewood will likely affect over two bil-

lion people, that is, about one third of mankind, for whom such a vital re-

source will be physically and economically further out of their reach.

THE UNDERDEVELOPED WORLD

Hungry + 500 million

Life expectancy under 60 1.7 billion

Lacking medical care 1.5 billion

Living in extreme poverty + 1 billion

Unemployed and underemployed in the underdevel-

oped world + 500 million

Annual per capita income under $150 800 million

Illiterate adults 814 million

Children lacking schools or unable to attend + 200 million

Lacking permanent and adequate water sources 2 billion

Depending on firewood for their vital needs + 1.5 billion

The indicators examined do not fully reveal the scope of the social prob-

lems being faced by the underdeveloped world, almost at the turn of the

century. No matter how illustrative figures may be, they could never show
the tragic realities of life for the broad masses of the population in the un-

derdeveloped countries.

Underdevelopment is a singularly global economic and social phenom-
enon. It is first and foremost, a political fact. While isolated for individual

analysis, all its manifestations are integrated into a single whole. They are

complementary, Interrelated elements that are both active and essential in

conditioning the overall phenomenon. Exploitation and dependence,
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poverty and hunger, insecurity and unemployment, lack of sanitation and

ignorance, are in a way forms or approaches to the single reality of under-

development, the basis of which is but an unjust international economic

order and blatant inequality in the distribution of wealth, both among na-

tions and within nations.

A comprehensive approach is required to fight this situation and to

struggle for diminishing or eradicating such inequalities. It is not, as some
say, a matter of lowering fertility and birth rates separately to check or

control demographic growth. Nor is it a matter of implementing effective

policies for the preservation of resources and environmental conservation.

The solutions are not solely or even mainly physical, but social. It is a

question of improving the quality of life, not only fighting the serious

shortages in every sphere, but acting on them where the development of

our societies is concerned, which is not necessarily economic growth.

The trends which serve as the basis for the somber immediate outlook

for the world - and for the underdeveloped countries in particular - are

the most obvious expressions of the unbearable situation of injustice and

inequality still prevailing today. But they are not necessarily inexorable.

Mankind can, if it really wants, act to change that increasingly unjust fu-

ture for one that is bright and equitable.
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11
Arms build-up and development

Faced with the most severe economic crisis in the last 50 years, today's

world is confronted by the most absurd arms race in all of its history, an

arms race which, because of its scope, destructive power, and technolog-

ical sophistication, poses the greatest danger ever known to mankind, and

provides the clearest proof of the irrationality and squandering that char-

acterize the present crisis in international relations.

As part of its policy of coercion, threats, destabilization and aggression

- with the ensuing increase of international tension and the climate of

cold war - the United States Government has launched the greatest

peace-time arms build-up program in its history. This program, aimed

above all at disrupting the strategic military balance reached during the

'70s between the NATO countries and the socialist camp, is indeed the

decisive factor in the gigantic upsurge of military expenditures and the

arms race. The aggressive and interventionist course of President Rea-

gan's Administration, backed by the enormous combined offensive poten-

tial of the United States armed forces and its NATO allies, is the gravest

conceivable threat to peace and security of all the peoples of the world.

In strategic nuclear strike forces alone, the United States has currently

more than 2000 nuclear arms delivery vehicles capable of carrying 10 000

highly destructive charges. And yet, at the end of the '70s the United

States launched a comprehensive program for increased military strike

capability and, particularly, strategic nuclear potential; to this end, among
other actions, it is developing the Cruise missile and the MX IGBM, with

ten 600-kiloton independently targetable nuclear warheads, and the B-l

strategic bombers; it is building Trident nuclear submarines carrying 24

nuclear warheads each; re-equipping 300 Minuteman-III ICBM's with

highly accurate targetable 350-kiloton warheads; producing the neutron

bomb; deploying 572 new medium-range nuclear delivery vehicles in Eu-
rope; organizing quickly the so-called rapid deployment forces, a globe-

spanning tool for intervention; increasing and diversifying its chemical

and biological weapons arsenal, aimed at volatilizing, paralyzing, steriliz-

ing or animalizing the human being.
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From the economic viewpoint, this wild arms race meant a 3.7 per cent

increase, in real terms, in US military expenditures in 1980 as compared
with 1979, and a 6 per cent increase in 1981. According to the Reagan

plan, military expenditures will increase at an annual rate of 8 per cent be-

tween 1983 and 1987, reaching $356 billion by 1987, close to 36 per cent

of total US spending for that year. The $258 billion already earmarked for

military expenditures in 1983 would just be the beginning of a vast build-

up which would total $1.6 trillion by 1987. According to this project, be-

tween 1977 and 1987, there would be an unprecedented 272 per cent in-

crease in US military expenditures.

It is this policy of building up an Impressive military force to try to solve

the complex problems of today's world through the indiscriminate use or

threat of use of force that has committed mankind to an arms build-up

spiral seriously endangering peace and man's own survival.

The growing pressure brought to bear by the United States on its own
allies in this direction, the ensuing Increase in military expenditures and

the unavoidable and proportional reaction to this policy by the socialist

countries are the reasons why in today's world - in the midst of one of its

greatest economic crises and at a time when billions of people can scarcely

count on minimal resources for basic subsistence - gigantic sums are

being earmarked for military expenditures.

WORLD MILITARY EXPENDITURES
(Millions of dollars at 1979 constant prices)

1972 416 304 1977 464 127

1973 421 045 1978 478 007

1974 435 629 1979 492 927

1975 448 421 1980 502 542

1976 456 045 1981 518 727

Source : Based on SIPRI Yearbook, 1982, p. 140.

Estimates put world military expenditures in 1982 at a figure close to $650

billion. More than $1.7 billion a day, $74 million an hour, more than $1

million a minute!

The direct cost of the arms race has surpassed the fabulous figure of $6

trillion since World War II, which in practice equals the world's total

Gross National Product in 1975. According to UN data, world military ex-

penditures in 1980 equalled the aggregate Gross Domestic Product of

Africa and Latin America for that same year and 6 per cent of the overall

value of world production of goods and services.

Mankind already has the means to annihillate itself several times over.

Just the blast power of the 50 000 bombs, warheads and nuclear charges
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deployed or stockpiled In the world amounts to 16 billion tons of TNT,
more than a million times the destructive power of the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima. And yet, every day it becomes increasingly obvious that, farfrom
guaranteeing greater security, the arms race implies greater and more imme-
diate risks.

WORLD MILITARY EXPENDITURES
1948-1980

(in billions of dollars; prices and exchange rates for 1978)

500=1

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

SOURCE: Based on data compiled from different SIPRI publications.
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Furthermore, the increase In military means of destruction, spurred on

by the present US Administration, comes about in the midst of the pro-

found crisis affecting the world capitalist economy and ignores the

negative consequences traditionally stemming from military expenditures.

Indeed, historically, economic militarization has not only had political Im-

pact on capitalist society but also, as greater resources have been spent for

military purposes, it has had increasingly pernicious economic effects.

As a result of the momentum the war Industry provided to economic

activity during World War II, military expenditures began to play a rela-

tively important role in the process of capitalist reproduction.

It soon became clear, however, that whatever favorable effects military

expenditures might have had on economic development were simply clr-

cumstancial. The most objective and wide-ranging scientific studies con-

firmed the fact that the short-range economic benefits stemming from the

militarization of the economy under conditions of idle resources were

probably annulled by the negative long-range effects on economic growth.

This revealed the inflationary nature of military expenditures which

stimulate purchasing power and effective demand without the counter-

vailing increase in consumable production or productive capacity to meet

future consumption requirements - a negative effect which is further ag-

gravated since such expenditures are made on the basis of enormous

budget deficits. It also exposed the inverse correlation existing between In-

creased military expenditures, which deviates human and material re-

sources, and growth in investments and labor productivity. It also showed

that military expenditure, as compared to civilian expenditures, was much

MILITARY EXPENDITURES IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
(Millions of dollars at 1979 constant prices)

Expenditures

Percentage of

world total

expenditures

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

32 980

37 296

48 074

56 034

63 946

63 630

66 085

67 838

71 316

81 281

7.9

8.8

11.0

12.4

14.0

13.7

13.8

13.7

14.1

15.6

Source : Based on SIPRI . Yearbook 1982, p. 140.
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less capable of generating jobs and thereby mitigating one of the most
acute aspects of the crisis. Estimates have shown that just the increase in

military expenditures proposed by the present US Administration, over

the amount budgeted by the previous Administration, will keep 900 000

people unemployed.

In the distressing general context of the world arms race, the increase in

military expenditures in the underdeveloped world is particularly alarming,

especially in view of the extremely serious economic and social problems

facing these countries today.

Calculated at 1979 constant prices, military expenditures in Third

World countries amounted to $33 billion in 1972. Ten years later, in 1981,

they had already reached the figure of $81,281 million, that is, two and a

THIRD WORLD SHARE IN THE WORLD'S MILITARY
EXPENDITURES

( Percentage)

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

SOURCE: Based on SIPRI. Yearbook, 1981.
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half times more. Their share In total military expenditures has doubled In

the last ten years and now accounts for about 16 per cent of the world to-

tit.'

The International climate of tension and violence generated by the ag-

gressive policies of the imperialist powers and their regional gendarmes,

the aggressions and direct or indirect pressures aimed at destabilizing or

destroying revolutionary processes and defending neo-colonlal interests,

the regional conflicts often encouraged by those very interests: these are

the major factors that have contributed to Third World involvement in

the arms race.

Over 30 countries of the underdeveloped world today produce weapons.

In 1979, military industrial output in these countries amounted to $5 bil-

lion. More than 15 million people make up the regular armed forces of the

underdeveloped countries, i.e., about 60 per cent of total world regular

military personnel.
2

Parallel to the arms race, the arms trade is growing by leaps and bounds

with a turnover in 1980 of approximately $26 billion annually. Close to

three quarters of this total is imports of weapons and war materiel by un-

derdeveloped countries.
3 Recent estimates put the value of weapon ex-

ports to Third World countries, at 1975 constant prices, at $3 billion in

1970 and almost $9 billion in 1980, i.e., a 200 per cent increase for the de-

cade. At current prices, in 1980 the underdeveloped world Imported wea-

pons for $19.5 billion,
4
that is, according to FAO, more than twice the to-

tal amount spent on cereal imports by the lowest-income countries that

same year.

The arms trade constitutes a considerable burden on the weak econo-

mies of the underdeveloped countries. It is the most sterile, unproductive

and unequal exchange for those countries. The arms trade deprives the

importing country of resources that could be used for productive activi-

ties. Arms imports expenditures do not generate increased consumption

or production, or future production to pay for its costs, nor do they pro-

mote public health, education or culture.

Under such conditions, the economic effects of military expenditures

are for the underdeveloped countries even more negative than for the

more advanced countries as a whole. According to recent studies, in-

creases in military expenditures, expressed as a percentage of the Gross

Domestic Product, are inversely correlated with the economic growth rate.

It has been established that for each dollar spent on arms in the underde-

veloped countries, domestic investment is reduced by 25 cents. Arms im-

ports worsen the balance of payments deficits of the underdeveloped

countries. In 1978, arms imports accounted for almost 50 per cent of the

deficit In current accounts for the Third World as a whole.

Can humanity really afford the luxury of the colossal squandering of re-

sources that the arms race implies?
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WORLD ARMS TRADE
(Billions of dollars)

1961 1965 1970 1975 1980

SOURCE: Based on Ruth Leger Slvard. World Military and Social Expenditures, 1982.

In 1980, 100 million people were directly or indirectly involved in mil-

itary activities of no effective economic use to society. This figure is at

present three times the total number of teachers and doctors throughout
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ARMS EXPORTS TO THE THIRD WORLD COMPARED TO WORLD
TRADE, 1962-1980

( 1 OA") 1 C\f\\

Arms

•- World trade

700-

/
600- /
300-

1

1

400-

1

/

300- /

200-

100-

1962 1965 1970 1975 1980

SOURCE: Based on SIPRI, Exports of Major Weapons to the Third World; UN. Statistical Yearbook,

1974 and 1978; UN Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, January 1982.

the world. In the late '70s, half a million scientists and engineers were de-
voting their creative potential to military and weapons development re-

search, with a total world investment of more than $50 billion per year.

The amount used in military expenditures in a single day could finance

the annual cost of a program for the total eradication of malaria. Five

hours of the world's military expenditures equals the total yearly UNICEF
budget for child -care programs.

Throughout the world, military activities consume an enormous
amount and variety of non -renewable resources and raw materials re-

serves. The US military demand alone for metals such as aluminun, cop-
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per, lead and zinc fluctuates between 11 per cent and 14 per cent of total

world demand. World military consumption of liquid hydrocarbons is more

than double the annual consumption of Africa.

Training costs of US military personnel amounts to twice the education

budget of 300 million school-age children In southern Asia. Public health

expenditures throughout the world amount to only 60 per cent of military

expenditures.

The cost of a modern bomber prototype equals the salaries of 250 000

teachers for one year, or the construction and equipment cost of 75 hos-

pitals with 100 beds each. The price of a Trident nuclear submarine equals

the annual cost of sending 16 million children to school in underdevel-

oped countries, or the cost of building 400 000 homes for 2 million people.

The money spent on a modern tank could pay for the construction of

1 000 classrooms for 30 000 children in Third World countries.

In the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, 5.9 per cent of the

Gross National Product is invested in weapons and military expenditures,

whereas 1 per cent is allotted to public health and 2.8 per cent to educa-

tion. The average military expenditures of the poorest countries - whose

per caput income is below $200 a year - nearly equals their total invest-

ment in agriculture. A mere 1 per cent of the military expenditures of the

developed countries could solve the existing deficit in international finan-

cial assistance for increasing food production and establishing emergency

reserves.

In the underdeveloped countries as a whole there is one soldier for

every 250 inhabitants and one doctor for every 3 700. According to recent

estimates, the world is now spending an average of $19 300 per year for

every soldier, while public expenditures for education average a mere $380

for each school-age child. For every 100 000 inhabitants in the world there

are 556 soldiers and 85 doctors. The budgets of the United States and the

EEC countries earmark $45 per capita to military research and $11 for

health research.
5

If the present trends in the arms race continue in the coming twenty

years, the astronomical figure of $15 trillion, at current prices, will have

been spent on weapons. By the year 2000, the global arms trade will have

reached $100 billion a year and the world will have more than doubled the

present nuclear capability to destroy mankind.

The amounts devoted to military expenditures in the world today and

the extraordinary squandering of resources that the arms race implies are

the most obvious expression of the absurd madness and irresponsibility of

its ideologues and advocates. The knowledge that many of the social and

economic problems that afflict and oppress the majority of the human race

could be considerably mitigated by using a mere fraction of the resources de-

voted to military expenditures for the noble aims of progress and well-being

for the peoples cannot but evoke a feeling of disbelief and indignation in all

honest minds.
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TRENDS IN THE WORLD'S IRRATIONAL MILITARY
EXPENDITURES
(Billions of dollars)
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According to an UNCTAD survey,

the arms race means a continued and increasing detraction of scarce

resources - both human and material - while the most pressing needs

of many peoples remain unmet. At present, the developing countries'

per caput income averages 12-13 times lower than in the developed

countries. Some 570 million people in the developing countries are

malnourished; 800 million adults are illiterate; 250 million children do

not attend school; 1.5 billion have little or no access to medical care.

In addition, there is little chance that the situation may improve sig-

nificantly by the end of the century. Even in the most developed coun-

tries economically, there are millions of people whose standard of liv-

ing is below the official poverty line. Giant resources are needed to

solve such global problems as food, energy, raw material and environ-

ment. 6

Moreover, what sense does it make to speak of strategic nuclear bal-

ance, of military security, of participation in the political life of the com-
munity to the hungry, the dispossessed, the sick, the ignorant, to those

who have been deprived of opportunity or even of hope? Let us not forge'

that world peace - the peoples' main concern - will not be attained unless

a solution is found to the dramatic situation of billions of human beings

whose lives are reduced, in the best of cases, to the dally struggle for mere

survival.

Along with the danger posed by the arms race, there looms the tragic

reality of genocide by omission that mankind perpetrates day by day in

dooming millions of human beings to death merely by devoting such huge

resources to developing alternate means to kill them.

Military expenditures, wars and weapons are phenomena promoted and

developed by the capitalist system and the imperialist policy of aggression

and intimidation. The struggle against such irrational and dangerous ex-

pressions of that policy is today one of the most urgent actions facing all

mankind and, particularly, the peoples of the underdeveloped world, who
are among those most directly affected by war and the arms race.

In economic terms alone, the possibilities that disarmament could open

for the development of our peoples are clearly positive. All projections in-

dicate that at the present pace, the arms race would have violently neg-

ative effects on general economic well-being throughout the world, with

almost no exception. In the underdeveloped countries as a whole, it would

worsen the already desperate situation of the enormous masses of the dis-

possessed and the exploited. On the other hand, the United Nations has

estimated that disarmament could bring about a 3.7 per cent increase in

the world Gross National Product up to the year 2000, among many other

social and economic benefits.

Helping to transform this Utopia into reality is our unavoidable duty to fu-

ture generations.
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The absurd rationale which would seek to ensure greater security by

launching this gigantic arms program, and the commensurate reaction it

would entail, have paradoxically led the world to the moment of greatest

peril, least security and most fragile stability in all its history, and has

forced mankind to face the actual possibility of its total and final destruc-

tion. The arms race mankind faces today is, in point of fact, the most im-

mediate and direct threat to its very survival. Stopping and reversing it Is

today, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the most decisive contribution to

the cause of peace, the most essential and definitive goal the world has be-

fore it.
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Epilogue

These facts and realities are irrefutable. Everyone must be aware that

such complex and difficult problems do not have easy solutions. Our as-

pirations and demands clash with the lack of understanding; selfishness;

colossal interests; and enormous technological, economic, military and

political power of imperialism and its neo-colonialist forms and with the

rigid, inexorable laws that govern that system, which has imposed brutally

exploiting, unequal, asphyxiating and unjust economic relations on the

Third World - relations that are even worse and more sophisticated than

those of the colonial system, whose eradication following World War II

gave rise to so many hopes.

We have no alternative but to struggle for recognition of our demands.

We constitute the vast majority of mankind, and our rights and interests

cannot continue to be trampled underfoot forever.

All the peoples in the world, without exception, are threatened, first of

all, by a devastating nuclear war that could even mean the end of man-
kind.

If a real climate of peace and security for all States, both large and small,

is not created and if the absurd arms race - which is spirallng dizzily,

faster than in any other time in history - is not halted, not only will the

danger of world war become a terrible reality, but it will not even be pos-

sible to dream of having the resources that are needed to meet the Third

World's needs as set forth in this report. The task will be impossible if mil-

itary spending is not reduced drastically.

When anyone wonders where the enormous resources that the under-

developed countries will need in the next 20 years are going to come from,

the answer Is there: from the $650 billion that are spent for military pur-

poses each year; from the fabulous figure of $15 trillion that, according to

a conservative estimate, will be used in the next 20 years for such unpro-

ductive and absurd expenditures if the present growth rate continues. A
third of that amount would be more than enough for our needs.

The present conditions of the world economy and its gloomy prospects

should be cause for deep reflection by the rulers and the clearest thinkers
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In the developed countries. The storm that Is hanging over our heads will

seriously affect the nations of the world. The economic backwardness,

lack of financial means, severe contraction of foreign trade, hunger, un-

employment and absence of even the most basic living conditions In the

Third World cannot, in the long run, be beneficial to any of the developed

capitalist countries. To the contrary, the positive outcome of our situation

would have a favorable Influence on the upsurge in world trade and would

alleviate the unemployment, under-utlllzation of installed capacities and

stagnation of their economies. It is an obvious truth that, if our economies

expanded, this would help reduce the tense crisis situation that has been

generated In those countries. The continuation of the exploitation that is

ruining the Third World would inexorably end in ruin for all.

Broadly, the main efforts of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries

and all the other Third World countries may be summed up in the follow-

ing alms:

• To struggle tirelessly for peace, improved international relations, a halt to

the arms race and a drastic reduction in military spending and to demand that

a considerable part of those funds be dedicated to developing the Third

World.

• To struggle without respite for an end to the unequal trade that depresses

our real export income, shifts the cost of the inflation generated in the devel-

oped capitalist countries onto our economies and ruins our peoples; for the ef-

fective functioning of the existing commodities agreements and the signing of

others; and for fulfdlment cf the demands on commodities contained in the

Action Program for the establishment of a New International Economic

Order.

• To struggle against protectionism, that multiplies the tariff and non- tariff

barriers and hinders our export commodities' and manufactured goods' access

to markets, reduces our products' competitiveness and acts as a powerful

mechanism of pressure and coercion against the underdeveloped countries.

• The enormous resources that, historically, have been taken from the

Third World through unequal trade, unjust interest on debts, profits on

foreign private investments, the brain drain and other forms of exploita-

tion are much greater than the external debts contracted by the underde-

veloped countries.

To struggle for the cancellation of the external debts of the large number

of countries which have no real possibilities of paying them and drastically

lighten the burden of debt servicingfor those that, under new conditions, may
be able to fulfill their commitments.

• In order to achieve an equilibrium in the underdeveloped countries' bal-

ances of payments, a massive flow of resources is needed, not only to
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cover their deficits but also to compensate for the drop in their export

earnings and to expedite development.

To struggle for emergency measures to halt or compensate for the drop in

the underdeveloped countries' export earnings and other measures of direct

assistance to bring about sound balances of payments - which, as has been

seen thus far, cannot be achieved through more indebtedness or reductions of

imports.

• To struggle to establish a new, equitable, stable and universal international

financial and monetary system whose credit and voting options reflect the

needs of the various groups and categories of countries rather than the

economic power of some of its members; that is capable of acting in a

genuinely multilateral sense rather than in response to the pressures exerted

by transnational banks or a group of capitalist powers; and that, in short, can

respond in the long run in keeping with the magnitude and structural character

of the underdeveloped countries' balances of payments.

• The existence of large numbers of hungry and undernourished people in

the world constitutes an affront to all mankind. A stable, permanent so-

lution must be found for this serious problem.

To struggle, with international support, to draw up plans so that each coun-

try can meet its own needs for basic foodstuffs as much as possible: to create

an awareness of the inevitable need - // we wish to end rural unaeremploy-

ment, unemployment and hunger - for profound socio-economic and structu-

ral changes, such as agrarian reforms, that will make it possible to adopt high-

erforms of agricultural production; and, also with international cooperation,

to promote programs against erosion, desertification, deforestation and other

forms of soil deterioration, also protecting the main sources of water in each

country and creating new reserves through dams and other means.

An immediate solution should be found for the acute deficit in foodstuffs in

certain regions of the world, by means of a considerable flow from the large

world excesses, transferred in the form of donations, soft credits and sales at

special prices.

It is vitally necessary to create world reserves offoodstuffs and, at the same

time, to struggle against the deliberate reduction of the production offood-

stuffs and their absurd destruction for commercial reasons in certain devel-

oped countries, as this is both inhuman and selfish.

• The so-called industrial redeployment, which seeks maximum profits for

the transnationals by using a cheap work force, simple technologies and

systems of intra-subsidiary trade, cannot meet the underdeveloped coun-

tries
1

legitimate needs for industrialization. Our development cannot be

based on this new form of dependence, which seeks to turn us into ex-

porters of simple manufactured goods and swindles us out of the produc-

tion of equipment and capital assets.
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To struggle for industrialization that responds to our interests, can be inte-

grated with the rest of the economy and paves the way for development, and
to keep the transnational corporations and foreign private investments from
controlling it andfrom carrying out a deforming process of industrialization in

the Third World.

• Our States' staunchness in the defense of their sovereignty constitutes

the best code of conduct against the uncontrolled actions of the transna-

tional corporations, which seek to impose a transnatlonallzed model of ap-

parent development on our countries.

To struggle in each of our countries for the adoption of measures to control

and limit the activities of the transnational corporations, fully exercising our

right to sovereignty over our resources, including the right to nationalize them,

and keeping those corporations from applying models of investment, technol-

ogy, profit remittances and consumption that are alien to the realities and

needs of the underdeveloped countries.

• To struggle resolutely for a stable and definitive solution to the Third

World's energy needs, keeping in mind, in addition to oil, the joint use of

other renewable sources of energy and the international economic cooperation

that is absolutely necessary for their development.

• The tragic situation of the underdeveloped world - which is aggravated by

the effects of the current deep economic crisis - creates obligation for all

the developed countries, and especially those that, over the centuries,

have grown rich through their pitiless exploitation of the Third World.

To struggle to ensure - along with the absolutely necessary flow of substan-

tial resources derived from the reduction of military spending and other

sources - a contribution offinancial, technological and human resources that

will help solve the complex problems already analyzed. Many countries (in-

cluding a group of underdeveloped ones) that do not have the requiredfinan-

cial means could participate by contributing other resources, in line with their

possibilities - for example, by sending doctors, engineers, planners, teachers

and other technicians, eitherfree of charge or under favorable payment con-

ditions.

• We must make the best possible use of our vast possibilities, which in-

clude technical assistance, training and diverse forms of cooperation in

the fields of health, education, agriculture, construction and other aspects

of vital interest to our countries.

To struggle consistently for a solid, coherent movement of cooperation

among the underdeveloped countries that should not subordinate the weaker

economies to the stronger ones but rather act as an effective instrument of

struggle in our collective self-defense against economic attack, in the coordin-

ation of positions for international negotiations and in the best possible joint

utilization of all our resources and experiences.
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• The experience we have gained in the years that have passed since the

launching of the Declaration and Action Program for the establishment of

a New International Economic Order enables us to clearly see its unques-

tionable virtues, its present limitations and its possibilities for develop-

ment. Nevertheless, not a single one of its demands has been achieved

thus far, nor has a real process of negotiations even been initiated, due to

the negative attitude taken by the main developed capitalist countries.

To struggle to rescue and apply the most positive aspects of our demands

for a New International Economic Order fighting those who attempt to water

them down, and to continue calling for a process of global negotiations that

would serve as a realforum for the discussion of and search for solutions to

our most pressing problems.

• The transformation of international economic relations is a prerequisite

for, but not a guarantee of our countries' progress.

To struggle to make all the Third World states aware of the need to pro-

mote indispensable internal structural changes and measures aimed at raising

the people's standard of living, which are an inseparable part of any real pro-

cess of development - especially those related to income redistribution, job

creation, health, housing and education.

• Health is an essential right of all men and a responsibility of society as

a whole. The data in this report show the severity of the tragic health con-

ditions that adversely affect the vast masses of the people in the Third

World. It is clear to all that the solution for this and other serious prob-

lems lies in the elimination of underdevelopment, but a lot can be done

right now.

To struggle urgently to tackle the present critical situation of health in the

Third World through the massive mobilization of national and international

financial and human resources required. It is absolutely necessary to promote

mother and child care programs, the control of communicable diseases, envi-

ronmental protection, distribution offoodstuffs for children, water supply and
the like. In addition, there is a crying need to extend health services, train the

required technical personnel and guarantee the essential basic medicines

which such conditions demand.

• The incredible backwardness of general and technical education - which

is absolutely necessary for any process of real development and for the

use of the great scientific and technical advances that man has made in

all fields - is one of the most serious negative consequences of the Third

World's underdevelopment.

To struggle firmly, with the required international assistance, to develop

programs to combat illiteracy; to provide schooling for all children; to raise

the levels of teaching; to train technicians and skilled personnel on a mass

scale; to give our people access to a university education; and to develop the
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rich, age-old potentials of our peoples' cultures, combating all forms of de-

pendence and cultural colonialism and the deformation of our cultures.

• The United Nations, through its specialized agencies - the FAO,
UNESCO, WHO, UNICEF, the UNDP, UNCTAD, UNIDO, economic

commissions and other regional entities - has often, In its thorough, ln-

depth work, reflected the extreme seriousness of the problems we have

been analyzing. These studies have actually been the permanent denun-

ciation of so much injustice, selfishness, lnsensitivlty and lack of Interest;

they have also issued a permanent call to the conscience and responsi-

bility of all mankind in the face of the incredible drama reflected by the

facts set forth in this report. There is no possible substitute for this world

organization, which includes all States.

To struggle to increase the prestige, authority and role of the United Na-

tions and its specialized agencies; to give them our solid support as a majority

in the struggle for peace and security for all peoples, for a fair international

order and for a solution to the tragic problem of underdevelopment that ad-

versely affects the vast majority of countries. The existence of such an organ-

ization as the United Nations, with growing solidity, influence and power, is

increasingly indispensable for the future of the world.

• Lastly, the unity of all the Third World countries is absolutely neces-

sary. The problems set forth here are common to us all, regardless of po-

litical concepts, systems of government, philosophical convictions and re-

ligious beliefs. The approach to these vital questions affecting us and the

solutions we seek can and should be shared. We should also rise above the

local controversies that sometimes turn us into enemies because of old

disputes or intrigues, ambitions or the machinations of imperialism. Gen-
erally speaking, all are the product of the system of domination and co-

lonial control that subjugated us for centuries. The aboliton of wars be-

tween Third World countries should be a basic law of our States and an

integral part of our struggle for universal peace.

To struggle tenaciously to promote the closest possible unity in the Move-
ment of Non-Aligned Countries and with all other Third World states. We
must not allow anybody or anything to divide us. We must use political for-

mulas and negotiations to solve those problems which make some of our coun-

tries occasionally oppose each other . Let us form an indestructible battle line

of peoples to demand recognition of our noble aspirations, our legitimate in-

terests and our inalienable right to survive, both as Third World countries and
as an inseparable part of mankind.

We have never been characterized by resigned submission or defeatism in

theface of difficulties. We have confronted complex, difficult situations in the

lastfew years with unity, firmness and determination. Together we have striv-

en and struggled and together we have scored victories. In this same spirit and
with this same determination, we must be ready to wage the most colossal, le-

gitimate, worthy and necessary battle for our peoples' lives and future.
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